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Tlie great drawback on successful Northern farming lies in tlie fact, that for six
months in tlie year, nature is at a stands', di :
There is no production and con-nmpr.on goes on with accelerating ratio.
Year* ago we used to hear an told song
vi; oil strongly illustrates the disadvantage
It is the
! tanning in the older States.
argument of the fanner with his wife to
persuade her to “go West:”
here we nui-r tabor each day in the field,
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The New England Homestead makes a
v ic'd.”
matter plain which every farmer or manW in n the country was new, there was ual worker will
readily understand :
.ok ot iatior for tlie farmer in even
The great end at which all improvei!i.- c..blest weather. Clearing the land of ments aim is the maximum
power comos a::.I
stumps and preparing for next bined with the minimum ol material and
.n's operations, furnished abundant
weight. A man shoveling dirt with a
1 most profitable employment. Though shovel one
pound heavier than it should
there
was
«•<
was
t
small,
mpensution
be will lift 6,000 pounds more in a day of
Small ten hours than he would do with a suitable
uevet a lack .1 something to do.
:r: mgs induced economy, and naturally
shovel. All this strength is wasted. The
in prosperity, it not wealth. Of same is true of
machinery. So simple a
Farmers in
»eat-' :io this is changed.
as an unlubricated pulley is felt in
tiling
1
.ter hnd very little to do, and it usually
the furnace, and the cost oi coal is augam, man more to live idly than when
mented. Every useless pound in a truck
is
to
time
ot
the
d.
The
|
problem
or carriage takes vitality from the horse
and
.constant
profitable employ- which draws it,and costs the owner many
rmers during the winter season,
The man
an extra dollar for his keeping.
iso, iiiessedly hard problem it must he
who pulls an oar in the great boat races at
icl. « lien thousands of farmers tail
Saratoga puts himself in training and re.0
noncy even in the growing sea- duces
every ounce of superfluous ilesh.
ot we believe it can he done, and
The racing horse carries not one extra
dom-* bv thousands of farmers in tlie
ounce ol fat to burden him in the effort to
amt fattening <d stock.
Where
win. Yet working men will carry through
in
“store”
condiare me,oix kept
half their lives fifty pounds more flesh
gh the winter there is certainly than is needed for the best working condiThe
tout an almost entire loss.
tion—a burden which tells against their
m
i\
worth a trifle more in
and personal comfort through
rn
in ta’I: hut unless there is a efficiency
g
many years of their industrial life. These
gain in 111.!k. wool, growth or fat,
little things, but whatever
seem
Tlie may
slender chance for profit.
wastes power increases expenses, and
—t economy In teed, with shelter, is
whatever burdens the laborer is not a litneeded b make liiieral feeding profit*
tle thing."
is
ot
herein
the advantage
large
It does not cost ten times as
Two years ago 1
A Cabbage Freak.
1 t, ed ten cow s as
it does to feed
some Savoy cabbage seed, which
bought
twice as much to care tor 50 head
produced cabbages excellent, very large,
a- for
With large buildings and
solid, many of them tilling a half-bushand
u ta
he
cut
food
may
arranged
el measure; from some ol the finest of
too
is
while
the
ed,
entirely
expense
which 1 raised seed. Near the same spot
This does not I also
-inaii -perations.
planted some blood-red cabbages
■a’
implv large farms, though for seed. Each was carefully secured, bagwill
fe.’ ding e- ablishments
ogt
ged and labeled Last spring both kinds
:
them, and the feed used were sown in
separate beds to obtain
gr wn on the tarm. The only suecess- plants. All grew finely; but strange to reg which we believe in is late, each bed of
plants looked alike, and
g.-an; and hay consumed on
not a perfect red cabbage or Savoy was to
1
as much profit as if sold,
be found among the lot. The season being
so, excepting the cost of
late, however, the plants were selected
in
is
as
much
.;
u. tin-re
profit
and set out—the reddest plants in one
tight grain as that grown on the place and the whitest in another, and all
Where large winter feeding is
Still not a good
were fairly cultivated.
1
small tarm the tendency
a a
head ol either colored cabbage has resultgr, v, roots, and possibly grain ed, all
being of a mongrel hue, between
tying the corn needed, and also red, or blue, green, and white. This in< or
as
be
feed
thought stance shows that red and white cabbage
grain
may
s the method
1 '..
wisely pursued seed should never lie grown near together.
have
found
Fastern farmers who
[Cor. N. Y. Tribune.
notice that they can not grow corn
a- Western tanners will lay it
Coloring Cheese. The preference for
do ,-s.
This heavy feeding and colored cheese is one of the strangest comfe.rn, bran, or other teed, rapid- mercial infatuations we are acquainted
tses the fertility of the farm, enThese Yorkshire people, shrewd as
with.
produce more and more. This foxes in things generally, have a notion
secret of the success of John Johnthat plain cheese is not genuine for some
a larmcr.
For many years he fat- reason or other, that it is not so rich as the
'lieep every winter, and never but other, whereas it is really the colored
! it ! e tail t, receive a profit on the cheese that is not
genuine—that is actually
tiler teed consumed.besides the adulterated with annotto to produce the
o,
The
unt of valuable manure.
deep tint which they unwisely prefer. If
! Mr. Johnston's tarm, rivaling
in,-these good people were to taste just a
st-managed (arms ot Kngland, is teaspoonfu! of annotto, such us is used to
due to tliis management. Other color cheese with, we venture to
predict
nr a. inaiiitanee make a
ot
good they would eschew colored cheese lor the
ver
winter fattening cattle, and future. However, this fallacy is gradually
-i f bv keeping cows and selling
being extinguished. [London Agriculturs
ft is a tact that, by skillful al (lazette.
ot
nt
and
wise
selection
stock,
.gem.
At a meeting of the South Deerfield
can and do make more money in
r than they do by their summer op(Mass.) Farmers’ Club, President C. Smith
: 1
oiv
lTiis is what we call superior related several experiments which lie had
g. and those who would rival it tried to ascertain the comparative profit
between fattening young stock in the barn
.-a; : to adopt similar methods, 11111kin summer and fattening in a hill pasture,
-eason of the year barren of profit,
mtinuouslv productive. [Rural the resulted which was a large preponderance of evidence in favor ol soiling, from
V a Y, rker.
the amount of manure saved and the
of
Straw.
Surplus
Disposing
healthy, tlnilty growth of the animals;
1 lie
Maine Farmer is wrest- heifer calves, kept at limne till two years
A vv:
old. instead of running in a large pastures,
u,;a the question, what to do with
more for a cow.
sail' .- straw. It lias puzzled many will be worth at least SI"
w
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Bkitti.k Ft e r. Some horses have such
brittle feet that it is dillicult to keep their
ollen caused by a sudden
| shoes on. This is
change from excessive and long-continued
The best
wetness to extreme dryness.
treatment is to rub the soles and shells of
the feet, with a mixture composed ot the
following: Tar, two parts; beet Miet, two
parts; whale oil, tour parts; beeswax and
; icm in all candor and sinhoney, one part each ; melt over a slow
1 i.a\c asked mysell the same lire and mix well. [Land and Water.
ti.i
times and got different answers,
The State of Tennessee possesses more
v
In-cause the queries arc put under
aeumstanccs, and partly, per- dogs than men, the figures being 7",78" to
— cans1 have sometimes taken a 47,574 for thirty counties, the figures reitensive or rather extended view presenting dogs, however, representing
; it
matter. There are exceptions to only those taxed. The entire number of
;
l-.r instance; when winter dogs taxed in the State is about l’l'5,""",
and there must be an immense number
se.l
upon us in 1^71—the winter lolWhat they consume would fatling the terrible scourge of grasskop- not taxed.
and we found ourselves with tiie ten pork worth about S4,0"0,00". It. is es\\
thought we could get on timated that they kill fully 45,00" sheep
and not halt hay enough for what every year.
vi.
paid us to feed meadow hay and
Josiah lloopes says the liichland plum
•s
in answer to my lirst question
has a skin so tough as to be too much for
i* ■■-! it with meal and roots.”
the curculio, and that it rarely fails to perJ is j ear there is more hay than stock,
The tree bears profusely.
fect a crop.
consideration is one of eeon•...
This plum originated in Lucks County,
the questions return again.
My Pa.; the
fruit is medium in size, reddish
is are eating all tbe
good, early cut hay
and fair in quality; its greatest
wan;
three quarts each of sugar purple,
value being as a culinary Iruit, but pleasat night, and one quart ot barley
ant as a table sort.
m. 1 two of sin rts in
the morning;
-li ve: to water in the cellar twice a
A correspondent of the FI. Y. Tribune
a-.-I immediately tied up iu a warm
When I was in the old country, as
edded with straw and left to furnish says:
we eali it, we used to melt tar and pour
stock, and ive are making now,
around rat-holes. The tar gets on their
tie lbs. per cow, that sells readicoats, which they very much dislike, and
a pound, and the cows are to
March. Will it pay to teed soon leave their quarters. Let any one
i»
them
1 have a nice yoke of fat try this experiment, and he will find there
\
'bat arc doing mv work, and it will will he a general stampede ol rats.
ttiein through this week to finish it.
Winter Shoes for Ladies. Twenty
days will be longer then, the steers
.anted up a little, and with the warmer
years ago it was no uncommon tiling to
and decreasing appetite, taking into see a lady walking on snowy and wet
tint the objective point in rearing
pavements in shoes of prunella with the
.viz the beef they will make, will thinnest of soles.
About that time a
pay to give them any more straw than lady, for now many years one of our lorec
want to lie upon ! Then there are most fashion writers, determined to wear
<- ti
ling cattle—why everybody, almost, and write sensible shoes into fashion.
they will do well enough on straw. Gradually her example and her teachings
U
i. let us see : The steers are designed won disciples and imitators.
Mow on
make at least ten hundred of beet each,
Broadway in the winter season cloth
-.: 1 to do that with
good economy will it shoes are never seen unless as a badge of
to turn them from the barn in the
..
poverty, and rarely are they seen even
-pi big no better than they came to it in in the summer time. Thick-soled kid,
tie tail, if indeed as good? Then the morocco and
pebble goat for street wear
heifers are with call, and tire to make have lon«r been worn.
Within a year or
dry or stock cows, or both, and in the two an advance has been made even from
t me when
they ought to be growing, and this, and now ladies are wearing on the
e extra
draught on the system at this street boots of calfskin, lined with flannel
particular time, will a diet of good, sweet, or kid, with broad Scotch soles and broad
irly cut hay be any too good ; or if a lit- low heels. If the skirts are worn long,
tle- something in addition is given will it over even these shoes should be worn a
t pay just as well and even better, it in
pair of neatly titling waterproof gaiters
addii ui to the hay, than if with straw, to keep the ankles tree from dampness.
where the virtue ot the roots or grain is Thus shod, rubbers,
except in very wet
expended in getting tile straw through the walking, are unnecessary. For carriage
animal J
Then there are the sheep, that wear very handsome and comfortable
p»v :t netter protit than any other stock shoes are made of quilted beaver, lined
u|set the farm, anil drop their lambs in with flannel, and edged with fur.
in
Map ii surely, they cannot eat the
straw; very cold weather every body who can
s'' I think 1 shall continue for this
winter, afford them wear these articles. Any init least, to put the straw under and not
genious woman can make a pair lor herinside the cattle.”
self with little trouble. Let her cut a
M aine is a state where hay is usually
pattern to fit over her shoe, and with this
abundant and ot line quality. Western as a
guide cut out the uppor from whatfarmers cannot, or at least do not rely so ever
of thick cloth she may have in
pieces
much on hay as winter food for stock, and the house. An old felt hat will furnish
cut corn stalks, and in some cases straw material for the soles, and over the shoe
with corn meal profitably take its place. when it is done rubber sandals may be
After all, we suspect that the meal sup- nicely fitted and sewed. If these shoes
plies most of the nutriment, and the straw are made to button high up above the
eaten is ol little value.
Ail that can be ankle, they will prove a great protection
worked up into manure as bedding, and to the lower extremities in snowy weathto retain liquid and solid excrement which er, and when their value is once known
would otherwise be wasted, is profitably will be considered indispensibie.
For
used. The surplus, after doing this, may house wear slippers are not suitable from
be profitably sold, and more concentrated September until June, unless one is conanil valuable fertilizers purchased in its lined to the house all the time and restead. In some localities a load of straw mains in a uniform temperature. Cloth
will sell for enough to buy ten loads of and kid boots may very
properly be substable manure, or a quarter of a ton of stituted for calfskin and pebble
goat
superphosphate. In other places, stock when one comes in from the street. It
be
on
the
fattened
were
as
thro’ the hand
bought
farm,
may
constantly and
kept
winter, and the straw used as bedding. thicklyi covered as the foot is, how susThis will require the purchase of additionceptible it would be to every change of
al grain or oil meal as feed, and the profits
temperature! The removal of a thick,
will be found mainly in the manure pile. warm shoe and putting on a thin
slipper
in its stead has often laid the foundation
Poughkeepsie is the home of the woman of permanent and incurable disease.
so
cross-eyed that when she weeps tears
from her left eye they fall on her right
American oysters are now consumed in Engcheek.
land in enormous quantities.
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iw, and the straw of fifty bushwheat, sa\e what has been used tor
g the stock thus far this winter.
1 do with it ? Will it pay to
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II so, to what?
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Kissing Through the

Bars.

BY H. WINCHESTER.

When 1 was hut a hoy in years,
Near seventy years ago,
I met a romping, laughing girl—
i’ure as the driven snow;
From spelling or from singing school.
Beneath the glittering stars,
I saw her home, but at the gate
I kissed her through the bars.
And often, then, when going by
Her house at eventide,
I’d whistle that familiar strain—
•‘Uli, Cornel Jly Bonny Bride!”
When to the road she’d blushing come,
Bl ight as the evening stars.
And clasp my hand so lovingly,
Then kiss me through the bars.
Now old and gray, and bent with years,
While in my easy chair.
1 sit and dream of youthful days,
And hopes once bright and fair;
And fancy I am young again,
And gazing on the stars—
While waiting for my love to come
And kiss me through the bars.
While by my side sits my old wife,
With furrows on her brow;
But to me there’s been no change
From blushing youth, till now ;
But fairer grown Vv ith lapse of years,
Her love like twinkling stars,
Has never changed since first she met
And kissed me through the bars.
God bless this old gray wife of mine
For what she’s ever been
Since tirst we met at spelling school,
And all the years since then;
And often now in walking out
Beneath the same bright stars,
She slyly asks me how I’d like
To kiss her through the bars.
Tho’ seventy years have bleached our hair
White as the mountain snow,
But to me she looks as fair
As fifty years ago—
When roses bloomed upon licfr checks,
With eyes that shamed the stars—
As when a boy 1 saw her home,
And kissed her through tlu; bars.

Bound to Elope.

moment romance was forgotten ; and
the true woman’s nature was strong in
her young heart. Boor and despairing!
Ah, now she knew that she loved him.
Unconfessed before, even to herself there
stood the strong love in her heart, defying her to tear it out. “Hugh !” said she.
The voice was low, very low, and the
lips close to his ear. “Hugh, look up!”
A low groan was the answer.
“Hugh!”
And a little, soft hand lay among his
masses of curls, and there was almost a
sob in the sweet voice. “Hugh, look up;
for 1,” oh, how low the voice sank, “I
love you!”
Dear me, how the relative position of
the parties changed ! Hugh, erect, manly, holding her close to his heart, while
his whole face glowed with love and
pride; and Lucy, timid and shrinking,
her face hidden on his breast, and clinging close to him.
"Say that again, Lucy.”
But Lucy thinking once was enough,
raised her head suddenly with a look of
laughing defiance, and would have run
away, but he held her last. Then they
talked long together.
Hugh declared
Mr. Graham to be resolute in forbidding
their union, and before these lovers parted, they had planned an elopement.
A lew days later, Lucy shut herself up

The

a

in her room one

morning, declaring

that

headache would prevent her
joining the family She refused the mediein
and all attendance, pleading only
for quiet, and at last mother and Cousin
After they had
Lizzie left her alone.
gone, Lucy employed her time very peculiarly lor an invalid. She packed all
her jewels and money in the smallest
possible compass, and then put some
clothes into a carpet bag. She laid out
her traveling dress upon the bed, and arranged a new brown ribbon on her traveling bonnet.
Early in the evening Lizzie and her
mother came to bid her an affectionate
good-night, and then she was left alone
again. Instead of retiring, she dressed
herself in her traveling dress, and, taking
the bag, sat down by the window. The
night passed slowly, and early the next
morning there came a low tap upon her
window. Looking down into the garden
beneath, she saw Hugh armed with some
tiny stones, which he was throwing
against the glass. She threw up the
sash, a ladder was placed against the sill,
and in a few minutes Lucy stood beside
her lover. A carriage was waiting at the
Having
gate, and they posted away.
changed houses some four times, they
stopped at a village church in Berkshire,
where the marriage service was performed, and the happy pair drove to the adjoining station to wait for the train lor
Cheltenham.
Two days later, and the young bride is
sitting by herself in an elegant apartment
at a hotel at Cheltenham.
Lucy looked weary. Hugh was away,
and if the truth must be told, Lucy was a
little ashamed of her escapede. She remembered her mother’s tender care lor
her, and her father’s kind indulgence all
her life, and she knew that she had made
them but a poor return for their love.
While she was thus musing Hugh came
in.
“Lucy,” said he, “I have just had a telegram from home: “1 have bad news for
a

severe

“This is a dreadful matter-of-fact world,”
said Lucy Graham, as she looked up into
her cousin Lizzie’s face, “all romance has
departed. Don’t you think so, coz ?”
“Well, 1 never gave the subject much
consideration,” said her cousin; “but I
thought that 1 heard you yesterday saying
that Susan Grant’s marriage was very romantic.”
“No, no, not her marriage, that was
very stupid and matter-of fact,” said Lucy ;
“It was her meeting with George that was
romantic. She tell overboard near the Five
Hells at Putney last summer, and George,
who was of the party, but had never seen
her, sprang from the bank and rescued
her. To be sure, she was only wet and
frightened, and the water was shallow,
but still the incident was delightfully romantic. I wanted her to elope, but she
wouldn’t and they were married in the old
hum-drum style. It ever 1 marry I am determined to elope. The present style of
courting, proposing, and wedding, is just
as flat as ditch-water. I want a little spice
ol romance in my matrimonial schemes.”
Yet Lucy was no empty-headed, romantic simpleton. Far from it! She was very
pretty, very fascinating, and very intelligent, highly accomplished, and in most
things very sensible; but unfortunately
Miss Lucy had got her head full of sentimental peotry and over wrought novels,
and had taken quite a dislike to matler-olfaet incidents. As her father was rich and
my poor darling.”
her mother loved society, Lucy, of course you,
“Father, mother?” cried she, springdid not lack admirers. Among these there
ing to meet him.
was one that cared nothing tor Lucy’s
"Your molherds ill. very ill, dearest, 1
money, but loved her with a deep earnest tear. We should go home immediately.”
love for her own bright self. He was hand“Oh, Hugh, can 1 go home; 1 have
some, talented, well-connected and rich, been so
ungrateful and naughty ? Oh,
and in every way a suitable match for the
mother, mother!”
coquettish beauty. But Lucy treated him
“Why, dearest, if the truth must lie
with the utmost indifference. Did he bring told—”'
her flowers ? She tossed them aside, while
“Father may refuse to let me see her.
he was present, with an air of profound I did not leave them any word where I
and
if
he could have peep- was
contempt,
yet,
going; perhaps it is fretting for me
ed into Lucy’s most cherished books, he that made mother ill.” and the
poor little
would have lound that between the leaves
threw herself, sobbing, into her
beauty
were pressed many ol those same flowers.
husband’s arms.
Did he ask her to dance? She was invari“Why, Lucy, 1—don't cry so. darling:
ably engaged, and yet her eyes would jeal- they are not angry. They knew all about
follow
all
his
if
he
took
movements
ously
it.”'
another partner. It he asked her to sing
“All about what?” said Lucy.
she was always hoarse, yet if she heard
“Our elopement,” he replied. “Forgive
him mention any air as a favorite, Lucy
my having deceived you. my bonnie wee
invariably purchased and studied it. In wife; but you were so determined not to
short, disguise or deny it as she would, marry with your father's consent, tfiat I
Lucy was in love with Hugh Murray.
told you several very dreadful litas to get
“Lucy,” said Cousin Lizzie to her, as you to confess thaL you loved me.”
sat
“don’t
thinK
they
sewing together,
you
“Why, haven’t you lost all v our money ?”
you are treating Mr. Murray shamefully ?
“Not a penny,” he replied.
••Shamefully,Lizzie? Shamefully? Why
“And did papa know J was going to run
1 positively accepted an oiler to have a galaway ?”
lop with him across the common this very
“Yes,” and here a glow of honest pride
atternoon.”
1 am not a
came into Hugh's face.
“Yes, 1 know that, but you flirt with man,” he said, “to steal my wife. No, 1
him outrageously. Are you going to mar- loved
you, but had your father really rery him, Lucy ?”
fused me, I would have crushed out my
Lucy shook down a shower of golden love-”
curls to hide her burning face, and re“Would you ?” said Lucy archly.
+
plied :
“At least I would have concealed it.”
“He never asked me, Lizzie.”
he replied. “But come darling, we will
“Hut he will. He loves you, Lucy. He
go by the next train.”
told me so, and—and, Lucy he thinks you
“And I can go to mamma? Oh, I am
—you—perhaps that is, you will not refuse so glad. Oh, Hugh, I have felt dreadfulhim.”
ly guilty, but now I am happy.”
“Does he? He will find out his mis"And you forgive my deception?”
take.”
“Yes, for it proved your love. That
“Why, Lucy, surely you do not intend you could feign to do an act from which
to refuse him?”
your noble soul revolted, when you found
“Hut I do!” said Lucy.
that I was—”
“Bound to elope,” said Hugh, finishing
“Why? He is everything desirable.
Your father will be delighted with the the sentence.
match.”
The repentant Lucy found her mother
“There now you have just hit the very
better, and received a warm welgetting
reason.
He would ask me, and then ask come home, which she humbly acknowlpapa, and there would be nothing roman- edged she did not deserve. Since then,
tic about it; no opposition; a real stupid when she has a very willful fit, her huswedding; a trip to Cheltenham, and then band can always make her submissive by
just settle down like all the rest of the alluding to her memorable elopement.
world. Hah! the very idea is tiresome!
N'o ! 1 am determined when I do marry, I
Stealing from Freight Trains. Not
will elope.”
long since a bale of cotton was lost trom
One week later, Lizzie and Hugh Mur- the
night freight train between this city
ray parted at the door with these words: and Boston, on the Boston and Lowell
said
“Y’ou are sure,”
Hugh, “that this road. All that is known about it is, that
is Lucy’s only objection !”
it was billed with others to Lowell, but
“Sure,” replied Lizzie.
never reached here. A lew nights later, a
"Well, .1 am glad it is no worse. Good- train started out similarly lrieghted,
by.”
and came on all right lor some distance.
And, leaving her with a warm shake of The night was so foggy' that it was imthe hand, young Murray took his way to
possible to see more than the length ol a
Mr. Graham’s counting-house in the city. car, but it Was not so dark and foggy that,
He was closeted with Mr. Graham for a when
eight or ten miles out, the engineer
long time, and then came out with a beam- did not feel that his train was light. Some
ing face and light step. The same evening brakemen on the rear train had also dislound him alone with Lucy in the draw- covered that
part of the train was being
ing room of Barnes Villa. He was very left behind. Finally the engineer ran
silent, apparently very sad, while Lucy back to see what was the trouble, and he
was remarkably cheerful and chatty.
discovered that the coupling-pin had been
“Positively. Mr. Murray, you are very pulled by somebody and the train purposesaid
are
as
silent
tiresome,”
Lucy; “you
ly' divided, lie discovered more, viz:
as it you were dumb.
Have you anything that at about the place where the severed
on your conscience ?”
train was brought together two men in a
“Lucy, said he, looking up into her wagon drove away at a smart rate of
laughing eyes. “Lucy, 1 love you.”
speed and were directly lost in the dark“Really. Well, so you have said before. ness.
It you have nothing more original'to say,
Another discovery made was that the
you had better relapse into silence.”
heavy canvas covering of the car-load of
said
with
but
a
he,
“Yes;
Lucy,”
lugu- cotton had been cut asunder, and two bales
brious sigh, “1 have loved you long, but I ol cotton rolled off, and the bales were also
never felt how dear you were to me so
The theory is
found beside the track.
forcibly as 1 do to-night. Before 1 have that a thief concealed himselt on the train
loved with hope; now, now that 1 must cut the canvas,
pulled the pin and sepa.
lose you-”
rated the train, pushed off the two bales
“Lose me? I—I mean—that is-”
of cotton, and then got oil' himself to take
“Yes, Lucy, to-night wo must part. care of it. Under cover ol the intense
Your father forbids our thinking of each darkness the thieves
probably intended to
other.”
get off with quite a stock of cotton; but
“My father!” cried the astonished girl, the discovery ol the engineer frustrated
“why I thought—he said—I—1-”
their plans, and they made off in the wag“Then you have spoken of it?” and on.
1‘robably the same fellows got the
there was a joyful thrill in Hugh’s voice. bale lost a lew
nights previous. [Lowell
“Oh, Lucy,may 1 hope that you love me?” Vox i’opuli.
“1—I like you,” said she.
“Is that all?” said her lover. “Alas!
During leap year the girl who counts all
your father was right. He said that you .the gray horses she sees, until she has got
were too young to love, and that 1 was
up to a hundred, will he married within a
tco poor to marry.”
year, to the first gentleman with whom
she shakes hands after counting the hun“Poor!” said Lucy.
“Yes; did you not know that the Span- dredth horse. Every girl in the city carish stock had gone down to nothing, and ries a memorandum book, that she may
One
that all my property was invested in it? bo sure to keep a correct record.
Hid you not know that I was penniless? has already twenty-six, another eleven,
And yet I dare to love you. Alas! in and another, who only began yesterday,
vain!” and Hugh’s head bent down on has seven. If somebody would bring a
the arm of the sofa in ah attitude of deep drove of a hundred gray horses to-day
what a shaking ot hands would take place
despair.
Lucy stood still, looking at him. For to-morrow. [.lefT. City Tribuno.

Post-Office.

We kept the post-office at the lair. You
know what that is. People come and ask
tor letters, and ot course we direct any
envelope that happens to turn up, and
hand it out, and they pay postage. We
had all sorts of things at the lair—fishponds and grab-bags. It was mean to
put so many tracts in those, I do say;
and, as I told you we kept the post-office,
and 1 don’t know how it came into my
head to write two letters just alike:
“Meet me at the oak tree if you have not
forgotten the past,” and put them into
pink envelopes; but we wrote trash of all
kinds, of course.
The oak tree was just outside the room
where we held the fair, the big room of
the academy ; and there was a nice bench
there; so it struck me to write the notes.
“(live one to a lady and one to a gentleman,” said 1, And Ann Lunn, who
delivered the letters, laughed merrily.
“Whoever gets them will be sure to go
to the tree,” she said ; and almost as she
spoke, up came Dr. Steelwaggou, the old
bachelor in Bluehill, and putting his head
in at the window, said, slowly :
“Young ladies—are there any letters
for me ?”
“Yes, sir; one for Dr. Steelwaggou,”
cried Ann, tossing me a pink envelope,
and I addressed it. lie paid a liberal
postage —he was sure to do that—and
away ho went.
“Watch him for half an hour, and you
will see him go to the old oak,’ said Ann.
And sure enough, in less than that, we
saw him make his way cut ot the hall
and sit down under the tree in the moon-

light.

“Men never lose the:.r vanity,” said
Ann.
"Do women? Let us discover,” said
I. And I savv old Miss Barnet coming
toward the office, and 1 directed the other
pink envelope to her.
In a moment up she came smiling—a
pretty old lady in black silk, witli the
nicest little ruffles ot real lace at her
neck.
“Have you letters for me, my dear?”
she said.
“One. Miss Barnet,” said Ann.
She handed out the pink envelope number two, as she spoke.
“It 1 were a young lady 1 should think
this was a love-letter!” she said as she
walked away.
\ ill she go to the oak?” I asked.
“We shall soon see,” said Ann.
And though she did not go soon, it was
not long betore we saw her gliding out of
the hall and walking very slowly indeed
toward the bench where Dr. Steelwaggou
••

sat.
lie arose as she came near; he bowed.
She courtesied. They sat down together.

awhile they rose and walked
away arm in arm.
“Didn’t I tell you?” said Ann.
“Of course when they met they had a
chat,” said I. "They are two old neighbors.”
But Ann would joke and say ad sorts
of things ot course.
Well, we were busy with the fair, and
forgot all about that little incident soon,
and when the fair was over there was
still a good deal to do. until one day we
all went up to the minister’s house to
count up what wo had made, and talk
things over, when, as we were counting
the gains of the post-olliee, the minister’s
wife suddenly cried out:
oil, girls, we are to have a wedding here to-night. And the post-olliee
brought it about. Miss Barnet is to marrv Dr. Steelwaggon, and all because ot
two letters that'they got at your otlice.
“You see, long ago. when she was a
pretty young girl, and he a handsome
young man, the two were engaged, and
loved each other dearly. But they quarrelled somehow, as lovers do. now and
then, and separated. From that day to
this they have never spoken to each
But neither of them, as you
other.
know, lias ever married, and lately Miss
Barnet told me she had begun to think
that the doctor must have loved tier more
than she thought, else he would have had
Men can always marry it they
a wile.
please, you know. And then she knew
very well there had never been any one
She thought as
to her like, the doctor.
she walked about the fair how happy the
old couples looked arm in arm, and perhaps he thought so too. Indeed lie has
told her so since. And when she walked
up to the ollice she was thinking how
handsome lie was yet; and when she
opened her letter and read : ‘Meet me at
the oak tree if you have not lorgotten the
past.’ it gave her quite a nervous teeliug,
and after awhile she walked slowly along
The moon
to the door and looked out.
shone brightly over the lawn, and there,
under the oak tree, in the middle, sat the
doctor himselt. llad he written her the
letter? She walked on toward the tree,
not meaning to seem to see him unless he
spoke; hut he did speak. He arose and
bowed.
‘“Miss Barnet,’ he said, ‘I hope 1 see
you well.’
“And she said:
‘Thank you, quite well, Dr. SteelAlter

waggon.’

“And that was the first words they had
since thirty years ago.
“She had said to him :
-It is perfectly certain that we have
made a great mistake in thinking we
liked each other, Dr. Steelwaggon.’
“And he had said :
‘“I never contradict a lady, Miss Bar-

spoken

net.’
“Then she was twenty and he twentylive. They were old people now, hut
when she shook hands with him under
the oak, she felt herself tremble.
*\Ye are both alone,’ 3aid lie. ‘I.et us
keep each other company.’ Then he
bowed her to the seat horn which lie had
arisen and sat down beside her.
“Alter that, the first question he asked
was:

‘Have you been to the post-olliee?’
“She said, ‘Yes.’
‘Will you read
‘So have I,’ said lie.
my note ?’

placed it in her hand. It was duplicate of the one she had received.
“She showed him hers.
Those foolish children have been
playing us a trick,’ said she; ‘well, we
can laugh at it.’
1 don’t feel much like laughing,’
said he. ‘You see 1 have not forgotten
the past. Have you?’
Women don’t lorget very easily,’
said she.
‘Miss Barnet,’ said he, ‘we have been
I think a word
two very foolish people.
on
either side might have mended it
years ago. I will say my word now. I
love you yet; will you forgive me and he
my wife.’
‘People would laugh so,’ said she.
‘YVe will laugh too,’ said he. ‘Come,
Uosa, say ‘Yes.”
“YVhen he called her Rosa it suddenly
struck her how long it was since she had
been called by her Christian name, and
she began to cry. Then he gave her his
arm and
they walked away into the shadows ; and they are to be married tnis
evening, and the fair post-olliee and your
joke did it, girls.”
And they were married, and nobody
laughed but a few sillies, and who minded them ?
“He

A cockney tourist met a Scottish lassie
going barefoot toward Glasgow, “las-

sie,” said he, “I should like to know if
all the people in these parts go barefooted?” “Part on ’em do, and part on ’em
mind their own business,” was the rather
seltling reply.
II you don’t want your wile to bother
you every day with the remark, “Don't
forget that worsted,” just mention to her
the pretty girl who tends the worsted
counter where you got the last.

Whiskey

Defrauders

Imprisoned.

The Louisville Journal has the following account of the arrival at the Indiana
State Prison of the men recently convicted
of

complicity
dianapolis—

in the whiskey frauds at In-

say, and appeared resigned to his hard
fate.
lie is a man past the middle age of
life, and has a family, lliram B. Snyder
appeared indifferent to all around him,"and
looked sad and gloomy.
THE CLOSING

SCENE.

After the prisoners had shaken hands
That was a sad scene at the State Prison with their friends and bid them good-bye,
in Jeffersonville, when the crooked whis- they were marched out of the ollice into
key men sentenced by Judge Gresham, the prisoners’ reception-room by Deputy
stepped inside the gloomy building and Warden Craig. They were there relievthe ponderous iron doors closed upon ed of such, articles as they had about
them. They were men who had for loug them which it was contrary to the rule
years occupied high social positions and for them to keep. Warden Howard held
no conversation with the prisoners, and
were numbered as good and honest citizens.
In Evansville, Ind., where they will treat them just as the regulation reThey were next taken to the
mostly resided, no class of men stood quires.
higher, and their arrest, trial, conviction prison barber, where their hair was cut
and sentence have struck the people of and their whiskers shaved off.
They
that section with consternation. They at were then taken to the clothing departfirst could not believe that such men as ment and the zebra or striped convicts’
McGriff, Muntord, Hill and others could suits given them, which they put on, and
be guilty ot the crimes charged and even which altered them so much that they
yet they scarcely believe it, and look were scarcely recognizable. When fully
upon the whole transaction in the light of rigged out they were taken to the house
a horrid dream.
They find it hard to re- and assigned their quarters and eots.
alize that more than
They will not at present have any work
to do, as the convicts are all idle.
The
A DOZEN Ol THEIR PROMINENT 1 ITIZENS
fate of these men is a terrible anil fearful
could he guilty of frauds upon the gov- lesson to men now
occupying positions of
ernment.
But it is true, or at least so trust and
honor, and should be carefuliy
hath said a jury ot their peers, who swore heeded.
Upon the presumption that they
that they were unprejudiced and would were all dishonest an 1 deserved their
carefully and impartially weigh the evi- fate, it is sad to think of their present
dence adduced and give in their verdict
misery and the terrible disgrace, humiliaccordingly. That verdict was “guilty,” ating shame and deep anguish they have
and the penitentiary was the punishment
brought upon themselves and their wives
decreed by the court.
In conformity and children.
witli the sentence passed, the crooked
victims were received at the prison as
Speech of a Mississippi Editor
stated. Their names and terms of senAt
a reception to an excursion party ot
tence are as follows: James K. Hill, two
years and six months; Albert McGriff, Mississippi editors, at Buffalo, N. Y., Mr.
two years; William Munford, two years; S. H, Stackhouse, of the Hazelhurst (Miss)
Geo. T. Simonson, Phillip C. Eberwine, Copiahan, made the following reply to the
address of welcome:—“When the Queen
two years; Harrison Miller, two years;
John E. Phillips, two years, and Hiram ot Sheba visited old Solomon's dominions
B. Snyder, two years. The sentence read in the ancient time, ilew over the hills
for hard labor lor the terms specified, for and dales in Ids lightning railroad trains,
violation of the revenue laws. The pris- sailed over his great lakes in his big steamoners were delivered to the custody of ers, rode upon his keel boats as they plowWarden Howard by Mr. 1. S. Bigelow, ed his canals, examined critically his harms
deputy United States marshal for Indiana and his machine shops, she finally made
her way to the headquarters and formally
IN THE HORRIBLE OLOOM.
interviewed the thrifty old autocrat of all
into
the
were
taken
The convicted men
the Jews; and in that interview candor
director’s office of the prison, where they constrained her to
acknowledge that alleave of their
were allowed to take
she had heard much ol his greatthough
iriends, several accompanying them from ness and
magnificence, yet the halt had
Indianapolis to the prison. A Courier- not been told her. So it is with us, fellow
Journal reporter was allowed to go into citizens ol
Buffalo, in reference to this
the room and converse a short time with tremendous
country you have got. We
This he could do the have
the prisoners.
heard a great deal about you. We
their
more readily, as lie had attended
have read much concerning you in your
trials at Indianapolis, and had a speaking
big newspapers, ot your thrift, your push,
acquaintance with the prisoners. On en- your genius, enterprise, wealth, progress
noticed
the
first
man
the
room
by
tering
and irrepressibility. But now since we
the reporter was Albert McGriff, the have traversed a considerable
scope ol
on
a
He
was
smoking your grand domain, we are. like the Queen
sitting
gauger.
his
in
buried
hands,
face
with
his
lounge
of Sheba, toreed to acknowledge that the
the picture of grid and despair. The re- half has not been told us.
porter touched him lightly on the shoul>\ e are not going into any war with
der, when lie started and raised his head. you fellows. If we had known how conHis face looked careworn and haggard, founded numerous
you were—what vast
and his eyes were suffused with tears. resources
you had—what a nation of get
He is an old man, the frosts ot sixty winand gitters you are—we should never
lie has up
ters having whitened his hair,
have been guilty of the absurdity ot tryhonest
an open, frank and
countenance,
ing to whip you in the first place. Now
and would he taken lor a gentleman that we have seen for
ourselves, and gotwhenever and wherever met. “Mr. Mc- ten some sort of an idea of the
magnitude
Griff, I'm sorry to see you here; I believ- of the job of cleaning you out, we consided that you were more sinned against er that another war on our side would be
than sinning, and hoped you would pull
preposterous and ridiculous, and we are
through.” “It was no use; my counsel for peace. Yes, fellow-citizens of Buffalo,
Alter
me."
for
could
did everything they
we are here in the interests ot peace—Moda pause, lie continued:
“My God, to like peace. In the glowing language ot
think that 1 would ever come to a place the
inspired psalmist, “l’eaee hath her
like this; it will kill me, my heart is victories no less renowned than war.” \Ye
crushed now.” He spoke, in a voiee deep believe in
We are quite ready to
peace.
with emotion, and was greatly agitated. be harmonized And I am
glad to be able
Words of cheer were spoken to him by
to say that everywhere we have been in
the reporter, but they fell on the ears ot a the North and West we have met with a
MISERABLE AND HEART-BROKEN Ol.I* MAN. cordial welcome and kindly greeting. Nohas made taees at us.
We have tell
“If it were not lor my poor wile and body
() K all the time.
The railroads have
blit
to
think
could
stand
I
1
believe
it,
son
dead-le aded us and given us the finest
of the disgrace brought upon them is more
ears to sleep in. The hotels
than 1 can hear. It will kill my wile. She drawing-room
reduced their rates and some of them
is sick now, and this will kill her, but
didn’t have the heart to charge us at all.
there is one consolation : She knows I am
We have been ted at all your >wn eating
innocent of the charge. J. Bingham lied
He institutions where we have stopped. In
on me—cruelly and maliciously lied.
some places they wined us and they dined
never paid me a dollar in his file, and he
us out in carriages and showed
his
bro’, us, rode
knows it well. Byron Bingham,
us the sights, made speeeties to us, serein
told me at the Grand Hotel,
Indianapo- naded us with their brass
bands, etc We
lis, in the presence ot the United States have had
just a splendid time of it. The
marshal, that he knew nothing against ladies
(Mod bless ’em, always) haye smilme, and he did not believe 1 was in the
ed upon us, and the men have sometimes
when
of
this
alterward,
I
spoke
ring.
even gone to the exteut ot asking us to
John Bingham found it out, and that is
take a drink. That last is the capstone to
knew
his
brother
that
Byron
why he swore
the climax of reconciliation. [Hear, hear!]
nothing about the money lie—John Bing- The true road to a
Mississippi editor’s
ham—swore that he paid me. While I
heart is to invite him to take a drink with
was at home sick, they raised the stamps
If that don’t harmonize him—it that
and did the ‘dumping’ on me, and 1 swear you.
don't capture him—if that don’t bring
to you that 1 am an innocent man.” The
to the land and save the country,
above was given to the reporter in a peace
else on earth will.”
nothing
would
oiten
the
and
broken voice,
speaker
his
that
He
said
narration.
pause in its
A Miner's Luck.
wife was 58 years old and that he had been
married 30 years. Was warm in the praise
the Amador (Cal.) Ledger.
[From
of bis son, who had stood nobly by him
About tour years ago an Austrian,
was well
McGrift
trial.
during his.long
whose name, we believe, is John Travis,
known and highly respected at Evansville, bid adieu to his native
land, emigrated to
that
clerk
of
the
tor
seven
city
years
being
anil finally determined to court
America,
Presot
the
member
a
place and leading
the tickle goddess of Fortune in the land
byterian Church. His trial and conviction of gold, lie left a wife and family behind,
have told heavily upon him, and those who
intending to return for them as soon as
know him well state that lie looked ten
He fixed
circumstances would permit.
two
he
did
than
older
yesterday
years
Amador County as the scene ot his
months ago. He is a man of high nervous upon
toil.
Being a man industrious and ot
temperament and it was with the utmost steady habits, lie experienced little difficould
that
he
keep up yesterday. culty in finding employment, lie workdifficulty
He was almost entirely let down. With
in the Oneida mine, and at
ed
all this he has the heart disease, and it is tne principally
end of Una years, by perseverance
the general opinion among his friends that
and frugality, he had amassed about §1,800
he will not long survive his imprisonment.
Little writing had passed bein gold.
He is indeed to be pitied.
tween the pair during these years of sepHE MADE UP Ills MIND TO STAND IT.
aration. Having accumulated this amount
James K. Ilill displayed more true grit of money, he determined to return home
yesterday than the other prisoners, lie ior his family in Dalmatia, expecting to
seemed cheerful, and said that he had made give them an agreeable surprise. H ith
up his mind to stand it, and that he could the greater portion of iiis gold sewed up
stand as much as any other living man. in a belt which lie wore around his waist,
Ilill is a pleasant, gentlemanly looking he went to New fork, where betook pasperson, with heavy black, glossy whiskers. sage on board a steamer bound ior HamWhen playfully nld that it would be burg, thinking to make the remainder ot
hard on him to lose his tine whiskers, he the journey by land. At length the vessaid: “They won’t cut off my whiskers, sel reached her destined port, and visions
will they?” and exhibited some emotion. of home and a reunion with his long-lost
When told that they would be cut, lie said friends danced before him. But a cruel
that ho was sorry, as lie had always hid- fate vetoed the realization of his dreams
den an ugly scar on his l ight check with of bliss. Oij mooring alongside of the
Hill lias an extensive ac- wharf planks were placed from the vessel
his whiskers.
quaintance in Indiana, and is well known to the shore to enable the passengers to
He was deputy revenue col- land. All eager to press the soil ot the
in this city.
lector at Evansville, lie re-asserted his Fatherland again, some twenty or thirty
innocence yesterday, lie is lolly-three stepped upon the treacherous plank, when
its lii ing
years old, and lias a wile and eight child- it gave away, precipitating
ren, but his friends will not allow them to Height into the water. A scene ensued
that beggars description. Five ot them
suffer.
perished before assistance could be renPHILIP c. EBERWINE WAS SAD AND SILENT,
dered. Travis happened to be one of the
to
hut
to
gaz- number on the
say
anyone,
having nothing
plank when it broke, but
in
lie
those
the
room,
ing vacantly upon
an expert swimmer lie struck out
being
is thirty-live years old, his blue eyes and
manfully lor the lauding place; but the
dark hair, slightly tinged with gray. Mil- belt of coin around him
dragged him like
lie says that his
ler is but 31 years old.
lie fought
a millstone beneath the wave,
bis
is
out
ot
all
to
proportion
punishment
hard to save both his life and his gold,
offense. 11c said that he never would have l'lie
conviction, however, soon forced itbeen in the ring only that all the officers self
upon his mind that he must part witli
were in, and if he kept out he would have
one or the other.
Taking his band ot
them all to light, and that to save his posiwealth from liis body, he cast it into the
a
married
tion he went in. He is
man,
sea and lived to tell his tale.
The water
but has no children. His health is deliwas some four or live fathoms deep and
cate. John E. Phillips thinks the sentence
the bottom muddy, lie spent three days
terrible. He was in the army for four in a
diligent search for the buried treasHe
wounded.
said
was
and
badly
years
Sixteen hundred
ure, without success.
the distillers got him into it by stating that
dollars, representing years of toil and self
to
have
shut
down
or run
would
they
denial, were gone. Counting the slender
crooked; that lie was trying to provide a stock ot money which lie had reserved for
home for his lamily, and did not want to
incidental expenses, lie found that he had
iose his position. Phillips is about 50 years
about enough to take him home or
just
of age, has dark hair and eyes; has a wito
Which
him back to California.
bring
and tour children in straightened circum- should he do? To
go home with his tale
stances. He takes his sentence hard. Geo.
ot disaster would be worse than useless.
T. Simonson was cool and selt-possessed.
iiis back upon his friends lie had
lie thought that a. little more mercy should Turning
so nearly reached, and whom he longed
was
have been shown him, but he
going to seo, he took a stearage
passage across
He was in the
to make the best of it.
the Atlantic coast, and arrived in this
army, but broke down on account of ill- State a lew weeks ago. We understand
health. Is 43 years old and has a wife and
he is now in Amador County, undaunted
three children. Wm. Muntord is a lino
by the-sad reverses ot the past, but deterHe
old.
55
man,
probably
years
looking
mined, it possible, to build up his broken
was a colonel in the army and received
fortunes once more.
several wounds. He looked very pale, but
calm, and was not addressed by the reA giraffe was frozen to death in New York
porter. David M. Lewis had nothing to last week. It was valued at #1000

Statist

Beene lit

Islands.

the laadvlek

[Hawaii Cor. San Francisco Chronicle.1
We enter a small room,
perhaps twelve
by sixteen feet, in a small house, standing
about one hundred yards back irorn the
street.
There was one window and one
door in the room, and the
ceiling was open
to the very lofty rool—one room
seeming
to be all there was in the house.
Some
mats were spread on the floor, and
along
one side were beds.
We sat down on the
pulu pillows at the head of them, the beds
being on the floor. Presently an old man
accompanied by a couple of young women,
came in with an old leather
gong, which
he commenced to beat furiously on one end
as he sat down on tiie floor.
The women
came in one alter the other
singing and
moving in time with their arms extended.
On their heads were wreaths of flowers.
Their leet were bare, and they wore some
kind of tinkling ornaments around their
ankles. Their skirts came nearly down to
their feet, and around their waists they
wore some kind of fancy overskirt, made
of coarse grasses, and falling from the
waist below the hips. Their bodies were
robed to the neck, and after they entered
the door was closed and also the window,
the hula-hula being in violation of the law,
and the transgressor subject to a tine, if
not imprisonment.
Aside lrom the two
women there were six men in the room.
and the two performers, though apparently abashed at first at tho presence of so
many strangers, soon became self-possessed, and went to work with a will. The
dance consisted in a kind of slip-shod
movement of the feet in time with the
drum-beating, while the singers smiled
sweetly, and kept thrusting their arms
out in harmony with the music and their
leet, as they went through every imaginable sort of gyration with their bodies.
They did not turn around or move from
the position they at first assumed, ouly
sufficiently for the full sway of their bodies
back and forth. Their hips and limbs
seemed to tie without joints, or all joints,
and they could bend and twist themselves
as one would suppose nothing but a piece
of jelly or India-rubber could lie made to
work. But they thus went on tor several
minutes with the most violent exercise,
smiling, swinging and dancing till the
perspiration rolled off their laces in torrents, and they became so excited at length
that wo insisted that they should rest,
though they vowed they were not tired,
and could go on that way all night. At
length the excitement produced by the \ iolenee of the exercise began to have its legitimate effect upon the two beauties— for
they were two ot. the most beautiful of
their sex, though topper-colored Kanakas
—and they were evidently becoming careless of their conduct, which they assured
us, however, was a part oi the performAnd as soon as they began to disance.
robe their persons from the nock and
breast downward, the natural modesty ot
your correspondent compelled him to seize
iiis hat and rush through the door out into the open air. and he was speedily billowed pell-mell by all his companions.
We were afterward told the two lair creatures thought our bringing up had been
neglected, and that most white men enjoyed the latter part of the performance
better than the lirst.
A

Glittering Mystery.

"Wliat becomes ot the precious metals '.1'
asks an Eastern journal ami then proceeds
to consider tlie question, and succeeds in
throwing much doubt upon it, or, rather,
leaving it in just as much doubt as before,
file question "what becomes of all the
pins? "has been oitener asked, perhaps,
and has been answered with about the
Ferd Ewer, many
illumination.
same
amusyears ago, in this city, was hugely
ed at the question asked m the Sacramento Union, namely, "where does all the
water "o to?’’ To which interrogation
the questioner proceeded, with the phi
losophieal sobriety ot an owl, to reply
through a long column article, when it
have been answered in two words

might

—the ocean.
Hut it is not so easy to answer sat i si acton
|y the question as to what becomes ot the
metals. That a vast amount has

precious

been extracted from the earth, according
an English writer, who ol course, must
depend to a great degree upon guess work,
not less than live thousand millions since
the day s of Noah, in gold and silver, there
can be no doubt. (if this amount lie thinks
that three trillions, two hundred millions
have been produced since the discovery ot
America. The Christian world is credited with having had two thousand millions,
most ot which lias been disposed ot by
gilding, lire and various othto

shipwrecks,

er

ways,

as manv

as

effectually,

we

might suggest

of our citizens have
investing in stocks.

disposed

ot

theirs liy
He thinks this loss proceeds at the rate
ot sixteen millions annually, while the
production he puts at forty millions, which
is undoubtedly too low. One-halt ot the
balance three hundred and titty millions,
lie thinks is held in the form ot plate, and
Of the balance of three milornaments.
lions in the ante-Christian world, wastes
and losses omitted, he thinks that over a
thousand billions have beeu hidden in
Asiatic lands in different ages of the w orld
ami lie continues that it is well known
that a thousand millions were thus hidden
in India and China in the six years succeeding 1851; that is, during the time
when wholesale robbery and despoliation
were the business ot the natives and their
enemies.
One would think that China must be
carpeted with gold leaf, paved with silver
dollars. Glittering with the precious met
als, did he think only of the vast sums
sent there tor hundreds of years past, little or none of which ever comes hack.
Hut somehow those metals have a date
there as they have elsewhere—they disapLike many other commodities,
pear.
they serve their purpose and disappear.
What became of the gold with which
Solomon covered his grand temple ? \\ hat
became ot all the Spanish spoils in South
America and in Mexico ? tine might ask
such questions forever and lie no wiser
thereto!’. Gold and silver serve their purhuman race
poses and disappear, as do the
and old bobts and all other material things,
ami there is none so wise as can tell u> accurately what has become of them.
When the faucet is turned, where lias
the gas-light gone ? One might ask, and
the question would lie as reasonable and
perhaps as difficult to answer. V\ c know
ol
pretty well where our little portion
gold and silver lias gone, but that knowledge does not give us any particular gratification. f Alta California.
in supreme court, the other day. Albei t
l’ike "got in” very neatly on Mr. Pierrepont. '1’he attorney-general had impeached the evidence ol'one oi Pike’s witnesses
on the ground ot the extreme age ot the
man—72—and presumptive failure ot his
faculties. "Well, your honor,” said Pike,
1 don’t altogether like that myself, for 1
am (hi years old, and in a little while I
shall lie 70, and even 7.'!, and 1 am somewhat sensitive about old men with no
memories. I see on the bench belore me
od
one justice hearing this case who is
and 1 would
years old, another who is 72,
like to ask with what force the attorneythat a
general’s argument strikes them
Mr.
man has no memory at their ages."
saw
the
Curiously
point.Pierrepout
Pike was
enough, the client for whom
once
arguing—(lev. Hector ot Arkansas
fought a duel with him.
The starch factories ot Aroostook counhave proved generally successful as a
business enterprise, and a great benefit to
the county. There are now seven of them,
and two more are contemplated, one at
Monticello, and the other at Mapleton.

ty,

According

to the estimates of the Sec-

retary ot the New Hampshire Hoard of
Agriculture, hawks, toxes and other birds
and beasts ot prey destroy more than hall
the chickens and turkeys hatched in the
State.

Some people will bo over-polite. "Don’t
trouble yourself. I can lind the way myself.” Oh! nonsense, my dear; I’m very
pleased, indeed, to show you out.”
are only one and a halt as many sheep
dogs in Kansas, and some dogs will hardly
get through the winter on that amount of mut-

There

as

ton

[St.

if die season terminates with a cold sutip.
Louis Republican.

Blaine

on the Finances, and
Remarks from Tarbox

a

Few

Brother

Kx-Spcnker Blaine delivered on the loth his
long contemplated speech in favor of specie resumption. The occasion drew a large audience,
ry >cat on the floor and in the
1. AVo giv :i synopsis :
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manner,

providing
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WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
PROPRIETOR.

EDITOR AND

was

Treasury!

everything

Maine

1

i'll** Senate,

Legislature.

Wednesday,

debated (in* resolve

appropriating #98.,‘".Ml to' llu* Agricultural College, but reached no iinal vote. Resolve in favor of tin- Female Orphan
Asylum at Portland
and the Bangor Childrens’ Home passed to he
engrossed. Committees reported adversely on
sheritf enforcement act: same on order relating
to the salary of railroad commissioners.
An
art relating to normal schools
passed to be enactIn tin; House, committees reported an ored.
der assessing a Stale tax 01 lour mills on tin*
dollar; bill to protect tin rights ol railroad
stockholders? bill authorizing tin* holding ol

it!

December term of S. J. court In Oxford county
Frye burg: bill provding for the distribution
election blanks by mail: bill to abolish capital punishment and regulate pardons; reference
h> the next legislature on petition for a
Superior Court in Androscoggin county.
Passed to
be engrossed, a resolve appropriating the u-tial
stuns to fin* normal
sehooi; hill to prolific for
securing the rights *f mortgage bond-holders;
number
of
bills in aid of ways and
large
bridges. Tlte bill requiring aldermen tif cities
to pm the names ol persons on the voting h-ts
all * erlilieate of such
persons that they are legal voter- was indetinili ly postponed.
The Senate Thursday ordered the committee
*fti education to
report upon flic expedienet of
repealing the laws establishing the free high
schools.
Committee- reported adversely on
the question of submitting to the |.pie a constitutional amendment, changing tie* time of
the State election: a resolve that the adjutant
general collect materials for an armv history
and appropriating #290 ammaliv fot that olil'*ct; a resolve appropriating #1:1,000 for the
'tale Reform School.
In the House Thursday
committees reported a hill relating to elections';
adversely on order looking to a constitutional
amendment for biennial elections. An order
was passed to assess a state tax ol 8 8-1 nulls on
the dollar.
In the Senate, Friday, committees report a
bill to uniform military companies mice in live
years; resolves appropriating $18,000 for military purposes; #-100 additional for the use of
flu* library, and #18,500 for the state
prison. It
was ordered that the committee of state lands
consider what legislation is necessary to make
vacant the otliec of land agent; that the judiciary committee reported a bill fot the collection
ol criminal statistics of tin- counties,
flic resolve in favor of the State college was amended
so that
$8000 is appropriated to liquidate outstanding bills and current expenses, and these
passed to In engrossed. In the House tlie education eonimiUee reported a bill to establish the
ISridglon normal school. Tin* hill tortile protection of game passed to be engrossed so
amended that The elo-e time of birds is ext tided from December 1-1 to September 1st.
Th« Senate, Saturday.order* d the committee
('ll education to require into the
expedience, of
distributing flic school mill tax on the ba-is of
attendance upon the school. The House tabled
the Senate order directing the committee on
stale lands to inquire what further legislation is
necessary to make vacant the otliec of Land
Agent. Committees reported legislation inexpedient on order relating to selling Slate lands;
bill relating to the appointment of land
agent
uml his duties; bill to authorize the formation
of insurance companies. The bill
to
relating
the training of issues in equity eases was passed
to be engrossed; also tin act relating to
assignees
in
ol

Speech

A! the 1 Iasi 1,1' Mr. 111.line's address Mr. Turbos "I Ma-saeliusetts ruse In
riplv. lie ,-aiil
Mr. Illaine's speeeli
attempted tin-' vindi<-:ition

■■I II.i- iinanreil
policy of Hie pane which had
"‘il 11
wit limit, let ,,r hindrance -in,a
tile lion el 111 jieaei Idi,-silined on the
eouittrv.
u aan attempted
itiipeaehtiieut ul tin-pnI'ti
I ii*tmu ul' Hie party
which, since licit
mil'
ha- had nn power at all in the council* of
1 1
I|:I|1"I1. lie Tut Iinx I fully admitted the ne"I a i' turn In *pi eic
payment, and a-"'"'d tied til1'
tliat the country was tint
-ati !y tiietv
already was a mortification to the
i"'"I e an -! a shame t,• the
and

In.in-try

1

party
law-givers
that had cuniruili-d tinpolicy of the (iovern"U'lii Her since that fatal
mistake was made
"huh lilt Inns,, frnm gold as the standard nl
aitie. I ll -ulisianei-and marrow of the
speeeli
iu-1 deliw i, 11 liad.
hcivt-ver, mure relation to a
ii'-w pnlitieal i.-muiL of
great im]iortanee tn per-nii- and narttes than it had tn
the elucidation
n!
ally problem nl pul,lie policy needful in aid
"I legislation.
The gentleman (Rhiini) had
sought tn make an tipology for the tinaneial histurv nt the past do/i-n years,
eommeiieiiig with
the legal tendet act the origin and lounlian
nt the tinaneial wo,-s ,,f the
eouutrv, and down
tn the act of a
y ear ago—that wretched fin-leal
covering nf till- n.iki dni'ss ,,f tin- Republican
party. The Republican party lias made that
history, and by its record il should he .judgin'
and il- deserts awarded bv an
intelligent lie,
|ile. lie recalled tin- fact that with this lion.,Uiel.-r 111, lead nt Mr. lilaine, aSpeaker, a Republican Congress has passed the inflation bill,
had
to
Jailed
only
become a law bv tile
'\\hii:h
interposition ol tie* l,ie.',ident‘> vet. and he
ado d whether, il this <
ongre» should neglect
to p:i>N aii\ liiianr’al
legislation, and should
h ave the eotiiUry to realize to its full«
xtent the
r«*<tilt ol tin* Republican policy, it lav in tlie
lips of th<* gentleinau from Maine, or of Ins politieal tri.-nds, to complain.
lie proceeded to
defend the Democratic
party from a charge
tnad«* by Mr. Rlaine that that
parly in 1N(& had
proposed an almost illimitable issue ol legal
tender notes, and the charge was so
unjust,
so monstrous and so
uncandid that he did' not
dare to characterize it further
lest he should
exceed the limits set by the decorum
of the dobate.
I he allusion, lie
supposed, was to a resolution in the Democratic national
plutforn in
1
payment of certain parts
n,-/."-'I \n
1,1
green barks, and he proreeded to explain the true
meaning of the resolution, and to defend it by a political record of
r\ents.
As to the charge made bv
Mr. Rluine,
of there being an alliance between
the Democratic party of tin* North and of the
South, lie
admitted that there was such an
alliance, and
assorted that whatever peril that alliance
might
threaten to the Republican
party, there lurked
in it no element of evil to the‘welfare of the
country. '\ hat alliance had no meaner object
than the restoration of the Union on a basis of
loyalty and constitutional law. The Representatives o*' the Sou ill were not invited here as intenors but aspect's and
equals, equally honored
and equally
respected in the council chamber of
the common <
iovernment. That league of amity :
was so
lirtnly sealed that it was beyond the
power of political ambition or
politicaf maligniy lo m‘uk
far as the future of the country was concerned, and so far as their future
South were as
i i. n iV ;, ai? '?,pl?
“!lU as >oyal the Government
i, "
Maine or himself,
In
n " "Huston, he
submitted the followin'"
prob° 1
lem m arithmetie:
Gold being at 109 in 1*70 and at
m ;n i*7f,
how long wouid it take, at the same
rate of
progress, to reach resumption?
W lien the gentleman from Maine (Laughter.)
could elueidate that problem satisfactorily and show
snecic
payment as the result, then he (Tarbox)
would consider itis proposition; but
meanwhile,
tliougli the Democratic hearth-stones should
grow cold, there was for the
Democrats no
hospitable warmth at the fireside under bis
(matin-’-) political roof-tree.

l,11(‘1l,u,>|i'*with

«,:ntl"1,1lal>

of

Death of

Reverdy

Johnson*

Baltimore,

Feb. 10. Jleverdy Johnson, the
distinguished statesman and jurist, was found
ilead this evening, at 8:15 o’clock, in the
grounds surrounding the executive mansion at
Annapolis. Mr. Johnson was a guest of Gov.
Carroll, and dined this afternoon, with other
gentlemen, at the executive mansion, lie was
found dead in tlie yard by a servant.
A dispatch to the Suit says: Mr. Johnson
came here hist night, and argued the ease of
Baker vs. F’rick ill the Court of
Appeals
to-day. By invitation of Gov. Carroll, he became his guest.
To-day the Governor invited
Chief Justice Bartol of this State and several
other gentlemen to meet Mr. Johnson at dinner
in the mansion. They dined about 51’. M. At
dinner Mr. Johnson appeared in excellent
spirits and usual health, and entertained the
gentlemen by his conversation and relating
anecdotes. After dinner he suddenly asked the
Governor to take Him to the parlor. He took
the Governor’s arm, and, walking in there, sat
down on a sofa. The Governor proposed to
have coffee brought. Mr. Johnson replied,
“No; if you want to smoke, rejoin your guests
and smoke.” The Governor answered, "Very
well; I will join you in a few minutes,” and returned to the table. Soon a servant
appeared
Mr. Johnson was lying in the yard.
»*
Mr.
Johnson was found lying in the
carriage
way under the porch. He had evidently gone
down the front steps and around the side of the
bouse and fallen where be was found, lie hud
been there at least half an hour.

\

j

judgment.

In the Senate Monday, the linaneial committee reported a resolve fixing the salaries of Stale
prison officials. The warden receives $8000,
and the deputy $1000. lit the House, committees reported a bill conferring on flic Governor
and Council the management of the land office;
referring to tile Governor and Council an order
abolishing the State military pensions previous
to the late war.
The Hou-e substituted $0000
instead of $9000 for the Bath Military Asylum.
'* l»* Senate bill restricting the dividends of savings banks was indefinitely post none*!.

A bill introduced in the lower house of the
trginta Legislature provides for a tax of two
a year upon each
person who uses to-

dollars
bacco.

gantic ring

has reached out through the
whole country, amassing untold millions
of money in these fraudulent transactions.
The few hundreds and thousands of dollars that the unfortunate wretches who
sentenced to prison received, were
doubtless but a tithe ot the real sum
stolen from the government, that has
were
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legislation.
their policy
all of

a

1

the People Fare in the Hands
of the Republican Party.

How

gard
the

party leanings,

to

of this

cause

is

being
sickening state

turned to

things,

ot

which may be found in the inherent corruption of the present governing party,
and its long continuance in power. An
influential western paper very truly says
that the true theory of the American government is to preserve the rights of the

people against

the encroachments of the
rulers and party leaders. The more fact
that for a while the majority of the peo-

ple follow tin1 lead of ail administration,
the dictates ot party leaders, does not

or

necessarily

indicate that the will of

the

but samples ot Republican
Let the people take notice ol

and its results. It has been
part. It lias been in the interest

of fraud and corruption.
It has been
against the rights of the honest masses
and in favor of the dishonest few. Will
the people continue blind? Will they still
sutler such barefaced

imposition

to go on ?

Will they sull'er themselves to be bound
hand and foot, and be made slaves to the
money power?

tightening

on

the people and trampling on
their dearest rights.
lint the people at times wake up. Their

defrauding

light that convinces them that
Republican party leaders have been
most wickedly betraying the trust
reposed
in them; that the interest and
well-being
of the masses ot the
people are grossly
sacrificed to the rapacity of the few. The
history of Republican legislation in this
tiie

country shows
f he

no

favor to the

masses,

people,

without money or
influence, have received no consideration
at their hands.
common

between Presiident Grant and the colored people of the
so

long existed

South appears to have experienced a decided rupture. The colored man l’inchback, who claims admission to the IJ. S
Senate from

Louisiana, aud lias

long
the Repubso

knocked with vain appeals to
lican majority, appears to he in the verge
of despair about getting in. He and his
colored associate, Senator Bruce of Mis-

revenue, a tax has been levied on

express

bers into a lively state ol excitement.
Senator Bruce, of Mississippi, listened to
the insinuations of the democrats and the
remarks of the liberal republicans until he could hear it no longer. Then
lie took the floor liko a bomb shell, and
scattered his shot in all directions, lie

soothing

said that the colored

men

of the South had

them and left them helpless under the
heel of despotism. It was useless to conceal truth any longer. President Grant
had noi kept his promises, llis administration

was a failure, so far as
the colored voters of the South
cerned.

justice

to

was con-

The passion of the speaker grew more
intense at every word, and when lie
had reached the grand climax in his descriptive recital of the outrages committed
on his people he astonished the
silently

made peace with the democrats. lie
in tavor ot going over to them as

they

articles of

common use, that, while it
put
dollar into the treasury of the United
States, it put nine into the pockets ot man-

was

the

ufacturing corporations.
masse

The people en
had to pay ten dollars, when if the
tariff had been properly adjusted they

Piuchback and the general hollowness of
radical pretences to special love for the
negro, lie denounced Grant and the lead-

would have had to pay but one. The financial legislation ot the country shows
the same discrimination in favor of the
rich.
The necessities of the government

white radicals ol the South as untruthful and treacherous, suggested that they
used the negro lor selfish purposes only,
and did not scruple to have him killed in

involved the credit system, and the paper

order to iurnish

currency, irredeemable in

ty.

gold,

put

forth to represent a portion ol the nation’s
debt, and this was done in a way to give
double profiL to the hankers. Vast amounts
of the

legal tender

country

were

issued when the

prosperous, and speculative
became ready to develop the re-

was

industry

He

only measure of safety to the negro.
clearly perceived West s treachery to

ing

political capital

to the par-

lie said the negro could not further
trust them, but would he
compelled, for

and quiet, to form political
alliances with the resident white men of
the South, who, as a class, were honest

self-protection

and

trustworthy.
speech produced

1 ho

a terrible panic
among the radicals. Senator Simon Camot
eron, true to his vigorous way of expresscontraction commenced and hundreds of ing himself, said “it was a hell of a
n
lip ions ot the currency was destroyed. speech," and Alcorn enjoyed it hugely.
An internal revenue tax drained the coun- 1 he democrats
applauded it and told Sentry ot the currency, and suddenly in the ator Bruce tlie negroes ought all to he
complications ot commercial chicanery democrats.
the money power became paralyzed on a
A despatch ol a later da,>e
says—
The story that Senator Bruce, of
l’daek Friday, and at its bidding expanMississippi,
was drunk when tie made his sensational
speech
sion ensued. Then again, when that
pow- in executive session is not true. Bruce had been
his remarks for several clays and
er had si, hedged about for its own
considering
profit
spoke deliberately. His denunciation ol'<Irani
that by contraction it could better
oppress and the Republican party will have a great effect
on the negroes.
if the eifeet in tlie South
the people, contraction was again resumcan he judged by wind: it has been here and in
ed, and so it has proceeded until the pre- Baltimore, tlie speed,, whic h Bruce himself has
made public, is the most serious blow tlie Resent day, the weaker yielded to the
grasp publican
party lias lately received in tile Smith,
of the powerful, until all
speculative indus- and gives (lie party managers here no little contries have been brought to a stand still, cern. It is very likely to insure the loss of

ot the

country, but at the bidding
the bankers and moneyed corporations,

sources

stands

capital

and

mortgage

threatening with its
ownership

grasp to assert the

ol the material wealth of the

'The
in the

Mississippi

by the Republicans next tall. Bruce
talks freely ot joining the Democratic,
party,
and is hound to make trouble for tlie

one-sided

of the people to secure homes in
possessions in tho West, instead of dividing it out in liberal homesteads to the

masses
our

soldiers of the republic, the vast domain
has been given away to gigantic
corpora-

Republi-

cans.

country.

policy has obtained
subsidy legislation ol the dominant
party. Instead ol making it easy lor the
same

As Bruce holds his

lie is

likely

to make

position until 188#,
it serious

for

tlie

brethren.
Let the people of this
country, who
stand amazed at the extent and
audacity
ot tlie whiskey frauds, remember that
there is

now on trial for
complicity the
who occupies the most confidential
relation to the President, and that the
man

tions, whose capital amounted to scores
chief magistrate is swift
millions, thus enriching the tew and

ol

defrauding the many. The leaders of the
Republican party, in all these schemes ot
robbery and plunder, surfeiting themselves with aeceptcil bribes of stock and
gold.

Rings

within

rings

have enabled

congressmen, senators, cabinet officers,
revenue collectors, contractors, to retire
with brief terms ot service into the luxurious occupation ol clipping coupons lrom
government bonds. A brief recapitulation of the various systems of government
in which the Republican leaders have had their hands elbow
deep,
would sicken the heart ol a truo patriot.
Laws have been passed through congress

swindling

without suspicion on the part of the public ot a shadow of wrong, underneath
which lay concealed the most gigantic
wrong, all premeditated and planned, the
members having the prices ol their votes
in their pockets while
their names.
It is

now

revenue

of
is

law

they

answered to

very certain that the whiskey
was conceived in the interest

to come with
for his defence. Let them remember that tho only excuse that has
been offered lor these
outrageous frauds is
that the money stolen from the
government was used to keep the
Republican
party in power. Put that and that together, and you have the whole

testimony

story.

—Ilambleton,

clerk of the ways and
means committee,
appears to have named
his child for John Wilkes Booth, as charged. The Tribune copies from the Washington Patriot of 1872, the following—
Hambleton, At the Exchange Hotel, Wasliin"-ton, D. (J., oil the morning of July lid, IS70
at 10 minutes past seven, of i mil
animation of
the brain, John IV. M. Hambleton,
aged 0
years, 0 months and 17 days, youngest son of
James P., and Martha L. Hambleton, of Atlanta, Da.
Booth was an assassin. His act removed a chief magistrate who was
prepared
to act in a kind and
manner

conciliatory

toward the south. It was murder,
coupled
with the policy of a fool. It
haying been
shown that Hambleton did name his son
in compliment to the assassin, and that

he
system of corruption that deceived the chairman ol the committee
laid bare before the world
to-day. It in regard to it, lie was very properly re-

a

monstrous

made it
come

impossible

for honest

men

to be-

distillers, and placed then in the

hands ol dishonest government officials
the power to deal with these dishonest
men for their own
profit. No doubt a gi-

ald from Babcock.
was

Abijah M. Everet who
whiskey ring thieves

collector for the

at St. Louis testified that

Joyce once
him with a package of §1,000 to the
treasury to get two §.‘)0U dollar bills.

brought

them to

in

envelopes,

sent
subHe

enclosed them
marked “\V. O.
Avery, Washington, I). C.” and the other
“Gen. O. E. Babcock, Washington, 1). C.”
Each had “personal” on the left hand cortwo

Joyce who
one

lie then took them and put them
The telegram signed

ner.

in the letter box.

“Slyph,” directed to
reading, “1 succeeded.

McDonald,
They will not go.

Gen.

to the

the

of the Journal.

Speaker, along the Northern side of the
hall, sit Tom, l)iek and Harry—the ragtags and loafers of Washington and vicin-

moved from the

place.

Beecher says Bowen is a liar, and
Bowen says Beecher is a
perjurer and
adulterer. The devil looks on approving—

ly

and reckons his

gains.

diplomatic gallery.

follows:

St. Loris, Dec.”, 1*74.
Gen o. K. Babcock, Washington. D.
lias Secretnn or Commissioner ordered any,j.
body here r
Washing ion. Dee. ft, 1*74.
To John McDonald, SI. Louis:—1 cannot
hear that any one lias gone or is going.
(_>. E. Bahcock.

hensive, going back even to the year
ol the world, and pressing into his

one
ser-

vice the Mosaic account of the creation.
He says—
The thing which hath been is that which shall
lie. The great lawgiver of antiquity records in
tlie very opening 1 bapters of Genesis, “that the
gold of the land of ] lavilah is good.”

Moses is

Eden and its many
charms in the days of happiness and
prosperity before the tall. Everything was
good there, as the Creator expressly said,
and that of course included the linances
and

describing

circulating

medium.

The

same was

true of this

country before tire devil ol
radicalism enticed and deceived the
people into transgression and clothing them-

vv

hole.

Dr. J. M. Blaisdell of Bangor has been indieted for illegal practices in two cases by the
Grand Jury.
Don't marry till you can support a husband.
That's the advice the Barnstable Patriot gives
the Cape girls.
Whv cannot Prcsi lent Grant insure his life?
Because no one can be found who can make
his policy

out

of idlers that come in increasing with which to warm its feet, no matter
Speaking of Poqd and Winslow, the Northnumbers, seeking happiness and amuse- how it may look out for its stomach) western Christian Advocate exclaims: “Let no
guilty Methodist escapeP
ment in the glittering restless, ever-chang- where
legislative dignitaries hang their
A valuable horse owned by K. A. Walker, of
ing attractions. Visiting the Capitol and hats and coats, smoke, lounge, talk and Vinalhaven,
dropped dead while trotting ou
its Congressional flails, the iirst naturally meditate.
Outside these galleries and the ice at that place Tuesday.
Iu about two weeks Messrs. Bean
suggested query is where do they all come cloak-rooms, across spacious, roomy corCoombs
of Camden, are to commence building a 050 tou
from ?—but the answer is readily to be ridors. are a
of the various com-

throngs

found in the vast extent of the country, in
its forty-tour millions of population, and
the numberless easy, convenient and

com-

are

continually coming and going.
seems

always the ultimate

recurring opportunities,

than

are

to

be

lound in the slower and more stately Senate, for witnessing a regular Congressional set to, where the American Cicero gets
upon his feet and commences the task of

their little bills at the; hurrying
pages and busy Mr. Speaker, or popping
an unexpected whereas upon the “other

shaking

Mr. Blaine, in his recent speech on the
finances, made his argument very compre-

grounds cover 120 acres.
appointed Postmaster

Jno. X Jloit has been
at Dixmont Centre.

purchases anything

The House

are as

The Centennial

whom Cox denominates the “lazzaThe wife of the Marquis of Bute was recently
roni'’ of the galleries, and who Help along delivered of twins—a pair of Butes, as it were.
Koekland's share of the county tax this year
the proceedings by their frequent admirwill be about $10,000, or nearly one-third of the

portion

vessel for ( apt. J. T. Conant.

mittee rooms, the remainder being in the
story below, all fitted and adorned in the
most

magnificent

with

possible,

manner

It i> said that the Grangers are preparing to
open a store at South Paris, and over $3,000 of
stock has already been subscribed.
“Ah Pin is the Chinese minister to this counto say, the Chinese have stuck Ah
Pin into the seat of our government.

every convenience and luxurv of well-appoiuted libraries, with the richest, thick-

try.'* That i>

A huly in Glcnburn is owner of an old-fashcarpets underfoot, costly paintings,
ioned eight day clock that is now 153 years old.
statuary in every direc- It runs regularly
and keeps good time.
tion, carvings and mouldings in bronze
Hubenstein was found guilty in New York,
and marble at every turn. These, all re- Saturday, t the murder of his cousin. Sarah
est

rich frescoes and

Alexander, and sentenced to be hanged.
Dr. -J. M. Blaisdell of Bangor is indicted foi
performing an abortion on Mrs. Ella V. Tibbetts, of Corinth, and put under $500 bonds.

in similar magnificence upon
the Senate side, together with the almost
numberless other grand works of art

produced

scattered about this
makes it

a

place

magnificent capitol,

where

one

only
plied pages
to

comfort

and be

by

of

all these

manuscript.

New London man on whom the tax colthe other day
solemnly invited him
family making a meal of potatoes
and salt.
A

called
lector
in to see liis

may go for
find some-

One from St. Louis to Babcock ii. Washdays and days, and always
ington. reads, “Have you talked with D? point of everybody’s wanderings, drawn thing new to study and admire,
Are things right? Answer.” Signed “J.” thither, no doubt,
by the more frequently
able to describe in detail

Two others

Generalities.

ity,

exciting ot places for about one half ing applause.
the year. The recognition of all tins alAnd since i am in the descriptive busiluring round of pleasure, this constant ness, I may as well go on and tell you
succession of novelties and new faces, and that under these broad, massive galleries
the feverish thirst to lie one of the gay, are
cosy little apartments known as cloak
gilded throng, and mingle, il only lor a rooms, prettily carpeted and glowing with
while, in tin; fascinating dazzling life is bright open tires of white oak, (the Govmore and more apparent every year in the
else
ernment lever
most

visitors

jury.

In front of the

Washington.

Washington, l eb. 12th, 1876.
retary is going on at St. Louis. Some of
With Congress in session, Washington
the testimony is pretty tough on Bab. Maj.
Grimes, of the U. S. army, stationed at St. is happy. Just what this fair city would
Louis, lias beeu upon the stand and testili- be without Congress one dislikes to think.
ed that he had de livered letters to McDon- With it, it is one of the jolliest, gayest,

ordeal.

one

was

from

Correspondence

demolishing liis political opponent in
Then there were three telegrams in suc- fuiirthlies and lil'thlies. by first heaping
cession, dated Washington, Dec. 7th, *th him with all sorts ol honorary titles and
and Hth, 1871. and signed “John :” “Had
complimentary adjectives, such as “My
head on the evening ot the 10th, during a long ride with the President this after- honored friend,” “My respected colleague”
noon ; you will hear from me to-morrow."
an executive session with closed doors,
You will Lear trom me to-morrow,” etc, ete. —always grading his politeness by
during which the confirmation ot Billings “Dead dog. The goose hangs altitudi- the amount ot abuse he intends to put on
as district judge at New
Orleans was lum.” One gentleman, just returned Irom afterward.
three
hours Bil- St. Louis says the strain upon Gen. BabFor
nearly
For tho better understanding of the exbrought up.
cock seems to be telling upon his physical
animation.
was
discussed
with
great
lings
endurance very last and cites a- an in- act positions of these Olympian binders ot
Among the leading Senators who partici- stance the reply ot the General to the the intellectual thunder and lightning, as
pated in the debate were Morton, Conk- question of a friend, to the effect that be- they stand under the admiring glances ot
under lire in the army would be absoot the galleries,
ling, Thurman, Bayard, liruee and Alcorn. ing
lute pleasure in comparison to bis present the ladies anil lazzaroni
themThis caused democrats to

sissippi, lav the responsibility lor this at
the door of the President, as the head and
front of the party.
The matter came to a

The tarill' legislation ot the Republican
party has been marked with a most shame- listening republicans by declaring with
ful disregard ot justice to the masses, and great emphasis that the time ior looking
directly in the interest ot aggregated cap- to the administration for help had passed.
ital. With the shallow pretense of rais- There was no help lor the negroes unless

ing the

Letter

paratively cheap modes of travelling. The
House and Senate galleries with a seating
capacity of two thousand or more, are
tilled to their utmost capacrights ol the masses of the people are at tween counsel as to the introduction of nearly always
whilst
the floor of both legislaity,
upon
stake. Will they yield them up without other telegrams, the defence objecting to
This is very curious, considering tive branches, in the cloak and committee
at least one brave and energetic strug- them.
that Babcock has claimed that their expla- rooms, corridors, library, rotunda and Sugle?
nation was entirely consistent with his in- preme Court room, as in fact through all
Revolt of the Colored Troops.
nocence.
The court decided to admit the tin! departments and public places, crowds
The good feeling and reciprocal support
of well dressed, apparently nothing-to-do
telegrams, which were accordingly read

eyes suddenly open to discover that they suffered every indignity from the w bite
are the dupes ot
designing men and that democrats, and their rights had been tramthey have been following the fortunes of pled under foot by those who were supmen whose only object is
personal ag- posed t represent the government. Ingrandizement and plunder. The people stead ol protecting their rights under the
"f this country to-day see the political sit- constitution President Grant had deserted
uation in a

Trial.

on

The grasp of that power
the throats ol the people.

people is not being violated. Deception, selves very ireely, which warmed the
party prejudice, the ignorance of flic mass- blood ot the Southern republican memes of the ultimate
designs of the managers,
and many other tilings frequently load the
masses of the people to sustain a
party,
when at the same time that party, or the
leaders and managers thereof, are really

Babcock*

The trial of the President’s Private Sec-

1 will write you,” was introduced.
The desposition of the President has
If it is not wrested off soon the people in been taken, and will be read in course of
He disclaims all knowledge or
their poverty and necessity will no longer the trial.
have power to resist.
Every principle of belief in anything to implicate his secreliberty is involved in the longer continua- tary.
There was a long and severe fight betion ol this corrupt party in power. The
is

which has

ui

far from feeling in a
pastor and a
>ad
To
to
have
a
was
in
the
nahim
tiling.
quarrel
ture <»t a funeral service.
Mr. liowen was one
of the oldest members of the church, hut lie
must not forget that Mr. liowen*> threshold was
t he tirst he crossed in coming to lirooklx n.
He
eould not think of anything more sad than to
tin el a man with whom lie had walked arm and
arm, and with whom he had taken sweet counsel, and in whose hospitality he had shared,
turned against him.
Mr. P.< reher had tlm- far spoken very quietly
and sadly, hut now he burst forth in thundering
tom s, throwing into his words all the vehemence
possible to him. lb said th.it it tor the last tiltecn veals, or more Mr. liowen had been in possession of these facts and never brought them
before him or before an otlirer of the church,
he was guilty of breaking his covenant with
the church, and he ought to be expelled. If
he (the speaker) was what he wa- alleged to
be. lu should have been out of the chureh long
lie was not guilty, and Hie allegations
ago.
made by Mr. liowen were false, lie would pronounce them so.
1 le referred sarcastically to the fact that Mr.
liowen had not had time to answer the questions. but said that he had time to charge him
with being a criminal, the badness of which the
three epithets used by him could hardly coinr< s\ in the matter
pass. There should be no s<
if he could help it, everything should !>< sifted
to the \cry bottom.
Mr. Ileeclier had now allowed his voice to die
down to one in which were expressed mingled
sadness and reproach, when suddenly bursting
forth, with his loudest mid most vehement
tones, he said :
A- for my self. I pronounce this allegation as
hilse, and with Almighty Hod before me and
tin* judgment 1 arraign him as a slanderer and
a liar.
Then as he sat down was enacted a seem*
which has never hut twice before taken place
in the Plymouth < ’Imrdi lecture room—clapping
of hands, stamping of feet ami men hallooing
plaudits at their pastor, while his wife bowed
her head upon her hands and wept bitterly for
some moments. The
meeting then adjourned at
the call of the ( hair.
The examining Committee met immediately
after the adjournment, and decided to summon
Mr. liowen to appear before them on tin* evening of the "Jdd inst. at tin* residence of Assistant Pastor llalliday. and give proof of the allegations contained in his communication of tin;
Hli inst.

-•

S°un'Ck

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
—BY—

complete investigation

A eontroversv between a
member of a eliureh was a very

~

York

more

a

Mr. Pearlier said be

the’repeal

The process of
calling an advisory council of
mendly ministers and churches, committed as
partisans, was easy for Mr. Reedier. He had
only to select those pastors who had written
uni
congratulatory letters alter his trial and to
take care to send invitations to
those churches
among whom his Christian (Inion continued to
be largely circulated.
It did not require great
°Ut the partisan churches.
[New

for

spirited humor.

e

H?

pro-

It is a comfort to know that the appalthis proposition, ami to continue the in- | ling frauds that have been and are now beventilation, by inviting liowen to appear i ing perpetrated by high officials of the
and tell all he knew. The lollowing re- general government are being punished,
markable scene occurred at tin; same meet- (■■.on in part; but it is a greater comfort
to know that public attention, without reing—

■

!,’J;•

following
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Tarbox's

he now makes the

than could l»< made before a committee constiYou will remember that in
tuted as yours is.
referring* to a portion of the evidence, which
had led me :■> at) unfavorable judgment of the
pastor of Plymouth Church. I said: *L never
can or will be base enough to allow a single
It is alname to be bruited before tic* world.*’
most certain that the questions which might be
asked before your Committee would lead io the
identification of the names referred to and to
their being ultimately brought before the public. To this 1 camct consent, whatever may be
the consequences to me personally. Fearing,
therefore, lest an investigation before vour
Committee should be inevitably incomplete and
unsatisfactory, I propose that three men within
tin* Congregational hotly be selected, distinguished lor their wisdom and impartiality—
such, for example, us President Woolsey, President Asa I>. Smith. President Fairchild. Judge
Lafayette S. Foster, the Hon. Alpheus Hardy,
or the Hon Julius H. Seelye. men in whose decision the world will feel conlidcucc, who shall
be pledged to keep all such evidence secret, before whom Mr. Beecher and myself shall appear, with our witnesses, and before whom I
will consent without any reserve, and as soon
as they can meet, to give in full the evidence
which has led me to >ay that I have no doubt
Mr. Beecher is guilty of adultery, hypocrisy
and perjure. 1 ask nothing more than that
thev shall fully consider the questions which
you seem to have before you. whether 1 deserve
ecclesiastical censure for my previous silence
in reference to Mr. Beecher and whether 1 am
now justified by the facts in my possession in
making what .voucallmy infamous allegations
and insinuations about him, made in response
to your own demand for a reply to Mr. White’s
grievances, lam willing to abide by tin* censure of approval of such a body of men if Mr.
Beecher and Plymouth will also submit to their
decision. I reailirm everything 1 have stated
about Henry Ward Beecher in my previous
communication to you, and 1 am ready to substar.tiate it before, such a tribunal.
JllMJY P. BoWKN.

<

Mr.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

J therefore now appear before you to make a
proposition which will, 1 1 rust, please you, as

\fh-r hi-cussing tin- linancial situation of the
iy at ;r« ai length, he said that tilt- shock to
0‘iiti<l«‘in-c by the panic of !>.'•! was >o great that
uutm'diiu--, and especially many labnes. are
any
bv
Coir normal price, and a tirm, clear, decisive
stej in the direction of a sound, redeemable currency
imparling -tability to our linancial system, and
c oi ,bii ii*
Hi'- people would, in the judgment ol
b* -• tin reliant? and manufacturer?, be followed
I
u
ii-'
a
price?, by a quick and widespread de.i f'i
labor, and by a generous and general re
w :.. ol trade and business
throughout the country,
jt:
beyond that we should enter upon an export
t.a'i* '>"t our labrics such a? we have not dreamed ol
In- pa-t.
1 lie time is ripe lor it. outward eir
v iiii.-ianees are all
jiropitious, and it only remains
it t ongri
to give to the country a steady curreiiall.I llie riilei prise of our people \\ ill do the rest.
I in-re i- not a cotton plantation in the South, not a
grain or grazing larm in the West, not a coalpit or
n on lurnace in lYnnsyh uuia or Ohio, not a niuiiui::-••'!•> in New Knglaud, not a shipyard on the At
;antic coast, not a lumber camp trom the Penobscot
tin- Columbia, not a mile of railway between the
tW'. oceans, that would not l'eel the quickening,
gainful iutluenee ol a liintl and general acquiescence
in measures looking t »
specie pay ment.
I in Kepublicaus meditate no harsh or hasty or de-i;m live policy on this question, but one that will
nil bi
tirm, considerate and conclusive. 1 he l_)em
racy, by refusing to co-operate in the good w ork,
-an keep
tin- matter in agitation and prolong the
i'a of dullnes- and
inactivity in the country, having stubbornly refused to vote for legal tenders
w lien the salvation of tin
l nion demanded them,
fat party can now fittingly complete its linancial
ud by refusing all honest
ilorts to restore the
1 ciu standard l-> the people. We are told, however, in tone- of most solemn warning that the
country i- not abb- to maintain its paper money at
I reject the insinuation with scorn,
j ;■ with coin.
md ii -•■ms to me i!' 1 could be pursuaded of its
tru;h, 1 should be ashamed to rise m the American
migre-- and proclaim it. Here is California, one
: our youngest Mutes, thirty members of the Ini.
bi ing si-nior to her, with a vast territory and a
r-e
population, able to maintain coin payment
maintaining it through h linancial -torm "l terloro-, and by reason of it regaining a po-itiou
-i em y -Mid safety \v itli a rapidity and a 11 rtain'o w!i
Ii the paper basis uthirds no parallel, but
a
ci' itra.-t.
Here to the north ol u? lie- the
i'
uiuioi.
: t anaiia, -fetching from Newfouudoid t-> ti
border.- of Alaska, with an inhospitable
mate, a -oil i•. a great degree interior to ours,
cTiimorcc cheeked ami
suspended hall the year by
!r--zeij rive; -, manufactures -cant, crude ami unde
'■loped, with a population throughout the whole
rniun not so large as that ot tile Male of New
^ tiv, with wealth greatly inferior to that oi the
itli a debt a- large, in proporiion to
e, ire Mati
,' --pie, production and pi-operty, as our own,
» anada finds no
oni
.-I
ditlicuity in maintaining
payment; and at I orouto, .Montreal ami Haitm- American tourist is mocked ami made
mill
by the sight of coin dollars mid gold eagles
in
mu own nnm,
cucunning a- treciy a- currency
'■ii"i.g
]•« "pb- wliox- wealth and resources are but
an iin oi- di /able traction of our own
magnificent
inheritance and possessions.
He d -cussed t lie position held by the legal-ten
del-, and c m.-idereo that tin y should be lunded
I in whether we shall succeed or shall fail iu restoring to 1 niled Mat' s notes the funding privilege
s::h whim they were originally endowed, I must
i'e record
my earnest protest against tin- policy ol
i' |
.ding the legal-tender clause, which ha- gi.-n
1" iln-e notes theii great
strength a.-a circulating
in- ‘limn.
1 cannot see how the (joveriimeut can
■••insistently deprive tln-se notes of their legal-ten.
iquality until it is ready to redeem them m coin
“>*
Matiou and w In n it is so ready to redeem
t '•• m what m d or
advantage will then be in mi11
and I have net er heard any argu,'i' -i ion
nt at all satisfactory to my mind that
: tin- legal tender clause would tend
•» make re-i.uiption easier. '»n the contrary, it seems to me
di.it it would render resumption Jar more diilicult
:
111
w.mid otherwise he.
All wise legislation
t ward resumption will take care that no needless
bur.i>-n b« thrown on those who huve debts to
pay,
.'.el that in tin transition the hanks .-hall be
kept in
-in h u
condition a- will make them as
ahelplui
i 1 I« t.. the business community. JSut ifiis
j
pol.
vv .id driv
he hanks into a struggle for self,
n -erv;,
n, in vv liicli debtors would necessarily be
-'icriio oij.
ii 1
orroctly apprehend the-ound pubi
jinignn-nt on this quest ion, there is no desire to
de-troy t,< legal tender character of the note, hut a
tiled determination to bring i: to
par with coin,
by til.' lie ails bring every bank note to tin
-.iu
-tan.lard.
Ibi- policy will rest ore the coin of
do
ouiitrv. o1 w hich we are
producing over «-ightv
in.lii.n».~ j.er annum, to active circulation iu the
channels ol trade, anil will result iiotonlv in mak
>ur money better, but
tig
assuredly more’ pieutiful
me «ng t Inpeople, it i- a humiliating fact that pro
during, a- vv. do, a far larger amount of precious
metal than all the rest of the world
beside, we drive
it into export, because we will not create a
demand
Mr it at nome, and the mines, of the Pacific
slope
ate
tarnishing the circulating medium for everv
ol tin civilized world
country,
except, their own,
vvh
financial policy to-day outlaws and
expatriate
the product ol their labor.
1 lie act providing for resumption in lspi
requires,
iu the judgment of the Secre
tary ot the
-"in. additional legislation to make it
practical and
ellecttv-**.
\s it stands it fixes a date, but
gives no
adequate -.r-.cess, and the paramount dutyofCcngn .-s i- to provide a process, and in all
>ii
bgislati
looking to that end it must be borne in mind that
uni'-- we move in harmony with the great business
JIl!'
<d the country we shall
assuredly fail. Tim
payment can only he brought about by wise
and we|i-consjderod legislation, based on the
exju*ri* nee ol other nations
embodying the matured wisdom ..j the country, in-alt lit nil v
promoting all legit1 mate
ba-im
and carefully avoiding
tnat may tend to create fear and distrust
among the
j oj.le. in otln r words, what we most need a.- the
outgrowth ol legislation is confidence, jmblic and
private, general and undivided. To-day we are -ufI'-ring from timidity ol capital, and so long a- an
ra ol doubt and
uncertainty prevails, that tim.diP
v
•'tiiii.it* and iucrea-e.
1 he steps towards in'
fi itmii will make it chronic; unwise
steps towards
r sumption will not restore it.
\\ 0 will liave discharged our full duty in < ongress if vve can mature
measure w hich will
steadily advance our etirrenev
t
tin -pecie -tandard, and at the same time work
in harmony with the
reviving industries and great
commercial wants of the oountrv.
n any ev ent, Mr. ( hairinan.
whatever we may do
••r w 11atv.t w «- leave undone in
this whole financial
iu, -tion, let Us not delude ourselves with the belief
ihat vv
can e-eape the specie standard.
It tales us
..lay, and it lias ruled us throughout the v. hole
h -al t-aider period ju-t as
as though we
absolutely
re paving and
receiving coin daily Our work,
our fabric.--, our commodities are
all measured
am! so Jong as we cling to irredeemable by
paper
v have ail the burdens and
ol the
disadvantages
-"Id standard, with none of it- aids, and
and
gains,
I In thing w hich hath been is that w hich
1 »r«>tit -.
"'ml! *"
11'V -r*'at Jawgiv er
ofantiquity records in
very opening chapters of < jeue-js,
That tin
eld ot tin- land < 1 11 avilah is goody Mr. Maine
concluded as follows
And with another j r. eiou.meial it has n.aiutained it- rank to this .la
No
ration has ever succeeded in establishing unv ,,th<
standard of value. No nation has ever made the
experiment except at great cost and -orrow, and
the advocate- of ii redeemable
money t-.-dav are but
a
king it-- to trav.-l the worn and warv road travel,
led -o many time- in disaster, and often in
di.-gracc.
--

Proposition.

position—

galleries being

«

BowenN

The committee oi Plymouth church having treated Bowen’s letter in a cavalier

multi-

A loupeerv
r. in* asuring six feet from tip l<»
was shut on Sunday near Mount Pleasant,
in Warren, li i- the largest one ever seen in
those parts.

tip,

In addition

William MctLiire has been
surrounding splendors, the
convenience of Congress- Philadelphia for having bitten
Win. Rose. A Ruse without

and

men, newspaper correspondents and visitor- are further provided for by tele-

graph ollices,

restaurants,
barber shops, and elegant

swell

nose

nose of
will not

sweet.

Mr. I>. R. (jlinse of Ellsworth while working
the landing in Carroll, was struck bv a
swinging log wldeh broke his ne. k. causing distant death.
at

bath-rooms,

reception

as

imprisoned in

off the

and

waiting-rooms.
The richest, anil by far the most beautilul of the reception rooms, is that devoted to the use of the I’resident, whenever

Mr. John "pragtie. residing In Aroostook
comity, has killed thu* far during hi* life 9U
bear*, lb expects to score his looth victim
the coming spring.

he visits the

easset, wa*
Mock were

large

rooms,

eupito!.
known

It is
as

one

ol

he dry goods
of Mr-. A. W ood of Wisburned Friday nigiit. 'flic store and
totallv destroyed. Foss about $&>U0;
insured in home, of N. V
:

three

the 1’resident’s

room, the Vice-President's room, and the

•'*. 1 >olan, the murd» rerof Mr. Noe. isagaiu sentenced to he hanged March lttli. Meantime hi*
counsel will again apply to the Court of Appeals
for a stay on legal grounds.

Marble room, on the north or Senate end
of tlie building, and separated from the
Senate Chamber by a wide, richly furnished corridor, known as the Senate lob-

by.
line

Tim outlook Irom this room is not

The Whig sa>- that the Normal school at
Castine has opened with one hundred ami
twenty-live pupils an unusually large number
at the commencement of a t Tin.

so

from many other portions ot the
capitol, and almost the only object of interest to be seen from the deep, lolly
as

A milliner in Rockland lately received a written order for "a beau lor
corps*-." And au••ther rceeiveil a note reqm *ting her to send by
bearer some **ea duel rea«i ribbon."

side of the House,” one must imagine an
immense hall, parallelogram in shape, of windows is
Edgewood, the residence ot
The < entennC 1 lire department i- about to be
exact dimensions, L believe, one hundred
Inside organized. It will have three tire station*.
the late Chief Justice Chase.
I welvc or fifteen engine* presented by various
and thirty-nine loot long, ninety-three teet
everything is on a most magnificent and manufuetiirers will soon reach
Philadelphia.
wide and thirty-six feet high. On the south effective scale. A
costly velvet carpet of
I’he longest night in Norway lasts three
side ot this hall, is the platform holding richest crimson
months, and, when a
man
to
bordered witli a
his
the

and Clerk's desks, raised
three feet above the surrounding floor.
From the wall on the Speaker’s right, to

Speaker’s

the wall on his left, run the seven semicircular rows of desks for the members,

hue,

tern ot

trailing

and oak,

covers

pat-

young

at

present the beautifully

tiled floor; deep, luxurious chairs and
sofas of crimson Turkish leather are scattered here and there, inviting to easy,

furnishing three hundred and two seats, comfortable repose; curtains ot rare, rich
arranged in groups of two and three tn lace, draped and shielded by folds of
the front, and three and four towards the
heavy silk damask in the same prevailback circles. From tho front ol the Speaking, warm, reddish tint, fall graceful!}
er’s desk extends the broad

go*1-

see

girl, her mother. M fore retiring, tells her
to ruin her health !>\ sitting up more that

vines and darker crimson

not
two

months.

»

The Pioneer says that one day last week, a
Mr. John McClain- of Oxbow Plantation, while
at work in the wood*, received a Mow from a
tailing free which crushed In- skull and broke
his neck.
The employe* in the factories of the Sprague
Manufacturing < ompany in Augusta have been
notified that at the beginning of n**\t month

there will he
cent.

a

reduction in their wages of ten

per
main aisle,
from ornate cornices to the soft and dainThe bank robbery gets into everything in
which dividesthe desks and also the House,
beneath; a ponderous chande- Northampton. A Methodist brother mentionty
carpet
selves with the tig leaves of paper
ed it it- a recent public prayer: **<) Ford, we
money. that part to the right of the Speaker being lier,
gorgeous in bronze, gilt and glass, thank Thee that Heaven is our -ate. and Christ
1'he fall was easy enough, but the return known as the Democratic side of the I louse
our
chronometer lock."
depends from the ceiling; rare ornaments
is full ot peril and difficulties, and in face and that on tho left the
Republican. On furnish the table and wide marble man\t the meeting of the Ku >\ Agricultural Soof llaming swords,
it is to the credit of either side of the Main aisle are still four
ciety, la-t Friday, Hon. Muse- Webster was
tle; the whole reflected back again in elected Tru-b e, ia place ot I >. Robinson, rethe original Satan that lie didn't come other narrower
passages leading from the added
signed. and Foamier \\ i-ek*. Treasurer, in place
brilliancy and beauty by three lull- ! of
hack and try to excuse himself on the plea semi-circular
J. \V. l-'ogler. resigned.
space in front to the floor length.
set
like
panmagnificent mirrors,
ot
military necessity, or anything of that beyond the outer circles ol seats, where
The Fraud Jury at Rattgor, reported 12.'»
els in the walls. The walls and ceiling
liquor indictment*] and JO of a miscellaneous
kind, in the hope oi another opportimitv sofas and
lounging chairs are placed for are further ornamented by richest paint- nature. The E. A V A. Railway, is indicted
to deceive. Satisfied with the mischief that
for killing Jasper Robert*, and Fred (iudfruy
the visitors who are entitled to, or may
ings and livsco, all the work ot Hrumidi, for assault with intent to kill.
he has done, lie left his victims to
repen- get permits to this privileged position ot who lias
grown old and gray in the task
1 he be-t time on record has been made m a
tance and the lessons of hard
experience. the hall. The seats and desks of polished ot
at Hamilton, Ontario, when-.lame* Caldecorating this grand and magnificent court
vin wa* sentenced to the penitentiary for two
oak are also numbered, commencing from
all
the
and
building; nearly
paintings
years for attempted theft within one hour after
the wall and going to the centre aisle, then
have an unequal contest
Why ill> tlic
frescoes, from the great allegorical repre- the commission of the offence.
with the \ otarics of sin. error, ami unrighteous- back
again to the wall, and so on, one sentation in the lolly doom to the wreathMr. Heorhorand Ids friends ought to consider
ness:
fl’resqm- Isle .Sunrise.
that it i* nothing but an almost unparalleled exhundred and fifty-one members on either
vines
that
embellish
the
I hat's one of the hard questions that
ing
supporting hibition "f partiality for him that he was not
side. On the Democratic part of the House, columns on the lower
lloor, being the de- long ag< driven out of tie* ministry and out of
have puzzled mankind ever since the crethe ( hristiau public. [Independent.
the lirst, or front row of seats, twelve in
ation. Il the present Congress pushes insign or work of his hand. For the allenumber, are occupied by Messrs. Hewitt,
Hue shocking incident of flu- gale last week
gorical frescoes in the dome he received iu Hartford
vestigation into all the departments of
i- only just rep u ted. Rv the quick
Odell, and Schumaker of New York, Cald- $b0,000, and I do not know how
and violent banging-to of a doer, a favorite cat
man}
government, it is hoped that a solution
well of Tennesec, Vance ol North Carolibelonging to the family -i Hi* Honor, the Maymore thousands from time to time lor his
may be approached, so far as this country
or, had her tail cut closely and completely off.
na, Clymer id Pennsylvania, Bright ot other
he
is
and
it
is
said
that
Phe animal had once taken the prize for the
is concerned.
efforts,
With the light at present
yet
handsomest eat exhibited at a Stale fair—but
Cox of New York, Holman of as
all'orded, it is believed that the whiskey 'Tennesec,
poor in this world's goods as when he her chance* for auntie r such triumph ha\been
ot Georgia, and Milliken
first began. At present he is engaged in considerably curtailed.
frauds have had a good deal to do with it, Indiana, Blount
of Kentucky, in the order written; thus
The work <»n the Mock at 1 f unari-eotf a, in
the
votaries
ot sin with unby supplying
embellishing a panel just beyond the door which
i- Lincoln Hail, wa* commenced last
Cox has Holman lor his right hand neigh- of the Senate Committee on
limited funds.
Military May, and the opening of the halt announces the
bor, and Bright on his left. Directly back Affairs, lie is a line, erect, venerable- tinai completion of the building. It has been
—The Rockland Free 1’ress puts this of him is
constructed by a company M enterprising men,
Randall of Pennsylvania, so that
looking gentleman, with snowy hair, and id- materially to tie appearance
of tin
heading over its leading article—“Saving this trinity of Democratic captains may and
port ion of the village. It is of brick
bright eyes that look sharply but bu*itie*>
at the spigot, and
at
the
with
*tone
trimming-. M feet high. 'JO long and
wasting
bung.” consult each other without leaving their
pleasantly at you from behind sheltering (ib wide, and contain* beside the hall oil lh<
It ought to know that such rhetoric is endesks. Proctor Knott, the great humorist
d
commodious
stores on the ground
second,
Two
frescoes
in
which
he
takes
floor. It ha- a seating capacity ,.f about PJimi.
tirely contrary to the spirit of the Maine ot the House and country, and chairman of glasses.
be
are
found
in
the
to
!».■
ami
i*
especial pride
unong the be-t in the
pronounced to
law, and should not lie tolerated by any the
Judiciary Committee, has desk number arches of the room devoted to use id the •State. The cost of the building i- "Jo,DUO \\ is
casset Oracle.
prohibition paper. Besides, it is unpleaseighteen, and is thus brought directly back Senate Committee on Military Allairs,
The jury in the cast ot (Jeorgi II L< w is, on
antly suggestive ol (Irani, Babcock, Mc- of Vance, making with Clymer, another one
trial at Portland, Wednesday brought a verdict
representing the llo-ton Massacre of of
Donald, the western distilleries and peni- trio ol leaders in dost;
guilty of eon-piracy in obtaining a frail luleiil
proximity. Wad- 177o, and the other Washington at \ alpension for hi* mother. N. U Ramlull, the
tentiaries swarming with the truly loyal.
dell of North Carolina is just across the
who drew the forged paper*, is alol
with
a
magistrate
ley Forge,
full-length figure
ready iiml-T sentence f >r live year* for counterIt will lo‘ remembered that Pennell, aisle from Knott, and in the same circle of 'Washington in the foreground, with Ea- feiting.
These conviction* break up a gang
seats are Swann of Maryland, and llunton
ha.* operated in Clinton, Kennebec counFayette on his right and (Ireene on his which
County Treasurer of Cumberland, claimfor two year* past.
Aaron
ty,
and
ed to have been robbed of over nine thou- ot Virginia. In the fourth cr middle cir- left. These frescoes of figures are done J »hn Lewis, uncle- <if (.eorge H. Eldridge
Lewis, both
o
-I men, were tried :iLewi*
sand dollars. The present ollieials have cle near the centre of the House is Fer- from portraits, and are said in nearly all
accomplices.
wa- acquitted and flu*
jurv disagreed in the ease
nando Wood, and the famous opponent ol instances to be correct likenesses. All
doubts about it, and an action is
JamEldridge.
Lewi*,
tie.*
mother
of
(ieorge,
being
tried to recover the amount from his Ben. Butler, John Young Brown, and in these ornamentations, together with the who received the fraudulent pension wa* discharged on account of age and intirmitv. The
the
next
circle
hack
three seats
from Knott
bondsmen.
many costly paintings and otbei rare sentence of (ieorge wa* deferred.
W.K Morrison, the chairman of the Ways works of art, make tincapitol ot the
It is stated tin1 flemucrats have introduced
and Means Committee is to lie seen Frank United States one of the most
tyongress.
whiskey at the House of He|ireseiitatives resinteresting
taurant, Washington, under the name ot
cold Jones of New Hampshire is in the same of structures, and one ot which
The Semite, Wedm- in• passed bill*, nppropriat
every
tea.” [Biddeftml Journal.
ing $J.‘>,000 for improvt meiit ot the cupitol ground*;
circle, live desks back from Cox. Sayler American lias reason to be
to pay tin* First National bank of St. Albans, Vt.,
It is known that a good many
proud,
leading ol Ohio, Tarbox of Massachusetts. Ander$->,twit, the value of 1 nited States treasury note*
l’F.IM 111.
taken by raiders in l*i f, amended so as t<> exclude
cold
Republicans, by meddling with
Die centennial bill was taken
interest *«n the sam«
son o! Illinois, who claims with Banks the
tea” in the west, have
The special committee ot the Legisla- up and discussed. file House in committee of the
got into hot water. honor of
the
whole
considered
no
the
being
diplomatic appropriation bill.
only Independent,
ture tor investigating the alleged frauduThe Senate, Thursday, passed a bill to extend the
I lie million and a half
time for the construction of the Northern Pacific
appropriation party member in the House, and Goode of
lent
ot
the
sales
Maine’s
share
of
Agricul- Kail road and further debated trie ccutcunial bill,
tur the Centennial has
passed the Senate, Virginia, all have desks upon the outer
l lie llou.-e went into committee ol the whole on the
tural College lands, have struck something consular
and the great
and diplomatic appropriation bill and was
enterprise is now going on circle. Lutrell of California, and Lamar
addressed
by Messrs. Hale and Maine of Maim
in the testimony ot Charles I’.
swimmingly. Lot us all get our travelling of Mississippi, as well as many other dem- substantial
The Senate, Friday, passed the Centennial bill,
Brown Esq. of Bangor, as follows—
veas 41, nays Id. The House passed the consular and
bags ready.
ocrats, are accommodated on the repubbill, yeas Pal, nays
It
Charles 1'. Brown testified substantially that diplomatic appropriation
appropriates $t»14,ooo, a reduction oi $470,000 from
lican side, having numbers sixteen and in either Nov ember or I •eccmber
lie had a con- the bill last
—The Boston Journal’s Six
ar.
Spectators
’flu- Senati Monday, passed a I ill relating l.. the
whilst Banks occupies the eigh- versation with Gov. Cony, in the Adjutant Genat Washington not
eral's oltiec. lie then ottered him tin eents per transportation of animais. Mr. Morton addressed
only make Blaine the seventeen,
>• nate in tavor of the admission ot
rinchbuck.
certain Republican candidate for Presi- teenth, making a conspicuous trio at the acre for the scrip, lie to pay t&go.OOn down and tin*
I he House adopted resolutions to
the same sum every three months until the
investigate the
left
ot
the
that
are
Speaker
always eager- whole scrip was taken lip, he giving good secur- management of the pension bureau and fraudulent
dent, but elect him by 10b majority of the
importations of wool. The House refused to
ly enquired for by strangers. A little far- ity for the fiilllilment of the contract. The land- pend the ruies and adopt a resolution in favor of sus
electoral college.
the
Oh, my !”
been advertised, and the Governor told early resumption of specie payments. Veas
had
not
ther round toward the broad aisle, but in
Ni, nays
him lie would see linn later about it. He con- i::7, nearly a party vote.
—And now they have
got Babcock’s this same circle of seats are Frye of Maine, sidered it a good bargain, and would have given
foot in a whiskey trap in Illinois. With
cents per acre if the trade could have
Nominations, i he following nominaand Conger of Michigan, hobuobing as seventy
been closed then. The market rate of such serin
the ether one
similarly entangled in St. neighbors. Directly back of Frye is Hale, at the west at that time, was about §1.00 an tions have been matle by tilts governor:
Board of agriculture, i). M. Dunham.
Louis, Bab. has a stride that beats that
acre, and had been less at no time since, lie did
and back of Hale is Blaine. In the same not know when the lands were advertised, and Bangor. To solcmni/.o
marriages, David
ancient Colossus ot Rhodes.
section with Blaine, one desk removed is ttie Governor said nothing more to him. The II. Sawyer. South Thomaston. Trial Juslands sold for od cents per acre.
tice. \\ m. 11 !• idler, Skowhegan ; Donald
—One of the lights of the church was Plaisled, and two seats farther toward the
There is no doubt that these lands, to Al. Belcher, Wink rporl; Justice of peace
in
recently extinguished
Fryoburg. ft centre, Garfield ot Ohio, llalc lias Stark- put the case in its best aspect, wore fool- and quorum, A. C. l'ernahi. Cranberry
was the chandelier of the
Die; George II. Ware, Waterville; MerCongregational, weather of Connecticut on his right, and ishly and
needlessly sacrificed, and there rick Sawyer, South Thomaston ; Frederick
that came down with a crash, and went Kelley of Pennsylvania, whom every
body is a
very strong suspicion that prominent ll.-Coombs, Bangor; George W. llall, llerout.
knows by Don Piatt’s cognomen ot PigRepublicans
pocketed large sums as a re- mon; A. H. delinks, Brownvillo; Geo. F.
Iron Kelley, on his left. Across the aisle
—A colored citizen of Boston was
Moore, North Anson. Notary public,
sult.
lound
from Kelley is Hoar of Massachusetts. The
II. W are, Waterville.
Commisdead in the street Sunday
George
with
morning,
second desk from the back, on the Repub- Arrest of Winslow, tne Uoston For- sioner ot wrecks, Abraham Richardson,
an oyster knife sticking in his
ger.
head. lie
Fremont; L. A. Manstield, Jonesport.
lican side, on the broad aisle is occupied
had shelled out.
The Boston Herald has a special despatch Dedimus justice. Ira B. Gardner,
Fatten;
by another democrat, Barnum ol Connect- from London, stating that E. 1>. Winslow, had A. J. Lane, Highland. Moose warden,
been arrested in that city, and held for return
—Looks hard for Babcock, don’t it ?— icut,
not
P.
T.
the
Leonard M. Walker.
(W.H.,
showman,) and to the United States.
but honest people will rejoice, even
Latek. The Herald lias the following furthough in the same circle are lvasson ol Iowa and
Piper Found Guilty.
from its London correspondent:
the White House mourns.
Cannon of Utah Territory, whilst Burleigh ther despatch
Winslow, when arrested, asked to be sent to
Tho trial of Thomas \V. Piper, the Bos—A bad box lor
ot the first Maine Congressional District, America immediately, lie said all the money
Blaine—Tarbox.
in bis party was bis wife’s, amounting to $0,000. ton church sexton, for the murder of the
with Pierce of Massachusetts and Huhbell lie asked
that his wife be let alone. He was exlittle girl in the tower ot tho church, terof Michigan, are on the outer circle near amined and remanded to await the arrival of
1 lie editor of the Gardiner Home
Jourthe extradition papers. On being interviewed minated on the 10th iu a verdict of
guilty.
the
Western door. The south gallery, or lie said, lie left
nal, an independent paper with Republieverything in Boston in his at- Some new and
important evidence had
the one to the back of the Speaker, is par- torney’s hands, lie appeared to be greatly efcan proclivities, makes a
fected and said lie intended to go to Portugal or been brought out since the former trial,
sharp shot in the titioned
into three sections, the central Brazil. lie denies having
any cash or bonds,
following—
and says nearly all the newsprper accounts are and there is now no doubt of his guilt.
ono
The Republican papers are now filled with
being oocupied by the members of the erroneous.
the kindred and interesting topics of rebel pris- press; that to the
lion. T. J. 1). Fuller, a former resident
right together with the
London, Feb. 15. Winslow was arrested
ons and lflaine clubs. Jt is cheerful and elevathere
at the instance of the American Em- ot
whole
eastern
in
this
Calais, died near Washington on MonCentennial year, and every
gallery is devoted to the la- bassy.today
ing reading
He was formally arraigned at the Bow
patriotic editor should do his best to, so far as dies and gentlemen accompanied by ladies street Police Court and remanded tor a week. day. lie served several terms in
Congress
in him lies, inflame sectional animosity and
as representative from the eastern
hate. We hope we may be permitted to re- and the one to the left with the western
district,
The Journal advises the ice men on the Kenmind our political compeers, that Jeff Davis is
gallery is reserved for the use of the fam- nebec to keep cool and not indulge in expecta- and was second auditor of the Treasury,
not the rival of Mr. lflaine for Presidential hontions
will melt away, and not to refuse a under
ilies and friends of
Buchanan, lie has since practiced
ors, and were we they, we would not discuss
Representatives, a fair thatwhen
they can get it, but thinks those
Mr. Blaine as though we thought he was.
small portion only being sub-divided lor whoprice
law at the capital.
have empty houses had better fill them.
—

—
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City

News of the

Tuesday

Next

will be

Steamer Richmond made a harbor at Castine
trorn Monday afternoon to Wednesday morning

County.
Washington’s birthand

The sweet season of maple sugar is close at
hand.

masquerade

a

ball this

Tuesday night that

cow

a

and harvest.

he valued at #100.

I( is

Remember the entertainments by the Univerfrom Georges Bank, via
Gloucester, appears in our market.
wav

The Waldo Go. Lodge of Good Templars
l’ierce’s Hall to-day (Thursday. 1

One of our citizens, during the rain and flood
of Tuesday evening, went down cellar in bis
slippers, and stepped oil the stairs into icy water knee keep.
No niblencss of the reporter’s

meet at

The sell. Florida, at Jacksonville, has been
repaired and is now loading for a northern port.
The mild weather of last week

brought

pen

out

again.
The Belfast \mateur Novelty company are
training, and will shortly give an exhibition
llayford Hall.

ii

valids and

nial, and all foolish enough

Lecture at the North hurcli next Sundy evening by the Pastor.
Subject—" Religion and
riicrc has been no change in the quotation of
since our last issue. Potatoes sell for +0

iv

per bushel.

I'he Grange meeting advertised to come oft'

llayford Hall, Tuesday,

postponed

was

The Gdd Fellow

one

The

wind blew furiously during the night. Teamreport a bad condition of travelling on the
country roads.
sters

It is reported that small pox has appeared in
eastern parted' Montvillc, probably comuunicated from Morrill.

Wi-nterpokt.

Kennebec cities.

She is a

sharp

A correspondent states that
evening, as a team was carefully

Saturday
conveying a dozen

on

Flint young woman in need of a loan, pavvn-omc of her bogus chains m Gardiner and
>

barrels of flour out of town,
the keen smellers of some half a dozen drinkers
discovered that the barrels contained something
better than flour, each being pregnant with a

one.

indebted to George G. Wells for
of pickerel, drawn from flic depths ot JO gallon keg of whiskey. That being settled,
'oaiiiehacunk pond by the enticement of live i they followed the team a little out of the \illage, when a part of the number seized and
!lit.
I held the driver, while the others unbended one
will 1m ‘•eeii by Jtn advertisement in another
of the barrels and took4hc keg of liquor away
ilium that rumselicrs have become so scarce
with them for their own private use and benWinterport and Frankfort that rewards are
efit, leaving the wounded barrel and sawdust
tiered for them.
on the spot.
An inquest was held on the mandance at Pierces' Hall, la>t
attending
gled remains of the barrel, and resolutions
s.
v\. re rohhed of water proofs, rubbers,
passed. We suspect that some of the temperEven leathers were ance clubs can tell
dr in the ante. room.
something of this assault, if
I iped from bonnets.
tic y choose.
brig James Miller of Belfast, is loading
We

a

are

ml

■

v

York for France.

w

Thumbs & Osborne

The

.iving sails for her, which will be for-

tn

queer that cabbages are brought
Boston for Maine consumption, but crates

•iji

dial

enis

ego table

v

giit of

frequently form

steamer

a

the study of the great novelist, and no small
expenditure of time and labor in overhauling
old wardrobes ai d making new' ones for the

part of the

Katahdin.

occasion.

re will be a special meeting of the Daughef Rebeckah, at Odd Fellows Ilall, on Satia> evening next, at 7 1-‘J o’clock, for the
or pose of conferring the degree.

Eli.

of stealing a copy of the Journal from the
r of a subscriber, where it has been left by

a

|

| though

made

appetizing ap-

most

portraiture and description lind warm admirin every reading community, still there are
a great many intelligent and well-informed
people for whom no novelists have any attractions— the Gradgrinds, who want facts and
nothing else. Hut even the latter class could
er*

dissolution.

lire

a

pearance.
The onlv difficulty in the way of a thorough
enjoyment of such a party is that everybody
hasn’t read Dickens.
While his wonderful

bast week two barrels and
at

presented

one keg of liquor
the jail, being a portion of the
last summer, and which the

fail to have been interested in the brilliant
as the
personations
marched in from the ante-rooms. There was
not

Frenchman's jackass couldn’t pull up the hill
ii the eastern side.

display of this occasion,

l'lie Grangers in Belmont and \icinity promise to build :t suitable structure in which to
! meetings and have a grange store. The

the ever-memorable Sairey Gamp, with her
bottle of comfort, from which she wet her lips
when so d'spoged”; rollicking Sam Weller;
the benevolent face and owl-like spectacles of

cling is

to be ‘JO by 48 feet, two stories high,
be located near Greer's Mills.

i’<

Pickwick; the sportive Winkle and the festive
Tupman: the classic Mrs. Pott* and Mrs. Hunter; the hungry Oliver Twist; Mr*. Kqueers

Thursday of

last week,
i'-nry Wyman a]>peared and answered to the
•: ;trire of having those sixteen barrels of
liquor
ick

u

( di

rt.

<

>n

with

at Lineoluville. with intent to sell. Jle
found guilty and fined §50. Appealed.

/••u

Pitcher A Gorham have loaded
i. <>rion with
hay for Boston, ^nd are also
•■‘ding sch. Fame Walker with ice for Halti-uirmrn’ts.

"•n

full of the importance of her chancery suit;
Little Dorrit; The Vengeance, with bright
eye* and dangerous dagger and pistol; the

■

girl

the Belfast shoe

at

"’bile

playing

with

factory
large copper
of a physician
on

Satur-

stately

cent.
Flowed it. The services
were
>i for. who pushed it into her stomach. The
mg man who owned the copper says he
ild like to have it after she gets through
itii it.

B

a

and

a

iu

h

a
;

full cargo of cotton.

barging
days.

She

nrKwit'K

made the

Tupnmn,

Sam Weller,
Mrs. Potts as Apollo,
Rev. Mr. Stiggjns,
Mrs. Leo Hunter as Min
erva,
Bob Sawyer’s Boy,

most

r r

philosopher.

Mr. it Mrs. Mantalini,
Nicholas Niekleby as

Miss La Creevy,
Mr. Micawber,
Mrs. Micawber, with the

Twins,

The 1'

Institute. There will be no services at the
hurch, except on the first and fourth Sabbaths
"l March, on which days the
puilpit will he
supplied by Key. Clay McCauley of Waltham,
Mass. The Sabbath school will meet every

l

M rs.

Sisters of ^ ork

Prince

)

J
)

A. &,

i|

usual.

OLD

Mrs. M. V. Greer, iu whose house the small
pox made its first appearance in Morrill, writes
to us that she does not think the disease
was
left by a tramp, and that its
is a

CURIOSITY SIIOI*.

Little Nell,
The Grandfather,
Dick Swiveller,
The Marchioness,

Mary

Henry White.

Mr. L. Coombs.
•James Harriman.
Mrs. ,J. Harriman.
Ed. Clark.
Miss S. Colburn.
Miss L. Colburn.

Sophy Wacklos,
Barbara,

HA 1! N A BY lit DUE.

Barnaby Budge,
Sim Tappertit,

y. Davis,
liarte Woodcock.
Kd. Morrison.
Mrs. Capt. rhombs.
Mrs. L. Sleeper.
Miss L. Dickerson.
<

Edward Chester,
Mrs. Gabriel Yard on,
Mrs. Budge,

A lot of valuable property is advertised today by the heirs of the late John Haraden, to
close the estate. Among it is the homestead

Dolly Yarden,
-MA

IM'IN

<

llV/.'/A.V: \V IT.
Mr. F. Knowlton.
Mrs. Knowlton.
Miss Knowlton.
Walter West.
(ieo. Quiniby.
Mrs. Parker.

Tapley,
Merry Peeks niff,
Cherry Pecksniff,
Betsey Prig,
Sairev Camp,

Mark

opposite

our otliee, which must he
very valuable for business locations. From the Court
House to Main Street has become a very desirable street for trade, and stores have found

Mrs.

Lupin,

Mrs.
Mrs.

Dombey,

Mrs. Dickerson.
M rs. Dyer.
Miss F. Crawford.

Skewion,

Flowers,
Florence

Dombey,

Delia Pierce.

DAVID

COPpKIlFIKLD.

good investment by buying it for store loca- Dora,
| Misses Spenlow,
tions.
Barkis,
Ick. Belfast people are
quite exten- Teggotty,

White.
Misses Bean.
Tlieo. Winslow.
Mrs. Brackett.
Charley Coombs.
Carrie White.

commencement at Searsport, and will begin
this week at the Meadow pond. They will
stack their ice, and then build houses around
It. Hazeltine & Bickford have
filled

nearly
Mr. Oscar W. Pitcher has lately returned from the great ice fields of the Hudson River, N.
Y., and reports that they arc
harvesting
good lee eleven inches in thickness.
1 hat sounds
badly for Maine.
their houses.

Mis9 Larkins,
Agnes Wick Held,
Mrs.
Mrs.

Miss Angier.
Miss Boynton.

Guminidge,
lieep,

Chester Cottrell.

HLKAIv 1IOUSK.

Grandfather Smallwood,
Grandmother Smallwood,
Judy Smallweed,
Charley Neckett,
Ada Clare,
Esther Summerson,
Miss Elite,
Mr.

Tulkinghorn,
L1TTI.E

Little

Dorm,

Maggie,

Miss A. Faunce.
Miss M. Faunce.

Babcock

in

Breaks
out
Place.

Another

The New York Sun prints copies of letters showing that the immaculate Babcock
was running a whiskey ring in Illinois.
The Sun’s exposure is in substance as follows—
Office oe Peouia Elevator Co., )
Peoria, III., March It, 1875.
$
To It. P. AVestmau, Pekin, 111., Dear Sir:
Your telegram this A. M., received. See the
settlement of the Babcock services and his
friends in the Washington.
The assessment
was made on the number of barrels actually on
hand by each one benclitted by the bill, am) on
the basis of the New A oi k market price, you
were assessed at 1800 barrels $02.30, being $1.122.4!), for which please send the money. All
the distillers have paid their assessment Peoria
and tile money is to lie sent off to morrow.
Yours Truly,
Zell & Francis.
ol this letter were the
memorandums showing AVest-

margin

following

what other members in the conspiracy had done: Z. & F. 3000 brls.; Sparks,
26(>0 brls.; Woollier, 1600 brls.; Wicker
& Co., 2350 brls.; Clark 1200 brls.; WestTotal 13,550 brls.
man, 1800 brls.
The next letter, dated March 15th, six
days later, gives a more detailed statement in regard so Westman’s relations
with the ring, and again refers to the Babcock assessment as follows:—
man

Babcock,deal votir assessment at 18U0 barrels
$(12. 3(>, $1, 122.41); total, $2000.41), which please
remit either on Chicago or New York, and I
will cancel and return Washington receipt.

Mrs. A. I,. White.
Miss Wetherbee.
Miss Alden.
Miss Marietta White.

Miss C. Anderson.

Miss Parsons.
Miss
Mr. Bradbury.

Spring.

DORRIT.

Mrs. lucker.

Mary Oamion.

GRANITE

At the bottom of the letter is receipt in
full in settlement ol AVesttnan’s dues.
The tacts in relation to this new and
startling evidence have not yet been made
public in St. I.ouis. The new evidence
cannot lie used in the present trial against
Babcock, the two whiskey rings being

distinct.
It is

is

reported

that this

whiskey

swindle

extensive a fraud as that ol St. Louis
or Chicago, and includes many officials of
The
high standing besides Babcock.
as

grand jury has been

at work upon

it, and
over fifty indictments have been found,
including, it is said, one agaiust Babcock.
Tlie

Way the People are Taxed
Support Ring Office-holders.

to

Out of 137 custom houses in the country
77, considerably more than halt, collected
less revenue tor the fiscal year ending
June 30th, 187b, than the expenses of collection. Frenchman's Hay, Maine, illustrates this class ol custom houses:
1
I
I
1
1
1
1

$!,2S4.04

collector, compensation,

special deputy collector,
and inspector,
deputy collector,
deputy collector,
deputy collectors,
inspector,
storekeeper,

1.200.00

deputy collector

Total salaries.
Total receipts.

1,005.00
1.005.00
00.15
1.200.00
2030)0

300,00
$0,023.70
4.40

D.

Jackson’s

The

following

business

was

transacted at the Feb-

ruary Term of said Court :
Administration Granted

on

Estates

ok—

Belfast, Joseph Elms, Administrator; AsaB. Webster late of Winterport, Nat han
C. Cole, Administrator, de bonis non; Lot X. Bartlett late of Waldo, Joseph V. Bartlett, Administrator; Albert J. Me Keen late of Belfast, Annie L. Me
Keen, Administratrix; Hollis Monroe late of Belfast,
Philo IIersey, Administrator, de bonis non ; William
E. Chalmers late of Unity, Margaret J. Myrick, Administratrix; Amanda Linscott late of Palermo,
James C. Linscott, Administrator; Jeremiah CrockJulia E. Elms late of

ett late of

Prospect,

Isaiah A.

Israel II. Grant late of

Crockett, Executor;
Monroe, Nancy Grant, Ex-

ecutrix.
Guardians

T. Sanborn over
Wells late of Winterport.

Appointed—Henry

minor heirs of Samuel

License to Sell Real Estate on Estate ok
—Samuel V. Runnels late of Stockton.
Warrant ok Insolvency Issued on Estate
ok—Nathan II. Fletcher late of Lincolnville.
Inventories Filed on Estates ok—Alfred
Prescott late of Liberty; William McCarty late of
Belfast; Enoch S. Grunt late of Winterport; Mary
Harding late of Jackson; minor heirs or Daniel C.
Bartlett late of Moutville; Francis Darby an insane
per.-on.
Accounts Allowed on Estates ok—Lewis
Libby late of Winterport; Zadoc Tilton late of frov;
Edward Hilton late of Belmont; Baldwin Muzzy
late of Searsmont; George A. Pierce late of Frank
fort; Mary Stetson late of Lincolnville; Wilbur I*.
Moore, minor; minor heirs of Josiah C. Staples late
of Stockton; minor heirs of Geo. W. Hamilton lat<-

of

-.

Allowance Made to Widows on Estates
ok—Thomas C. Austin late of Prospect; Nathan H.
Fletcher late of Lincolnville; Josiah Seekius late of
Waldo.
Commissioners of Insolvency Reported on
Estates ok—George Patterson late of Belfast ;
O. J. Whitten late of Burnham.
Wills Prorated—Willard Walton late of Bel
fast; v^n-reiu after making certain bequest of personal property to his sou Willard If., together with
the homestead, not to be sold during the life of his
mother, he devises to his wife the use of half of his
dwelling-house during her natural life, together
with the residue of his personal estate not otherwise disposed of.
Jeremiah Crockett of Prospect, in which he gives
to his wife the use and income of all his estate, so
long as she may remain his widow; upon her death
or
marriage, what remains to be equally divided
among his children and his grand child, Will ury J.
Crockett.
Israel It. Grant of Monroe; wherein he bequeaths
to his wife the homestead together with certain personal property duri jg ber natural life, or widowhood, at her decease to go to his son Melvin, together with all his other property, upon his paving his
daughter Ellen $700. To bis son Forrest,* having
heretofore deeded him a certain parcel of land, he

gives nothing._

Grand Union, of New York,

The

Attention is directed to the Card of Grand
Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot,
New York. This hotel is one of the largest and
most popular of the New York city first class
hotels. It is
Grand Central

conveniently located
Depot, that all expense

so

riage and baggage exprcssage is saved

to the
of car-

its

guests.
indisputable recommendation of this house
is the fact that guests who stop there once beAn

Not. laid. The New Haven .Journal suggests
that the Centennial Coffee Put will probably be
exl ibitcd on the “grounds.”

lady who

has I,ost Throe Sons by eonsumption writes from Hartford, Conn., to suv that
her only remaining child, a daughter, had been
saved, she believes, from a like fate by the use
of Hale's Honey 01 Horeiiolnd and Tar.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
“Don’t let’s have any words about it," as the
said when he dodged the dictionary his
wife threw at him.
man

A writer in

standard medical journals, says: “I was cured of dropsy in one month
by using Hunt's Hemedy.” Hunt's Remedy
cures

of

one

our

all diseases of the kidneys, bladder and

urinary organs.
“So you wouldn't take me to be twenty?”
said a rich heiress to an Irish gentleman, while
darn ing the polka. “What would you take me
for, then?" “For better or worse," replied the
son of the Emerald Isle.
Forty Years’ Experience have tested the virtues of Dr. Wistar's Jielsam of Wild Cherry,
and is now generally acknowledged t<> be the
best remedy extant for pulmonary and lung diseases; embracing the whole range from a slight
cold to a settled consumption. Were it not for
its merits, it would long since have “died, and
made no sign.” JO cts. and #1 a bottle, large
bottles much the cheaper.
A gentleman rode up to a public house in the
country and asked: “Who is the master of this
house?" “I am, sir," replied the landlord; ‘‘my
wile has been dead about three weeks.’’
I! is astonishing how little notice is taken of an
ordinary cold or a slight cough, when so many
suffer from Catarrh and Consumption, which
are directly traceable to these causes.
In our
changeable climate, no one should travel without being provided with a remedy for sudden
attacks of this kind. Forest Tar is one of the
best preparations for that purpose, and Forest
Tar T rocties is a very convenient form of it.
Prepared by The Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.,
and sold by all druggists.

of that fact is that any person affiieted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior
effect before buying the regular size at 7-7 cegts.
It has lately been introduced in this country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing everyone that use it. Three doses
will relieve any ease. Try it. Sold by K. 11.
(hnos.Ti
Moody, Belfast.
“And did

hear him call her *M\ dear,*

you

Remember This.
Now is the time of the year for Pneumonia.
Lung Fever, (toughs, Colds, and fatal results
of predisposition t<> Consumption and other
Throat and Lung Disease. Bosuhkk\s German
Syrup has been used in this neighborhood for
the past two or three years without a single
failure to cure. Jf you have not used this medicine yourself, go to your Druggists, It. 11.
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success
among his customers. Two doses will relieve
If you have no faith in anv
the worst case.
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boscheo's
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular
size Bottle To cents. Don’t neglect a cough to
save 7.7 cents.
Omoso'J
Jones's friends visited the artist to see Jones's
portrait. 'They were welcome; hut the artist
said. “Don’t touch it; it ain’t dry." “Mouse
looking at it, then," replit d an old gentleman:
“it, can’t be Jones.”
Consumptives Take Notice.
ment of delay makes your
and much depends

on

the

Tin? amount of*

remedy.

cure more

judicious
testimony

Dr. Sehonck’s Pulmonic Syrup,

consumption,

as

mo-

hopeless,

choice of

a

in favor of
a

cure

for

far exceeds all that can be brought

to support the
cine.

Even

pretensions

of any other medi-

See Dr. Sehcnck’s Almanac, containing

respectability, who have boon restored to health
after being pronounced incurable by physicians
of acknowledged ability.

Sehcnck’s Pulmonic

Syrup alone lias cured many,
will show; but the cure

as

these evidences

is often

promoted by

the employment of two other remedies which
Dr. Sehenck
additional

provides

for the purpose.

These

remedies are Sehcnck's Sea

Tonic and Mandrake Pills.

Weed

By the timely

use

of these medicines, according to directions, I)r.
Sehenck certifies that most any

ease

of Con-

may be cured.
Dr. Sehenck is professionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth and Arch streets, Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed.
4wo1

sumption

We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON'S CATARRH SNUFF
and

TROCHE

dy.

tf

POWDER—a reliable

reme-

attend the Centennial, will do well
to give the Grand Union atrial. The Grand
Union supplies every advantage afforded by a
first-class hotel, while the rates of charges are
moderate, being suited to the stringency of the
times.
to

We learn that Dr. Homer of this city performed his one hundred and twentieth successful surgical speration on Tuesday, February
loth. This operation was performed for Mrs.
William Andrews, from West Camden, who is
now remaining in the city. The operation must
have been a very critical one, as it consisted in
the removal of a large tumor of eleven years

Why will you suffer from Rheumatism,
Sprains, Stiff Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds
or Weak Buck, when the Centaur Liniment affords certain relief. Many articles soothe pain
to a certain extent, but the Centaur Liniment
The White Liniment is for it human
cures.

family, the Yellow Liniment is for horses and
animals.—3m2S

tumor is similar to the one which lie removed
from the neck of Sirs. Keene, Cross St. Belfast,
Feb. 11th, 1875, which was the first surgical op-

locating in

this

city.

[Com.
Bleeding from Langs,
chitis,
Cnre.

Consumption.

Catarrh BronA Wonderful

Kochester,

N.

Jan. 13th, 1874.

Known to Fail.

Iiit. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry
anil Horkhound lms never been known to fail
in pernmnetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
Croup, Whooping Cough, nor any disuses of the
respiratory organs—and it does it too nt once !
It is not nccessay to take it for a longtime before you can discover its beneficial effects. Its
sale in this community is immense, and its popularity universal. It is positively guarranteed
to be composed of the purest and best materials,
and prepared in a scientific maimer and to alIt will not and cannot
ways give satisfaction.
disappoint you. Try it once. Ask for Dr.
Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and lloreliound, and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents.
W. O. Poor & Sox. sole agents for Belfast. A.
J. Jordan, agent for Orlaud. It. B. Stover,
agent for Bucksport.

K. V. Pierce, SI. 1).. Buffalo, N. Y.:
Dear Sir—I had suffered from Catarrh in an
aggravated form for about twelve years and for
several years from Bronchial trouble. Tried
many doctors and tilings with no lasting benefit.
In Stay ’72, becoming nearly worn out with excessive Editorial labors on a paper in New York
City, 1 was attacked with Bronchitis in a severe
form, suffering almost a total loss of voice. I
returned home here, but had been home only
two weeks when I was completely prostrated
with Hemorrhage from the Lungs,'having four
Lyno’s Katiiairox prevents the Hair from
severe bleeding spells within two weeks, and
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
first three inside of nine days. In the .Septem- and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
ber following, I improved sufficiently to be able
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
to be about, though in a very feeble state.
Sly is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
Bronchial trouble remained and the Catarrh ever produced. Used by the elite. Price only
was tenfold worse than before. Every effort I 50 cents.
lj r

Season

—OF—

Ueeful, Oranmental,

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

DRY

Durable and

Cheap-

—AND—
This

iuventiun prevents the

tidy
slipping off, and is easily adjusted
without injury to the furniture.
new

from

For sale by

H. H. Johnson & Co.
Gr PL ^ 1ST ID

AGENTS

FOR

BELFAST.

2 in 29

CLOSING OUT SALE

—AT—

Try it! Safe, Reliable,
by Druggists,

Hold

or

and

only

[Iso. W. Burksii & Co/s

35 Cents.

free; address

mailed

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpia.
W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me., Geo. (’.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros. &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
1y2«i

Previous to taking our annti tl
-Uiull sell lor the next Mo day:

we

Brighton

Cattle

Market.

>f

account
uur

a

HAMBURGS!

Wednesday, Feb. 9.

AT—

Dress Goods!
GRANITE

Brighton 11 ides 7 l-2c per lb; Brighton Tallow 0 1 2c
II).
Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light
Country Hides 5> l-2aGc per lb; Country tallow 5 l-2a
per

Iron Ware!

Gc per lb.
Calf Skins 15al4c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins
$1 25al 75 each.
Working < >xen—Not a large supply in market, the
call being limited to a few pairs each week during
the winti r months. We quote sales of 1 pair, girth
7 feet, living weight 3150 lbs, $155; 1 pair, girth 7
feet, live weight 3500 lbs. $1G5; 1 pair, girth G feet ft
inches, live weight 2.700 Jbs. $H0; 1 pair, girth G feet
G inches, live weight 2500 lbs.
$130; 1 pair, girth G
feet
2 inches, live weight 2300 lbs. $115.
|
Store Cattle —Yearlings $llalG; two year olds
$1Gu2S; three year olds $25a45 per head
Milch Cows—Extra $5.7a95; ordinary $25a50 per
head ; Store Cows $lf9i45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs— Those from the West were all
on ued by Mr. Hollis and taken direct from the cars
to be slaughtered, costing from GaS per lb. landed at
Brighton. From the North the supply was light and
prie s the same as those of one week ago.
Swine—No Store Pigs at, market; not much call
for them. Fat Hogs—3-400 in market, prices 8 3-4a9
per lb.

BOSTON

And

Bye

Barley

Oats
Beans
Potatoes-

$2.00a2.25

Apples
Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Fggs

Bound Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

Chicken

35a40Hay

G0a$ 1.00 Straw
lOall
2(ia2S
1G
10
lOall
15
IGals
balO
8
5a7
4 l-2a5

Washed Wool

Unwashed
Hides
Calf Skins

Lamb
Hard Wooik
Soft
Shorts per ct.
Lime
Butter Salt
Plaster

FROM

NEW

—

YORK!

Alpacas* at 50c mark
l.'c per yd. marked
*--

FOR i>OYo AND OlRLo.
Only 50 Cents a Year,
l’ack of 52 Assorted Address Cards given to

stamp for specimen copy. Address,
HARRY HOURS, Auburn, Me.

NEW
India Striped Double Shawls that sold for $10.00,
have been marked down to $75.00; those that were
$75.00, are now ottered tor $70.uo.

TTTALDO, SS. Taken on execution against Duid Wilkins, and will be sold at public auction
ff
the highest bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-tilth
day of March, A. D. lsr<i, at ten o’clock, A. M., at
the olllce of Joseph Williamson, in lielfast, in >aid
County, all the right in equity which said Wilkins
has of redeeming the lollowingdescribed real estate,
situate in Knox, in said County, to wit, lot numbered thirteen, on Hatch’s nidge,' so called, containing
one hundred acres, excepting thirty-five acres from
the south east end of said lot. Said real estate being subject to two mortgages given to Ward Mason,
the first dated Dec. 21,
and recorded in the
and the second
Waldo Registry, vol. 123, page
dated March Jo, 1S70, and recorded in said Registry,
vol. 151, page lr>-t.
SAMUEL NOiM OR, Sheriff.
Dated this 15th day of February, bs?0.

stock:

—FROM—

NEW

YORK!

WALDO,

SS.

Taken

on

SELLING CHEAP

Undershirts and Drawers,

WATERPROOFS!
and in fact nearly our entire stock lias been MAKKKD DOWN at Prices that must insure a ready sale.

execution

in

favor of

Henry L. Lord, against tlm property of IL-nry
MeOilvery, attached by the olllcer on tin* original
writ, on the first day of May, A. I>. I''?'*, lxing more

than tour months prior to the application of said
MeOilvery to be declared a bankrupt, and will Inpublic auction, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-tilth day of March, A. I>. Wm at
eleven o’clock, A. M., at the ottiee of .Joseph \\ i 1
liamson, in said Belfast, all the right in equity which
said McGilvery had on said first day of May, of redeeming the following described real estate situated
in I tel fast, aforesaid, to wit; a certain lot of land in
Itelfast aforesaid, with the buildings thereon, ami
bounded as follows, viz : on tin South by land of the
heirs of the late Rufus It. Allyn, Wist by land
formerly conveyed to XV. H. Simpson, Northwestwardly by the street leading from High Street
to the McGilverv Shipyard, so called, and Fustwardly by Tide-Water of itelfast Hay, with tinshore Hats in front of said Street and Lot. Tim
above described propertyb cing subject, to a mortgage recorded in the Waldo County Registry ot
Deeds, Yol. 1 If*. Rage !kM, given by the said Henry
MeOilvery to .James R. White, et al., of said lit lfast,
to secure the payment of certain promissory notes
for seven thousand six hundred and ninety-nine dollars and ninety-three cents, dated Nov. Is, a. 1>.
lsi'h, with interest payable annually.
SAM I'Ll, NORTON, Sheriff.
Dated this lfttli day of February lu.'ii

We have just received a larger stock of Hamburg*
than has ev* r been se« u in ilii< (.'ity. Please look
at the Hainburgs we are ■oiling at 17 1 jc per yd.
-——

sold at

$8.00al4.00
$G.00a8.00
41
33
5
12
1.00al.50

#4.50a5.00
$3.00a3.50
$1 50
$1.25

Thetrade would ilo well to examine our Stock and
Prices, for we are rigidly in earnest about tin reduction of our goods and are willing to sacrilice
profit lor the accomplishment of reduction.

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tin; County of vValdo, on the second Tuesday ol
February, A. 1>. 1870.
\. MAXSFIF.I.D, surviving partner of Wm.
Mansfield late of \V'interport, in said County
ol Waldo, ileceased, having presented his final ar
count for allowance.
Ordered, That the said K. A. Mansfield give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy <>1
this order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican .Journal, printed at Bella-t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at t• n nl’tlie clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
WM. M. REST, .Judge.
Atrnecopy, Attest—B. P. Field,Register.

171J•

At Round Foud, I >«•<*. 19th, Abden Keene and Carrie Myers, both of Hound Fond.
In Boothbav, dun. 7th, William M. Forbes and
Miss ideliu Hodgdon.
In Waldoboro. dan. 9th, Albert (J. Wallace and
Miss Kmma A. Mink, both of Waldoboro.
In Boothbav. dan. 19th, Kugene F. Hull' and Miss
Margaret II. Finkham.
At Round Fond, dan. 13th, Moses M. Rhodes, and
Miss Clara M. Krskins, both >f Hound Fond.
In Union, dan. 99th, Mr. Nahum McCorrison, of
Appleton, and Miss Killian Smalley, of Union.
In Kllsworth, Feb. 4th, Mr. lie lied i< t Kdwurds and
Miss Cecelia K. <l«>tt, both of West Kllsworth.
In Tremout, dan. 11th. Mr. Hiram Houston ami
Miss Alnienia M Robinson, both of Fremont.

MAINE.

BELFAST,

1C

ACADEMY !
February 28th, 1876,

TUITION:
PRIMARY,
COMMON ENGLISH,

$ 3.5ft.

HIGHER

LANGUAGES,

DA VIS, JR., and others, heirs of Lulate of Freedom, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, havii g presented a petition that
J. D. Damson of said 1 reedom, may be appointed
Administrator on said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Luther give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, tliat they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
saiii petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.
ther Davis
LlTIiER

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
February, A. D., 1870.
L. PARK 11 L Its 1. widow ol' Samuel B.
late of Unity in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
her dower may be assigned her from the real estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Abbie L. give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
e published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
Parkhuist
ABBlK

Eersons

SHIP NEWS.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. 1). 187(7

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

A. CLEMENTS, Administratrix of
the estate of Almon Wv Clements late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her first account of Administration for allow-

RACHEL

Feb. 9th, Schrs. Grace Lee, Hendricks, Doer Isle.
Gen Meade, Holmes, Boston.
Feb. lltli, Sister, Quinn, Long Island.
Feb. 13th, A. \Y. Ellis, Ferguson, Salem.
Feb. 14th, Fly, Pettey, Isle au llaut.
SAILED.
Feb. 10th, Schrs. Earl, Cunningham, Boston.
Feb. 12th, M. B. Mahoney, Wescott, Baltimore.
Sbter, Quinn, Islesboro.
Feb. 12th, Lillian, Ryan, Boston. E. L. Wilson,
Patterson, Rockland.

Ordered, That the
to

all

said Administratrix
persons interested by causing

copy

...

Sch. Ralph llowes, at Philadelphia from Belfast,
for Baltimore, which was ashore at Cape Henlopen,
came off leaking bndly; also stove boat and rail by
collision with another schooner at the Breakwatei,
Sch. Adam Bowlby, of Ellsworth, Jellison, from
Miragoane for New York, put into Hampton Roads,
Oth inst, with loss of boat, davits, taffrail, and sails
split, in a gale 2d inst.
Sch. Northern Light, of Tremont, which was run
into by sch. Sarah, of Calais, at Seal Harbor, 2d
inst., was dismasted, had deck ripped up and small
spars broken. The Sarah was badly damaged.
Sch. S. K. Woodbury, Mason, at Georgetown, S.
C., from Searsport, was 35 days on the passage, had
heavy weather, broke mainboom, lost wheel, split
foresail, and blew away jib.
A Calais paper says—“Fears are entertained for
the safety of sell. G. M. Wentworth, of Calais, which
left Boston Dec. 10th for Port au Prince, Hayti. The

IMPORTED

tf

^-Also

ALBERT J. McIvEEN, late of Belfast,
in theCounty of Waldo,deceased,by givingbond as the
law directs; she therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
ANNIE L. M< KEEN.

Small Pox Preventive !

captain

DR.
;

HOMER.

Would respectfully announce that he has just received a fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter and
is now prepared to Vaccinate children or adults
t!30
without pain.

a

large

lot

!

Singer.

(t

the vicinity of MON IlOF

our

SHOP

that

at

tin- *01.E AllHN 1'S

art-

can

oh

place.

ol'lhe

Domestic

Sewing

The BEST in the

MARKET, which

Machine!

the MOST LIBERAL TERMS!
taken in exchange.

a

a

we

will "HI

on

OLD MACHINES

number of MACHINES that, have

little, which

we

will sell at

:t

Parties having machine accounts with
quested to send for work.

bargain.
us are re

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
Belfast,

lo, 1870.

Jan.

Vases, Marble Busts, Buffalo
Korn

High Sts.

AMOS WEBB,
AMOS WEBB, JR.,
J. C. HARDING.

some are

per-

impu-

while in
cases it is
rigidly enforced.
Therefore, Kesolved by Mount Waldo Lodge of
Good Templars, that the sum of fifteen dollars shall

paid

to any one who shall furnish such evidence
as shall secure the conviction of any violator of said
law in the town of
or Frankfort, regardless of sex, color or condition.
And it is further resolved that the sum of twentyfive dollars shall be paid for the second, and for
each and every subsequent conviction of the same
Feu Oudku.
person.
Winterport, Feb. 15, 1S76.

Winterport

Dissolution of

Co-Partnership J

firm of A. F. Mansfield & Co. is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
A. F. MANSFIELD,
N. MANSFIELD.
Belfast, Jan. 25, 1876.

THE

The business will be continued by A. I*. MANSFIELD, under the undersigned firm name, and whowants to buy groceries cheap for cash will do
well to call on him as it. is his intention to sell goods
to cash customers at a liberal discount from regular
ever

prices.

CALL AND SEE!
A. F. MANSFIELD k CO.,
Foot of Main St.

&c.

FOUND

COR.

MMX

Ilian

Something

AT

STS.

XTew

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL

GRANI T E

Iron Ware!
CALL

AND

S E E

1 T

-AT-

WADLIN& MERRILL’S
MAIN

Andrews

and Exact justice to All.”
violate the Maine Law with

of

MOODY'S

68

WHEREASother
to

BE

3w33

NOTICE.
mitted

&c., &c.,
TO

WHEREAS,

it is pretended that

and

quet,Tool Chests,

Newell Woods by bis mortgage deed
dated October 13, A. D. 1851, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, vol. 75, page '.'*0, conveyed to Georg** Woods the following parcels of land
situate iu Unity, in the County of Waldo, to wit,
one parcel bounded north by David Y. and .Joseph
Dyer’s land; easterly by Stephen McKenney’s and
Joseph Woods, Jr’s land, southerly by Joseph
Woods, Jr’s land; westerly by Joseph Wood’s land
and the town road leading from Ishubod Spencer’-:
to Josiah Harding’s; also other parcels of land being the south of the north half of fifteen mile lot M.
2, and bounded as follows, beginning at a stake and
stones on the east line of lot M. 2, about seventy rods
south of the north east corner of said lot, thence
north seventy-two degrees west, one hundred and
six rods to the stake and stones in the east line of
Abiel Knights land; also what land there is on the
west side of Bog Stream, so called, on the north
west corner of north half of fifteen mile lot M. 2, excepting what cedar land there is in the south west
corner of north half of fit teen mile lot M. 2, to secure the performance of said Newell’s bond bearing
even date with said mortgage, and particularly referred to therein, and the said George Woods assigned to us the said bond and mortgage, November
20, A. D. 1875, (said assignment of said mortgage being recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, vol. 174,
page 134,) and the condition of said mortgage being
broken we claim to foreclose the same.
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Notice of Foreclosure.

Unity, Feb. 12, 1876.
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nity,

subscriber

Our customers in

The partnership heretofore existing under the
of Po'I'E At Ofl.MBY has this day been dissolved bv mutual consent
All bills of the firm will
be x ttled and all accounts assumed bv
01.0. A. OL’IMBY At Co,
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1*70.—its

OF

Singing* Canaries

Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of {he clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the

hereby gives public
concerned that she has been duly appointed and
THE
taken
herself the trust of Administratrix of

LOT

A

of

should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field. Register.

sewer.-.

name

give notice
a

notice to VEST MAKKHS that they
having plenty of work and can give cm

been used

Just Received.

ance.

this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at

give

now

We also have

4.00.
4.50.
5.5ft.

For weeks more than one-ball', and less than the
whole term, 25 per ct. advance.
Correspondence with parents and pupils solicited
by the Principal. For information in regard to
rooms and hoard, please refer to E. H. Fuller, Esq.,
or to J. D. Lamson, Esq.
WM. S. FULLER, Sec’y.
Freedom. Jail. 24th, ls?ft.—4w31

deceased, having presented

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
February, A. I). 1870.

are

I AT P It O A' E I)

C.

hi Boothbay, Jail. Kith, < ipt. Silas M. Ornc,
aged
05 years.
In Dauuiriscotta,. an. 17tn, Abner Baker, aged 05
years.
In Danutriscotta, Jail. 18t ,Capt. David Plummer,
aged 07 years.
In Wiscasset, .Jail. 20, Carrie Elmes, aged 25 yrs.
In Damariscotta, Feb. 1st, Damon D. Flint, aged
40 years and 8 mouths.
In Appleton, Feb. 7th, Samuel B. Perry
formerly
of ltockland, aged 04 years, 8 months and 7
days.
in Union, Feb. Gtli, Mr. Lewis Bachelder, aged 82
years.
In Rockland, Feb. 3d, Isabel, wife of J. Fred Hall,
aged 33 years, 4 months, and 12 days.
in South Thomaston, Feb. 7th, Vesta Agnes,
daughter of Freeman C. and Hannah RacklilT, aged
2 years, 2 mouths, and 3 days.
In Warren, Feb. 2d, Morris W., son of W. F. and
Lucy E. Wight, aged 1 year, 5 months, and 2 days.
Mass, papers please copy.
In Rockland, Feb. 5th, James Larrabee, aged 75
years, 0 mouths, and 3 days.
In Union, Jan. 12th, Ralph Findley, only soil of
Benjamin and Fucy E. Burton, aged 1 year, 3 inos.,
and 9 days.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 0th, Frankie Davis, aged 1 year
and 9 months.
[n Hancock, Dec. 22th. Fucy A. Crabtree, wife of
Mr. Enoch Crabtree, aged 54 years.
In Hancock, Feb. 3d, Nancy A. Crabtree, wife of
Barnard Crabtree, aged 50 years.
Jn Hancock, Feb. 0th, Susan S. Foss, aged 07 yrs.
In Bluehill, Jan. 31st, Kendall J. Candage, eldest
j sou of Roderick II. Candage, of Bluehill Neck, aged
23 years and 4 months.
j In
Chelsea, Mass., Feb. 11th, at the. residence of
her son-in-hiw, A. S. Davis, Mrs Eliza Ames, formerly of Belfast, aged 70 years.
Mrs. Ames was a great sufferer from a lingering
and painful disorder, during which she received
every attention from her devoted daughter. The
deceased was a lady of excellent qualities, well remembered by the older residents of Belfast, where
she was greatly esteemed. The remains arrived in
this city by the train of tnonday night.

TO

POTE & Q.UIMBY,
Would

WILL BEGIN

and continue ten weeks under the instruction of
MARUELLUS .1. DOW, of Brooks, with such assistance as tlie wants of the school may require.
Board can he obtained at ver\ reasonable rates.
Also good conveniences lor self boarding.

MOKCAN, Administratrix of tin- Fs

her first and final account of Administration on -aid
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said A Jministrntriv frivo notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks suecessiv elv in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be lield at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second l uesday of March next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM. M. KI7ST, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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FREED OM

tate of (jeorge
ABBV
Morgan late of Burnham, in
said County ot Waldo,

Date, Name and Age

SIT( I

tain VESTS from

At a Probate Court lield at Belfast, within and for
tin* County of Waldo, on the second 1 uesffay of
February, A. 1». 1870,

DIED.

job/& Co.,

ployment to good

Monday,

PrtOBATF. NOTICES.

$1.40al.50

h. 1

Hayford Block, Church St.,

STRING TERM

28

SELLING CHEAP

HAM BURGS B. F. WELLS

Sheriff's Sale.

8
7a0
18a20
12a 15
10a 12
10al2
l2aH

and crew belong at Calais. The captain had
his wile with him. There were on board seven all
told: Capt Byron McAllister and wife; mate, William Crocker; cook, Charles Waite; seamun, Leonard llodgins; seaman, Wadleigh, from Boston. She
was u staunch, strong vessel, and we hope may yet
be heard from.”

Alpacas!

Marked down from 07e to 55c.
ed down to 17c, and th*)se at
down to 10c per yd.

stock:

to

MARRIED.

Obit navy not tees, beyond tie
must be. paid for.

Hours.

Black

Sheriff’s Sale.

PRICE CURRENT.

Fowl
(iee.se
Duck

u

Send

Weekly for the Journal
Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
lOall
$5.00al 1.00 Corned Beef

Turkey

NEW

every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at tile time paid for. Agents Wanted.

MARKET.

Mutton
Lamb

W E ELS’

AFAFEK

Corrected

72a77
75
1.50
OOaOO
70
50

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Happy

Charles ll.

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Bye Meal

D.

A.

Monday, Feb. 14.
Bl'TTKlt—We quote tine full New York and Verbutter at 32a31c; long dairies at 24a2*c; com
mou and bakers’ at 18u22c; fine Western at 2Na30c;
fair to good do at 22a25c ; Western roll at 19a22c.
Ciikksk—\Y e quote tine factory at I3ul5 l-2c;good
do at 11 l-2el2c, and common and medium at loallc
per lb.
Ei.os- The market remains dull at 19a20c per doz
for Northern and Eastern, and lGal7c for Western.
lti. \ns- The Market is very dull, and it is difficult
to sell mediums above $1 25al .30 per bush in lots;
pea beans are also dull, and we quote at $1 50a 1 GO
for York State, and $1 GOal 70 for Northern and
Eastern.
Pou.tuy—We quote Western Turkeys at 15al7c;
do Chickens at 12a 13c; Ncfrthern Turkeys at l»a20c,
and Chickens at I8a22c.
\ j-.ok Ani.i.s—W«* quote at 4>a52c per bush for
Jacksons; I2a4>sc tor Bose, and 40a42o for I’eerless.
Unions are very dull at $lal 25 per bbl.
A ffLKs—Tin- market is steady at $3a3 25 for
Ure' iiings from roads and store, and $3 25a3 75 for
choice Baldwins. Common apples range from $2 uua
2 2.7 per bbl.
li av and Straw—We quote coarse hay at$2000,
with now and tlnm sales at $21 00; medium at $17a
In no, ami line at 81Gooal7UO per toil. Swale bay
sells :tt 811, and Straw at $24 00 per ton.

By

Wo shall sell goods iu this department at f< >ST
and J.KSS THaN POST.
All Wool Dress (roods
that sold lor C>7c per vd., we are now ottering at 45c
All
Wool
per yd.
Merinos, over a yd. wide, former
price $1.00 per yd., now selling at 75c per yd.

FOR SALE AT*

mont

BELFAST

WELLS’

stock,

good*, at

Fearful Sacrifice in Prices !

Arrivals of stock at markt*:—Cattle 2100; Sln-cp
and Lambs 5G93; Swine 5100; number of Western
Cattle 1975; Eastern Cattle—; Milch Cows and
North Cattle 125.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $0 25a6 5>0c; first quality $5 s7 l-2aG
12 i-2; second quality $5 12a5 77; third quality $4a5
poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e., $3 37 a

Cross and sickly children can he made
their stomachs
and bowels with Custom. Jt is more effective
than Castor Oil and is its pleasant to take as

Never

Novelty of the

HAMBURGS!

healty and strong by regulating

growth from the left side of the neck,—and diFor Wind Colic, Sour Stomach, Worms
rectly over the Stain Carotic Artery and Jugu- honey,
and Costiveness, there is nothing in existence
lar vein—both of which were exposed during
to Castoria.—3m28
the operation. The nature and growth of the equal

THE

PRIC E St Latest

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!
Catarrh Snuff
TUI.

the certificates of many persons of tin* highest

regular patrons thereafter. Persons contemplating visiting or passing through New
or

—ON

Is llm best Voice Tonic in the world!

or

anything like that?” asked the lawyer. “No.
sir! of course not; she was hi> wife,” answered
tlui lady witness.

come

York,

d0wnfall ! Tidy Button

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort
Pills, Potions und Pungencies.

Deficit,
$0,010.30
Every cent collected at Frenchman's Bay
cost the government A fraction over
The Providence temperance paper. Town and
FIFTEEN DOLLARS !
is a “patent outside,” and its editor is
All the olHceholders at this establish- Country,
always compelled to draw its readers’ attention
ment are for Blaine tor President and are to his inside for the effects of
intemperance.
terribly exercised for iear that amnesty
The People "Want Proof.
will be extended to poor old Jeff Davis
There is no medicine prescribed by physiand that the Pope of Rome will gobble up
cians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such
our free schools.
[Standard.
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
llosri ike's German Syrup for severe Coughs,
Probate Court.
Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof
\VM. M. LIST, JUDOL.
It. 1*. F IKI.O, 1Ll.l.!s ! I.K.
11*ersons desiring Probate Advertising ill their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that request of the Court. |

THE CENTENNIAL

Iron Ware!

...

Annie

going

j

FKIBND.

TREMENDOUS

NOTICE

Special

Kyan.

MUTUAL

eration he performed after

& SON.

DOMBKY

all sides of the old house, as if in reminder that its time has come. The lot
adjoins
the Savings Ilank, and has a
frontage of 100
feet on Church street. Somebody will make a
on

sively into the ice business this year. Pitcher
& Oorham are cutting on the
Paper Mill pond,
and Pitcher Bros., Carle & Co., have made a

Harris.

Dr. Moody.
Mr. Castle.

origin
mystery. Sampson Brass,
been cleansed, and there is Quilp,
Mrs. (£uilp,
further danger. She says that, Kit Nubbles,

dl assertions to the
contrary, the disorder teas
small pox, as the scars on one of the children
will prove. J. K. Mears, who insists that he
did not have small pox, was at the Greer house
in the height of the disorder,

G. Rust.

H. Phinney.
Hannah Harris.
Miss Durham.
Miss Cottrell.
Katie Patterson.
L. Sleeper.

j-

Turveydron,

Brackett, &c.

Miss Mary Sleeper.
Miss O. I’ote,
Miss A. Otis.
Misses Hilton.
Mr. Francis.

1
Four Little Ken wigs,

Bailey.

Belle

Micawbers,

The Monk,
The Two Crummies Roys
as Sailors.
Ninetta Crummies,

■

places

ive

Phinney.

Minnie Hazeltine.
Mrs. (piimby.
Miss Dodge.
Miss llopkins.
Miss Abby Fauneo.
Noah Matthews.
)

Other Little

Uev. Mr. Bixbv, of the Unitarian church,
will leave next Monday fora vacation ot six
weeks, during which he will deliver a course of
twelve lectures in Boston, before the Lowell

1 he house has
to be no

Mr.

Fanny Squeors,
Tilda Price,

through.

Mrs.Osborne.

Mr. &
J
s

Romeo,

It was thought to be a boil and was
poulnced. On removing the poultice the needle was
-und on the cloth, having worked itself down

thought

NICKLKBY.

Kate Niekleby,
Mrs. .Squeors,

If.

as

Ralph Finery.

( apt. Ryan.
Mr. Parker.
Mrs. Howes.
Miss 1. Crawford.
Frank Durham.
James Howe.
Will Crawford.
Augustus Parker.
Frank Woodcock.

NICHOLAS

>incc the child complained of a pain in the
and an intlauimed eruption presented it-

“abbath,

Frank

The Artful Dodger,
Noah (Maypole,
Mick Walker,

groin,

and

\

Charley Bates,

day

“'

Bixby.
liervey.

Mrs.

Oliver lwist,
Mr. Bumble,
Mr. Brownlow,
Mrs. Bedwin,
Hose May lie,
Tom Chitling,

About two weeks since a little daughter of
I d. Stevens, living upon the east side of the
nver, swallowed a large sewing needle, hut sufh red no inconvenience at the time.
A
or
wo

Mr. Dyer.
/

of.I \ Ki: TWIST.

Bliy wer-* not Capt. Kd'urd Cuttle and
profound Bun-by also there? Wc looked
sin for the hard glazed hat and hooked
flipof the

i\\i*kks.

I >r. l’endlelon.
Mr. F. McDonald
Andrew < lark.
Fred Cha*e.
Miss I. Whit.*.

Pickwick,
Winkle,

Liverpool

admirable personification at the
K
ns
party was doubtless that of Dr. Peni" ton a- Pickwick, it was the rotund
form
nid kindly face of the old
philanthropist liimd

display-

which nearly everybody joined. The following is a li*t of the characters represented—

dred
■

were

thing passed off well, with the usual exercises
of such occasions, ending with a dance, in

and hack,
cargo, Ac., in less than one hunto

taste and painstaking

in the costumes, and the effect was very tine.
Notwithstanding the unfavorable weather,
there was a very full attendance, and every-

puck run of 31 days from Liverpool,
days after her arrival at the latter port
trip from Mobile

Miss Havisham: honest Joe Gargery:
through a hundred characters. Great

so on

ingenuity,

’1'ln “hip City of Brooklyn of Belfast, Capt.
N. Herriman, arrived at Mobile last week,
''V

the

devoted, sweet-laced little Nell, attending her
grandfather; happy and careless Dick Swiveller; Rarnaby Rudge and his raven; the aged
and belligerent SmalUveeds; little Miss Flite,

apt. McFarland writes that the sch. SarS. Day, of Belfast, on her passage down
Mississippi River from New Orleans rely, was run into by a British steamer, and
M.wsprit and head gear carried awuv. She
e k to New Orleans for
repairs.

t

A

treacle;

Pecksniffs; Rev. Mr. Stiggin*, the shepherd,
with his partiality for pine apple rum; gentle,

"Lattiiok
•

brimstone and

that at every turn of the hall a new pair of
twins was added to the ever-lengthening family
chain; the live pretty sisters of York; tin*

Joseph Kaler is loading sch. George
with plaster and hay for Boston.

:

ready

the

portly Humble; gentle Kate Xiekleby; shouts
of laughter followed Mr. and Mrs. Micawbcr
and the twins, especially when it was noticed

Miss A. llervey.
Mrs.
Mr. Bailey.

Wilier,

Bella

day were sunny and fair—with an
disposition to compel success out of

delicacies, and

EXTECTATH>NS.

Jenny Wren,

the most adverse circumstances. The refreshtables were loaded with substantial* and

Albert Merrill, a lawyer of Portland, formerv
resident of Belfast, died very suddenly in
:ie former eitv oil
Sunday. He 17*11 back dead
his .-hair, without any previous indications

spilled

OI K

ment

engines.

" "'v

«i U EAT

the

evident

I he city govern men L has provided rubber
nts for the hosemen of the engine companies,
d Percy Sanborn B putting on the back of the
KitS big white numbers corresponding with

i

whispered and generally bedisplay of the evening would be
its variety and completeness—and
was

surprise in

Vengeance,

for relief seemed fruitless. I seemed to be losDISSOLUTION.
ing ground daily. I continued in this feeble
state, raising blood almost daily uptil about the
first of March, ’73, when I became so bad as to
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Co-partbe entirely confined to the house. A friend sug- CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
nership heretofore existing between Axel
moment
of
makes
cure
more
Harford
and
M. R. Cooper, under the tirni name and
Every
delay
your
gested your remedies. But I was extremely I
and much depends on the judicious choice
style of AI. R. Cooper & Co., has this day been disskeptical that they would do no good, as I had hopeless,
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor ot
solved by mutual consent.
lost all heart in remedies, and began to look up- L)r. Schenck’s
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for conAXEL IIAYFORl),
on medicine and doctors with di-gust.
How- sumption, lar exceeds all that cun be brought to
AL. R. COOl'ER.
ever, I obtained one of your circulars, and read
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
it carefully, from which I came to the conclu- Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
Notice.
sion that you understood your business, at least. of many persons of the highest respectability, who
All persons indebted to the late firm of Ai. R.
I finally obtained a quantity of Dr. Sago's Ca- have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable
tarrh Remedy, your Golden Medical Discovery Schenck’s by physicians of acknowledged ability. Cooper it Co., are requested to settle their accounts
at
alone has cured many, as
Pulmonic
once, at the old stand.
The easiness of the late
and Pellets, ami commenced their vigorous use these e\ idences will Syrup but the cure is often
tirni will be continued by the undersigned.
show;
proaccording to directions. To my surprise, ] soon moted by the employment of two other remedies
AXEL 11 AYFORD.
began to improve. The Discovery and Pellets, which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
‘Uv'Li*
Belfast, Feb. 10,1S7(>.
in a short time, brought out a severe eruption, additional remedic- are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
which continued for several weeks. I felt much and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cerbetter, my appetite im/>rocrrf, ami I gained in tifies
that most any case of Consumption may be
strength and llcsh. In three months every ves- cured.
tige of the Catarrh was gone, the Bronchitis
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
had nearly disappeared, had no < ough whatever on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock :
and I had entirely ceased to raise blood; ami, ,l;in. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March
contrary to the expectation of some of my lutli and 24 th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
FOR SALE AT
friends, the cure has remained permanent. I examination of the lungs, with the liespirometor,
have had no more Hemorrhages from the Lungs, the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his
principal of- A.
and am entirely free from Catarrh, from which
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
I had suffered so much and so long. The debt
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
of gratitude L owe for the blessing 1 have re- addressed.
ceived at your hands, knows no bounds. I am
thoroughly satisfied, from my experience, that
your medicines will master the worst forms of
that odious disease Catarrh, as well as Throat
HOMESTEAD of the late
.John
Haraden situated on
and Lung Diseases. I have recommended them
AND TROCHE POWDER,
Church Street, is now offered for
to \ cry many and shall ever speak in their praise.
sale to close the estate.
A l'KLKiUT! L I. AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
WM. 11. SPENCER.
Gratefully yours,
The property consists of over 5,000
P. O. Box 507, Rochester, N. V.
Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asth- feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
♦ban 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, 0
condition.
Important to Persons Visiting New
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in
York or the Centennial.
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
Lemine Colley, consisting of Sucres grass land
by
flu* Grand Central Depot, has over350 elegantly
I his Remedy does not “DRY 11”’ a Catarrh but
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- L< M >SE.\'S
From 9 to lL’ Tons llav cut annually upon the preit; frees the head of all offensive matter,
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is quickly removing Ra«i Breath and Headache; allays mises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAN’.. HARADEN.
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. and agreeable in its effects that it positively
tf't-i
Belfast, Ft b. 15, 1870.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Cures Without Sneezing!
Grand Union than at any other lirst-elass hotel.
As a Troche Powder, *s pleasant to the taste,
Stages and cars pass the”Hotel constantly to till
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
parts of the citv.and to Philadelphia Depot.
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
1 vr

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Ed. Thorndike.
Miss Osborne.
Miss A. Abbott.
Mrs. E. McDonald.

Miss llavisham,
Mrs. Joe Gargery,
Joe Gurgery,

it was. The day had been stormy and blustering, with alternate snow, hail and rain, but the
indefatigable ladies and their asssistants had
made ready all the details at the hall, as

carrier.

the

It

lieved that the

reward of live dollars is always ready at
oiliee for evidence that will convict any

A

Party.

Dickons*

For the exceedingly pleasant party of Friday
evening, by the ladies of the Unitarian society,
there hud been much refreshing of memory by

-d to New York.
>‘1

The

Ou the

storms this winter are all followed
That of Tuesday was the most severe

in this region, the rain falling copiously for
some hours.
The culverts of the city being full
of ice, the water flooded tin* streets and walks,
filled cellars, and made havoc generally. The

ble.'- lead iu that line.

in

a

snow

by rain.

of

iln centennial hop. advertised for Saturday
night, was a failure. The wild Fellows assem-

a

get fleeced by

to

Miss E. Thombs.
Mrs. Hust.
Mr. F. Patterson.
Mrs. Patterson.

TALE OK TWO CITIES.

solution of M. IP Cooper A Co. of Belfast.

Hall will lie decorated

s new

fresco, and the intention is to make it
h" tiiiest in tlie state.

the Centen-

on

count ot the storm.

n

to

Attention is called to the notice of valuable
real estate for sale on Chureli and Miller streets,
by Daniel Ilaraden—Closing out >ale by S. F.
Kllis of Sandy Point—Granite iron ware by A.
1>. French Belfast—Notice from Mount Waldo
Podge of Good Templars at Winterport—Dis-

Righteousness."

ills

cripples were going

humbug.

t

■

do justice to his expressions.

can

A quack medical concern in Philadelphia has
sent about ten bushels of circulars to the post
otlice in this eitv, just as though nobody but in-

He lias returned

the hibernated house fly.

hoped

that the controversy in regard to
small pox in Morrill is about over. We have
been interviewed by individuals with scarred
faces and the smell of smoke in their garments
until the subject has become.monotonous.

-alists Society, Feb. 21st and 22nd.
Halibut, all the

Clias. Darnay,
Lucie Manette,
Madame l>efarge,

preparations for supplying the famous Meadow
King Mower, with full confidence in seed time

winter in Belfast.
Moses tV. Rich lost

There isn't much now to remind the observer
of haying time, but Fred Atwood is busy with

the storm, arriving here, on her way to
Portland, at 8 o’clock Wednesday morning.

day.

There hasn't been

during

Pet Meagles,
Mrs. Merdle,
Jeremiah Flintwincli,
Aflery Flint winch,

Successors to

STREET.

Brothers,

Arnold Harris, Dealers in

Ready Made Clothing,
Cloth, Carpetings, Hats, Caps k Furnishing

G

S
As good as the best
And the cheapest in town,
The place to get your clothes
Made black, blue or brown.
No matter what shade
Your fancy may take,
We have all the nicest
The manufacturers make.
All wool we will warrunt—
And good wearning collars—
Will make a nice pair of
l'ants for even six dollars.
Ami ull other goods equally low,
Ami not a few people have found
that its so.
But we want a few more
To give us a call,
And we will warrant satisfaction
To one and to all.

MARK ANDREWS,
JULIUS ANDREWS,
Phenix Row, High St., Belfast.

Dv#r

eyes of all are turned with no small Interest.
These are Roman swordsmen, and
to-day they are to uphold civilized prowess
against barbarian strength. For these the
arena is again prepared, and the assembly
wait with eager expectancy the entrance
of him whose immense strength is as yet
only known to them by rumor. One ot
the doors around the arena opens, and, attended by a guard, a youth enters—he
whom but a short while ago we left with
thoughts so tar away from the present
scene. 'Taller than the tallest of his guards
he stands in the middle ot the arena, with
the broad sunshine upon him looking more
kingly and noble than any throughout that
vast assembly, for lie is one of Nature's
kings, and they—pan de re is to the will of
a tyrant.
They gaze at him with conjectures whether his death will turnish good
sport or uo. lie sees in them pitiless rob-

Agftltt.

When the poplars patter,
You can hear her talk,
When the wild wind rises.
And mighty shadows stalk—
The lovely, ghostly lady
That haunts the garden walk.
The chains that hind the poplars
Swing and clank and twist;
When the moon comes breaking
Through the banks of mist,
You will see the tilmy fetter
That chains the tilmy wrist.
When that sudden moonshine,
WCird ami white, shall burst,
11 u* shrouding gloom will kindle,
With splendor interspersed.
Ah, how fair the face is!—
How fair and how accurst!
What eternal longing,
What pitiful disdain,
In the great eyes’ glory
Flashing hack again
Those swords of the archangels
Crossed in eternal pain!

What is if such wan passion
Fore\or whispercth?
Why echoes all our laughter
>ueh sobbing underbreath?
Whv trails across our pleasure
That darker thing than death?
Home in. come in;the moon sets.
And horror arms her hosts;
All. what a storm routes heaving
Far up these lonely coasts!
< Hi, hasti-n, love and lover,
Fevt ye. too, turn to ghosts.
[Harriet Prescott Spoflord.

Day

I'lie

in

the Ancient Coliseum.
in all his

rising
splendor,
gilding with his brightest beams the temarches
and
monuments
ples, triumphal
sun was

the seven-hilled city. Here its rays
Hashed along the calm, placid surface of
file yellow Tiber, made more golden bv

their

morning brightness.

j

There

they
motley

have ruthlessly ravaged with lire and
sword his once prosperous kingdom. 1 Lis
eye kindles with a tierce defiauee, which
is

changed

to

hope

as

they give

him his

native weapons, and tell him that, instead
ot being killed like a dog, lie is permitted
by Roman clemency to fight lor his liberty.
And what a clemency 1 One that arrays
against him in succession the most skilled
glad iators, all of whom lie must kill to |
gain the promised boon. 11 is first antagonist comes on confident in liis trained
skill—but liis sword breaks like a reed under the stroke which cleaves his head in
twain. Another and another lollow ; but
their late is the same. Cries of rage are
now heard on every side; Rome's honor
is .it slake, an enemy shall never triumph
over her.
The rest ot the band are hurled
against him ; still he lights on, despite tiie
wounds which are last draining liis file's
strength iroin him. He falls, yet not till
but one remains to triumph over him. The
sword is at his throat; there is a hush, the
gladiator looks around tor the sign of
mercy, but not a thumb is reversed; lie is
but a barbarian, let him die. They do not
hesitate a moment in their silent decree of
death, but their executioner forbears to
anticipate what is already so nigh. The
angry cry ot "Kill 1” rises from the crowded seats. The dying man turns liis glazing
eyes upward towards the vast audience,
while in liis ear echoes the din of that
mighty armanent whose warlike pre-

up the excited faces of a
crowd jostling and struggling with one
another, as in one continuous stream they
hurried on.
Where?
Yes. whither is
Koine's rabble hastening, to-day? There
is no panic or fear among them ; theirs
is not the terror-stricken cry, “A Hanniare even now resounding tliro'bal at the gates!” but the excited, joyous parations
lie sees imperial
out his native hills,
shout of those who are to have their
Rome prostrate at the teet of Alario, and,
greatest wish gratified. Is it to welcome with a
proud smile of triumph, lie dies
the triumph ol a Scipio, who, fresh from
content.
a victory, with Vermillion
cheeks and
Hut the day is fast waning, and the last
cream-colored steeds, is now about to enscene—the grand consummation of all—
ter the city, followed by the spoils ol
is yet to be enacted.
The arena is again
war? The streets are hung with garwith greater care. The dead
prepared
lands, but their faded freshness shows
bodies are dragged out and left for burial
that they were for yesterday's triumphal
to the careless attendants. A deep silence
entry—and besides, the throng are pressthe assembly, so intense is tlie
Via Sacra,” pervades
ing forward along the
One ot
for what is coming.
which leads not to the victor’s entrance expectation
tlie doors leading from the Coliseum cells
to
in
its
all
but
where,
solitary
gate,
and, preceded by a guard, the last
grandeur, the mighty Coliseum stands, opens,
One ol
actors in to-day’s sports enter.
its gloomy midnight repose already long
them is an old man whose white locks rivwakened 5-y the confused turmoil without
al tlie snow-like arena on which he stands:
and the systematic preparations within.
a
true patriarch amidst his little band,
'J his is what has stirred Rome to iier inhe cheers them by his words of comfort
most depths. Sports rivaling all before
and strengthens them by his own undauntare to be held here to-day in honor of a
ed bearing. One is a maiden, who shrinkvictory over Rome’s fiercest enemies.
from the cruel gaze ot the crowd,
The news lias penetrated to the remotest ing
turns trustingly to him who stands in
corner ot the city, and this vast crowd
calm composure by her side. Beth \oung
representing every nation of the world is in
years, but old in the experience ol lile’s
the result of it. Rut let us lor the prestroubles. What a wedding day for them
ent leave this mass to struggle for the
is this, where Death is the presiding minbest seats in tiie quarters allotted to
ister! Between youth and old age stands
them, and let us follow one of the brightone in the prime ot his manhood, the
est rays ol
this morning’s sun, where
and stay of his weaker
through a narrow window it ligiits up strong support
Truly a noble band linked
one of the dark stone cells ol the Colise- companions.
together by a tie which defies all the powum, warming the hearts of the occupants
er of human strength and cruelty to break
as they kneel to pay their early adoration
it—the tie of Christian hope and faith.
to Him who lias sent, as his messenger of
Meanwhile at one end of the arena an
this
to
eiieer
their
hope,
bright ray
altar has been erected to Jupiter: ami the
drooping spirits, llow happy and contented they are despite the desolate room priests of that god with their attendants
and tlie knowledge that the multitude, clad in imposing vestments leading the
whose shout they hear without, are wait- sacred bull, have entered, and ranging
round the altar are now about to oiler
ing with impatience to see and mock sacrifice. Rome lias
granted her victims
their death. And who are these? They
this respite: they have but to pay homage
are the last, actors in
to-day’s sports.
to the Thunderer and they are saved from
On the opposite side of the arena and
a cruel death.
within another cell, a youth, whose brawThe sacrifice commences; the bull is
ny limbs and wild aspect marked him at slain aud his blood
poured out to Jupiter.
once a Caul, is lying asleep on the cold
The whole assembly rise and bow in honpavement. Here there is no beam to or of the father ot
gods. But do they who
Hood his cell with light, 1ml a cool breeze
stand in the centre bow ? No ! Tlie Jew,
wafted from his native hills wakes him,
of his ancient religion and his sarecalling thoughts of Ids home where iorgetful
cred temple, bows to the god ot those who
ot
wait
in
vain
the
return
aged parents
mocked the one and destroyed the other.
their warrior son crowned with the lauTlie .Syrian, thinking to gain purchases
rels of his lir>t victory.
He stretches out
his hands in the longing desire for the tor his far-lamed merchandise, bows not
to the rain-bearing Jupiter, but to the golliberty which, to-day, a gladiator's sword den
god in the well tilled purses of his
will wrest from him forever.
The Persian bows outwardly to
Rut in the interior of the Coliseum the patrons.
the Son ol Saturn, but inwardly to bis god
plebeian quarters are already full, and whose
setting beams are now reddening
the patricians are now fast arriving.
Here comes a Roman consul, with his lie- the western sky. The Egyptian, unmiinltulot his Isis and his deified Nile, acknowltors, making the most of his power, once
tlie god of those who stood awestruck
edges
now
an
title.
There
but
supreme,
empty
before Memnon and tlie everlasting pyraa Roman
lady, attended by her maids, mids. The British
savage forgets his hoary
enters to feast her eyes
upon the bloody Druids and
ignorantly bows to propitiate
scenes which will be enacted before her
his cruel captors. There is no nation repto-day. In a conspicuous place are seen
the senators, bastard representatives of resented in that mixed multitude that
those who for ancient Rome nobly perish- does not acknowledge Roman supremacy.
ed at the hands of the Cauls. There sit There is no creed that does not bow in
servile adoration to In r (/oil, save one, and
the vistal virgins, who by their
delight in
the cruel combats make their humanity a that one faithfully represented by a little
band of tour. Throughout the whole cermisnomer, livery one is there, from the
noblest to the meanest, the poorest and emony they pay their humble sacrifice to
a (old before whom in those days to come
richest; no one would lose such a day.
and his Olympian deities are to
'These represent Rome, the Rome of Ser- Jupiter
vius i ullius and the first consuls, the vanish like the morning mists. In the silence their hymn of praise sounds sweet
proud rival and destroyer of Carthage,
the boast and glory of Cicero, the pride above the muttered incantations of the
But, Rome's fury knows no
ol the Agustau age, the mistress ol the priests.
bounds. The offered mercy has been rewhat
but,
Rome?
now,
world;
Forgetjected; tlie pagan pageantry leaves the
ful of the ancient integrity and
disciplined arena, and the
Christian martyrs await, in
frugality, which produced a Fabrieius, a
habius Maximus, a Cato, she is like a faith, their death. An iron gate is thrown
broad river which, at first a mere rivulet, open, and a lion, excelling in size all that
starts from the side of a mountain and have been let loose to-day leaps into the
arena and stands eying with curiosity
bursting through all obstacles by its own that brave little band
before him and
native strength, at last reaches‘the level
tlie awe struck multitude above him.
where,
plain,
corrupted by the loreign his
prey is within the reach of another
streams which have
augmented it, it bound; but he does not take
it; tlie upflows more and more
sluggishly onward, turned faces and the knees bent in silent
losing its early purity and vigor till its
prayer awe him before whom everyone
waters become foul and almost
stagnant.
Such is the Rome which the crowded Col- has hitherto lied in terror. But, roused
by the shouts ot the crowd, he recovers
iseum presents to-dav.
his wonted ferocity. The spell is broken.
lint everything is now
and
awaitready
One sullen roar, a bound, tlie sound of
ing the coining of the Emperor. At last
he enters. There is a sudden hush, then crashing bones, mingled with the prayer
lor pardon on the guilty people, and all
all at once the vast assembly rises to
pay
him homage, and eighty thousand voices is over. The silent multitude gaze at tlie
bloody sight below and see its redness rel ing out:
“.Joy to thee, master of all, fected
in tlie western skies. With dread
first of all, happiest of all!
to
Victory
thee forever!” The din subsides, and the forebodings they hasten to their homes,
trying with carousals and gaiety to stille
signal to begin the sports is given.
There are three acts in to-day’s drama. the feeling of fear they cannot account lor
—and the Celiseum sports are ended.
Oyer the first presides Thalia, the -Muse
There is one more act in to-day’s drama,
ol Comedy; and
though she makes her but no heathen goddess presides
over it.
audience laugh, still there is an
impatience to get through with her and to The stage is larger than tlie Coliseum
but the sun has never shone upon
hurry on to the second act. With varied arena,
it. We are in the famous catacombs of
sports does the goddess try in vain to
Rome. Without, the city ot the living is
rouse the
slumbering humanity of Home, hushed in
repose; within, the city of the
but at last discomfited she leaves the
arena, dead resounds with a sad
mourning. Withwhile Melpomene, the Muse of
out is the gloomy darkness of superstition ;
takes her place amid shouts of
applause. within, the bright light of the
1 he. wildest and liereest animals
Gospel. In
are now
one common tomb arc the mortal remains
let loose upon one another. The
whole of those whose immortal souls have albuilding resounds with the cries of the infuriated beasts. JIuge monsters making ready joined the “noble army of martyrs.”
Around it are gathered a tearful band,
tne pavement shake with their
heavy tread who sing a requiem
of praise and thanksrush at one another and meet a
mutual
death.
I he fair whiteness of the arena is giving lor the loyal confession their
brethren have witnessed as with loving
changed to a deed red. The smell of the hands
they close the grave in the hope ol
is
with
the
scent of spices
carnage
mingled
and perfumes wafted from the furnaces the resurrection of the dead in Christ.
below the arena, because forsooth, the
Ant Ex-Congressman on Crime.
smell ol blood is too much tor theefleminate
Homans, though the shedding of it is so To the Editor of The Graphic:
“The fact that John Hayden, the Binghamagreeable a sight. Finally the scene is
finished, the last survivor, satiated with ton burglar, had just before his murderous atblood, prowls around the arena and is let tempt been pardoned out of the Auburn State
prison for “good behavior,” reflects obliquely
loose from the Coliseum
gates amid on the action of Governor Tilden or the preceshouts of a “Triumph.”
dents which he followed. It seems as if the
Die arena is cleared and its stained State ought to teach a felon by six years of
is
schooling to abstain from murder and burglary
covered
purity
up with a new layer of for
a month or two; and its failure to do so
white powdered stone,
it
look
like
shows
lamentable if not. vital inefficiency in
making
untrodden snow. Ihere is no need of ask- our
penal machinery. Psychological treatises
ing what the next scene is, since we know are in order.” [The Daily Graphic.
who presides over it; murder in
some form
1 cannot furnish you a psychological
will be its leading characteristic. The treatise. I would
not if I could, for they
arena is now last filling with men
armed are useless; but I can give you a practiin every variety ol fashion. These are the cal
suggestion which, if carrred out,
gladiators who are to be arfayed against would diminish crime by
restraining the
one another.
’Tis no mere sport, ’tis real criminal classes. The disease
is bad and
earnest; one of the two antagonists must the remedy severe. I shall have all the
die. Home cannot be satisfied with a mere
sentimentalists, all the humanitarians, all
exhibition of skill; to suit her, death must the weak members of
prison associations
be the grand finale to all the
against me. But I am not after sentiment;
sports.
The word is given, and the contests be- I want results. When will
people undergin, with changing fortune on all sides, stand that the commission of crime is a
lilood Hows like water and men fall one business ?—that those who follow it
with
alter another, unheeded and uncared
lor, a fixed purpose, believiug that it is the
never again to furnish
sport to their Ro- easiest way of earning a living ? Crimiman masters.
Hut there is a small group nals belong to a
class; they are the crimiof gladiators who have as
yet taken no nal class. Those in rarely withdraw, expart in the contests, and upon whom the cept on compulsion. They are known to

lighted

before the courts. Your example, John
Hayden, is no exception. The thief looks
on a trip to Auburn or Sing Siug as a
business man looks on a bad debt, and after
escape returns to his former ways as quickly as possible, lie may net be detected
immediately, he may go on for years before he is again caught, but he is at his
old work all the while. He lives by crime
and attempts no other occupation :
Our
police know all the burglars, pick-pockets, Ac., in our city. A few new additions
come to tlie lists as the old members die
oil', but otherwise there is little change.
When a powerful public man has his
watch stolen they send word around
among the proper class and the watch is
returned; when a tank sale is opened a
dozen men can be named, one of whom is
the guilty party.
Here are the facts. Now let us apply
the remedy, not by “puking and puling”
over them, begging them to be good boys
and hoping they will not be insane very
A man who is innocent may be
olten
convicted of crime once; let us deal with
him gently, accepting only positive proof
and giving him, as lar as possible, opportunity for relorm. An overtempted, hardpressed, still unhardened villain may commit a second crime. He is yet within the
pale of possible recovery. Hut tor the
criminal who is convicted for the third
time let there be no mercy. 1 would hang
him ; but there the sentimentalists are too
strong lor me; they would always acquit
him as insane ; but he can be sent to prisNo matter what his crime,
on for life.
whether highway robbery or picking pockets, the third conviction should end his
public career, (five this class of convicts
a prison to themselves like the Albany
Not a play-house, but a
penitentiary.
place where they shall work and own their
Soon all the hardened vilown support.
lains would be weeded out, millions would
be saved to (lie State treasury, crime and
the suitering caused by crime would diminish, and wo should have fewer cases
like that ol John Hayden.
ltOlil'.KT H. ReOSF.VF.LT.

bers, who, coveting greater possessions,

Around her all the roses
Shake all their velvet leaves;
The summer night's vast sweetness
Bonds down to her, and cleaves,
To hide with dew and darkness
The darker things she grieves.

A

detectives, and reappear again and again

Ml ad Silver Watches,

Centaur

Liniments!

Have you risen from your bed after
yourself nearly suffocated with

a

short

ter in your nose, head, and throat? Have you noticed what a depressing influence it exercises on the
mind, blunting its faculties, besides enervating the

body

How difficult to rid the head of this
testify who are afflicted with Ca-

well'J

as

foul matter all
tarrah.

can

How difficult to

protect the system against
lungs and bronchial

its further progress towards the
tubes, all physicians can testify.

It is

a

terrible dis

To be freed from the

ease, and cries out for relief.

danger of suffocation while lying down; to breathe
freely, sleep soundly and undisturbed; to knowtha*
no poisonous, putrid matter detiles the breath and
undermines the system; to know that the body does
not, through its veins and arteries, carry the poison
sure to

immunity

is but

The

a scar.

Sanford’s Radical Cure
.Must convince them that it possesses great merit*
new and original method of its prepara-

with the disease satisfies the
person that its method uf

tion when studied

mind of any reasonable
cure is the true one.

Sanford

s

Radical Cure
cures

ustantly
Catarrh, from a
stage, together with all its sympathetic diseases.
nt

indisputable fact that the Centaur Liniments are performing cures never before effected by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thiity years’ standing,straightening lingers
It is

joints which had been stiff for six years, taking
from burns, &c.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur
Liniment will be within reach when an accident oc-

and
the

soreness

curs, and will do

good than any amount of

more

money paid for medical attendance. When physicians are called they frequently use this Liniment,
and of

adapted

short time the very worst forms of
Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness across the
Ringing Noises in the Head, and Wake-

IVmph-s,

fulness.

any other form of inhaler.

pleasures

of

Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Sts., Cincinnati, O., say:
“In our neighborhood a number of teamsters are
using the Ceutaur Liuiment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell
as high as tour to five dozen bottles per month to
owners

Founders, which

even

No

owner

inflammation and

soreness

in

local and constitutional remedy. It strengthens
system by internal use, while endeavoring to
throw off the disease, and soothes ami heals the inflamed nasal surfaces by direct application.
a

Sanford's Radical Cure
great and reliable medicine, and when every
remedy is tried and found wanting, this, by
its immediate beneficial effect, passes at once into
favor, which it retains forever afterwards.
a

other

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
I >r. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Brice $1.00.
WEEKS St
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
Boston, General Agents.

HOTTER,

GINGER, after
4w33

Itch) ^bhcrtiscments.
DOMESTIC
SEWINC

MACHINES.
J|
J?/

^ //

Liberal Terms of Ex-

changefor Second-hand

Machines of every des-

cription.
DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS.
The Rest Patterns made. Send 5 c ts. for
Catalogue.

Address DOMESTIC SEWINO MACHINE CO.
A“T1 Wemted. -«.#

NEW YORK.

ASTONISHING!
and

tnevah ahull be overthrown.”
rules in RENNER’S
Fortunes foretold in the ups
and downs of prices for the next twenty years; the
future judged by the past.
What years to make
money on pig-iron, hogs, corn, provisions, cotton,
and when we shall have the next panic, wiiat yeur
hard times will end and business revive again. Every farmer, manufacturer, legitimate trader and
speculator should have this book to know the future
so as to avoid loss and be successful.
Sent to any
name, post prid, for $1. Address SAMUEL BENNER, Bainbridge, lioss County, O.

days,

Future events

prophesied by

I’KOrilETIC BOOK.

at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and
Cl 9 a
Vl£. terms free. TRUE & CO.,
Augusta, Maine.

day

CROnn *or a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma
that ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will
! m,t cure. Sold by Druggists at :t5 cts.
Circular free. Address Du. F. W. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
■

nMMMAAMM No Charge* for obtaining
Patents

unless

UM V Eift lUlvd
TO^K^M?^^^YYDg
Pamphlet free.
Ire mob t

Liniment, which any day may
twenty times its cost.

and

CK f A *90 Per day at home. Samples worth $1
yo IU S>£U free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
ii rjSVCIIOMANCY, OR SOU I. CHARMING.”
How either sex may fascinate and gain tha
X
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
together with a'Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,
Philadelphia.

produce

Religious

Agricultural

WEEKLIES.

SKNH FOR OUR

CATALOGUE

ON THE LIST PLAN>
For information, address
GEO. P. ROWELL <fc CO., 41 Park Row,9
NEW

effective Cathartic and stomach

an

its

unpleasant

as

effective

taste

as

Castok

regulator

On.,

without

G-

STREET,

Second store south of Court House.

FOR

I

O N E

rapidly adopted

nurses

his

Phyremedy, to

which he give the name of CASTORIA.
CASTORIA is as pleasant to take as honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe.
It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
to the most tender infant.
never

be with-

out it.

Prepared ut the Laboratory of .1. It. Rose & Co.,
40 Dey Street, New York.
3mos2.S

ST E A M E It

of

CityCAPTAINRichmond,
C.
KILBY,

Railroad Wharf, Portland
k v e u \

Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,
AT 10

O’CLOCK,

For ltockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Backs
port, Cafltiue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor,
Alt. Desert, Alillbridge, donesport and Machiasport
Returning will leave Alarhiusport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings, except Bucksport, ) arriving in Cortland

night.

same

Will tak<- passengers and

necting with the railroad

at

e*

freight tor Bangor, conBu« ksport.
PATTERSON, Agent.

Belfast anil fastine Line!
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Capt. \V. I*. Faknsw•kth,
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run

until further notice ns follows,
Wednesday, Due. loth :

Leave

Belfast,

on

FOR* THE

CURE

Sanford Wharf,

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

&

Castine

Friday

Touching at Islesboro 'Ryder’s

at 8: 15 A. M.
at 8: :H> A.M
Cove) each way.

It E

This remedy is the result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who had beeu a great sullerer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
ami skill of many physicians without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained ana numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to put it
before tin- public. That it will cure the most sever*
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant
testimony
to show, which may be fonnd in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona tide and from those who have
been benefited bv its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,

From Belfast to Islesboro & Castine
Brooksville

*or sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per
bottle. Liberal discount lo the trade.

Sanford

Belfast, Maine.

PIERCE BROTHERS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
Bangor, Maine.
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or

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

WHEELER & WILSON

Sewing Machine
They are superseding all others in toe market, and
revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade.

are

Competent judges of the various machines agree that
the new Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machines are
superior to all others now in use. Remember they
take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate

of a clattering shuttle, and does away the
of thread and needles so much experienced
in the use of shuttle machines.
And here I wish to state that a great many persons buy a sewing
maching without the knowledge
or construction of
any ami they are afterwards sorry
for it; ami for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be governed
by
what agents, for other machines tell vou that their
machine is the best. The Idea that this or that machine is the best is nothing to do with the true merits of a sewing machine.
Therefore examine the
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company ami then you will be convinced
which is the best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines. They use
any kind
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to
heavy
leather; it Fells, Hems,
Binds,
and makes beautiful Hem Stitching and
Puffing.
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines sold on easy monthly installments. Old
machines taken In part payment for new ones. I
keep on hand needles and attachuents lor all kind of
machines.
1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which r sell
atoOcts. per dozen. Orders for needles tilled !»v
mail when the cash
the order. All
goods warranted to be the best quality, or money
returned.
Call on or address
use

breaking

I V.

MILLER,

Belfast, Me., Box 1S5.

Office Church St., under the Journal Office.

STE AMER IvATAHDI V, Capt. ROIX, will
make cm* trip per week to Boston, leaving Bel
fast, Tuesdays at J o’clock, 1*. M., and Boston Fridays at 1 o’clock, 1*. M.. arriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight taken as usual.
1>. LAXE, Agent.
Jan. 1st lS7(i.

W.

J.

CLARK,

(Successor to N. G. Prescott & Co.)

No. 13, PHENIX ROW.
receiving dally NEW GOODS in all the Fall
styles of the best quality.
A few pairs of tile OLD STOCK left to be almost

Griven

Away.

Freedom Notice.
HEREBY GIVE to

my minor son, Willis II.
the remainder of his time
I Nickerson,
during his
I shall claim

of his earnings, nor pay
any debts of bis contracting after this date.
BENJ. L. NICKERSON.
none

_

Searsport, Feb. 1, 1876.—3w31»

W.

artificial teeth.

This standard article

Commencing; Oct. 25, 1815,
Trains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting direct to Bangor, Dexter, Skowhegan, Farmington,

Lewiston, Danville Junction and Grand Trunk
Railway, and via Eastern and Boston & Maine Rail
roads, arriving in Boston at 1:55p mLeave Belfast 3:30
p. m. connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night. Pullman Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
Portland, June 22, l«7a.
ttal

-A N I)

restores

It

CHARLESTON, SO. CA.
V*Particular attention given to consignments of
and all kinds of EASTERN PROIM » K, and

From 02 cents up.
At 1!. F. WELLS’.

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
CURES

SCRATCHES
OTHER ILLS OF

SORES ON A 1.1.

of

Gentlemen who testify

A.
Israel

Belfast, Me.

Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No
Searsport,
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
44
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Hale & Co., Stage
Props.*, Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of Liv. Stable
Stockton,
AND MANY

44

44

OTHERS.

EMERY SAWYER, Pro’p.
SEARSPORT, ME.

Prepared By

RICHARD H. MOODY.
Druggist and Apothecary
Agent,

glands

PLACE

TO

Rubber

Sheeting!

For Sale at
11. F. WELLS’.

youUilul

its

becomes white ami ch

use

the

restores

vigor, preventing

color.

l)r. A. A.

partition tor its

purpo>es.”

Buckingham's
This

charge

Dye,

elegant preparation may be relied
the color ofthe beard from gray

simile,

Searsport,
(jeorgitowu,

brown

to

blaek,

or

or

at

on

to

O

wash off.

nor

M A.M 1 ACT! KM*

R.

P.

Sold

by

HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

an

a

First-Class Tailoring Establishment

of all kinds. PAI'llU rol l.Alls, in all
all the other better grade of Collars.

A

Francis

WHAT YOl

(AN (i K 1

CHARLES

1870.

.January Term,

Edmund H.

Neulley and Andrew 15. Whitten, Copartners vs. Joseph Clark.
now on suggestion to the Court that
Joseph
Chirk, the Defendant, at the time of service of
the writ, was not an inhabitant of this state, ami
had no tenant, agent, or attorney within the
same,
that his goods or estate have been attached in this action, that he has had no notice of said suit and attach-

VND

ment, it is Okdeh ki>, that notice of the
pendency
of this suit he given to the said
Defendant, by publishing an attested copy oi this Order, together with
ail abstract of the Plaint ills’ writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed at Belfast, in tlie County of Waldo, the last
publication to be not less than thirty davs before the
next term of this Court, to he hidden at
Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the third
luesday ot April, 1870, that said Defendant may
then and there appear, and answer to said su
t, if
he shall see cause.
Attest: W. G. FRV E, Clerk.

(Abstract of rtf. Writ;)
Action of

assumpsit

on

a

promissory

Dissolution of

Co-Partnership J

firm of A. P. Mansfield & Co. is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
A. P. MANSFIELD,
N. MANSFIELD.
Belfast, Jan. 25, 1870.

THE

The business will be continued by A. P. MANSFI ELD, under the undersigned firm name, and whoto buy groceries cheap for cash will do
well to call on him as it is his intention to sell goods
to cash customers at a liberal discount from regular
CALL AND SEE!
prices.
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO.,
Foot of Main St.

ever wants

Co-Partnership

Notice.

firm of Geo. W. llurkett &
dissolved by mutual consent.
GEO. W.

THE

Co. is this day

BURKETT,

WM. BURKETT.

Belfast,

Jan.

1st, 1870.

indebted to the late firm will make im
mediate settlement.
J

of

Searsport.

A\ I

taken the \gemy of the Bki.i \st M \kiu.i W<>uks, dark & Eeruald
Proprietors. Per
"'ns
wishing t<» pur« iase Murhlc Work of any de>eri| tion -an do ><> ,,i me as cheap us tljev can buy
any where in this State.
A. T. Ql'IMBY.
tfll
Searsport,Sept, In, 1875.

rll

lOK 1T V K

HOLLARS.

FRANCIS ADAMS

a letter to the
(Juincy Mass.,) Patriot, that
three-tVairths of the books in brisk deiuaiul at the
He
libraries
are
public
“vapid ami sensational."
thinks that parents on^ht to amide the children's
taste in the choice of reading men than they do.
I he Newark Advertiser, in

TRENCHANT

EDITORIAL

Oil this subject, says
A worse literature than that
which is spread before the children of this country
it would hardly be possible for the mind of man to
conceive or his hand to execute. It is even worse
than an open advocacy of vice and intemperance,for
that would carry its own antidote, while what we
have excites, stimulates and debuses the intellect,
untits it lor healthy food, tills the imagination with
gaudy and distorted pictures of life, audde\clops the
passions at an age when they should be most under
control. How much ot the low moral tone of socie
ty is due to these Satanic issues of the press we do
not know ; but, as a river can nowhere be so effectually poisoned as at its source, so we have a right to
believe that the millions of these papers, devoured
by curious and eager children, must influence to a
large extent the drift of those whose plastic minds
come under their influence.”
The writer adds: “It may be somewhat unnecessary to state that we have no reference in the above to
those monthly magazines for children, which are as
healthful as they are beautiful. If all editors were
as able,
truthful and devoted as Mrs. Mary Mapes
Dodge (who edits St. Nicholas -, theie would be
to
nothing
complain of.” file New York Tributesays: “In

M ill most positively cure any cast* of rheumatism
rheumatic gout, no matter how long standing, on
tlie face of the earth. Being an inward application
if does the work quickly, thoroughly and pennant nt
lv, leaving the system strong and' healthy. Write
to any prominent person in Washington Vitv, and
you w 11 learn that tin above statement is true in
or

everv

particular.

CONDENSED cl K I I I D VI ES.
N a nus \l Him.i
Washington, D. C., Dec. 2, 1874.
Messrs Ilelphenstine & Bentley
<:'Mit1 very cheerfully state that T used Dur
ang's Rheumatic Remedy with decided benefit.
V IE STEPHENS.
Member of Congress, of (la.
Pltl.SI I»I\T| V I 51 \NsltiX,
Washington, 1). C., April 23, 1875.
Messrs Ilelphenstine St Bentley
'ient.s : For the past se> en \« ars mv wife has been
a great sufferer from rheumaiism, her
doctors tail
ing to give her relief, she used three bottles Durang’s
Rhemnati: Remedy, and u permanent cure whs the
result.
WM. II. CROOK,
“Executive Clerk to President (irant.”
Washington, D. ( March 3d,
In the space of twelve hours mv rheumatism was
gone, having taken three doses of I Mining’s Rheu
matic Remedy. My brother, .1. B. Cessna, of Bed
ford, l*a., w as cured by a similar amount.
JOHN CESSNA,
eiuber of ( ongress of Pa.
Price, one dollar a bottle, or 'i\ bottles for five
dollars. Ask your druggist fur Durang's Rheumatic
Remedy, manufactured bv
HKI.PHENSi INI Sc BENTLEY,
Druggists ami ( In-mists,
Washington, D. C.
For Sale by DKEHt 1 IS TS EY ERY W H ERE.
Sold by \\ llol.E>.\EE DID (.KiESTS in Boston,
Mass.
3ruosl3
.,

AVALANCHE

note for

note.
Also, on account annexed, dated Nov. 0, 1874, for
51 lbs. cheese, ami interest on same, $8.05.
Writ returnable to January Term, 1870, ad damnum $100.
1). S. Flanders, Pills’ Atty, Monroe, Me.
A true Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
of the Writ.
3w32
Attest: W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

People

Says, in

THE

$311.84, dated January 28, 1874, signed bv said Defendant, and payable thirty days alter date to the
order of E. H. Nealley & Whitten, the l’ltl's. at their
store. Demand of payment alleged at maturity of

*,, ''rtiumi.

L. D. M. SWEAT. IT. dent.
A. W. COOMBS. M-crotarv*
tt,yT "f circular- *-r information addre-s
A. \\
H »
COOMBS. secretary, Portland.

.7

Adams.

ami Mt \r.iai«»t.i)i:us :

OPINION.

CLERGYMAN S

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing your goods.
There you will
had (iefkeral HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOW LS I PRICES. Don't
forget
the place, ANi. IKE’S, No. 1 Phenix How.
April 20 1875.
tl42

Exchange Street.

t'ti:F.< T**i:-

LORD.

of Chas

Maine,

I'uuoV aud

John Mu-ssey,
II. J Libby,
F. K. >vvan,
Jacob Mel.ellan,
William Ioiuhl, Phillip II. Brown,
;
William (.. I lav is, \\ illiam llaniim.!i*l, ;
W. II. Anderson, Frank Noyes
L. l». M. Sweat,
A. W. Toombs,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegtin.
Anson P Morrill, Ihadtield,
Joseph Dane, K* mu bunk.

sizes, and

A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL.

AT

JudiciaH ’ourt,

97

To the

Opinion

I *gi-luture of

Safe Keeping of Valuables

*

L.

of the
ls?f>.

PORTLAND.

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are bring
manulactured to order by first-class workmen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
11
I Nin attended to in all its brunches hv m>
VU TT
I
II1U
self. I have also a tine assortment of

H.

act

and the Bf.xt m. of S vi i:s in its Fun:
Bt'i:«.i.\i:-Pi:<*«»i V vt
t-!

assortment of

grades, usually found in

an

t *n: Tin:

all

good

by

P.V

At IS. F. WELLS’.

ss.—Supreme

■

WOOLEN GOODS!

MOTTOES

A i.no

“Mr. IT H Ei.i.v inis mail for me over l UlBTV
applications for Patents, having he* n succes-ful in
almost every case. Mich unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part b uds metorecommend
At I. inventors to apply to him t-- procure their
pa
Tuts, as they may be -ure of having the most faithlul attention bestowed upon their cases, and at
very
reasonable chargeJOHN I AddAK I ."
Boston. Jan l l>7d.
lyr”7.

which will neither rub

READING FOR CHILDREN.

W

tious iu a form to secure torthem an « arlv and favor
able con-id* ration at th*- Patent Office.
FL>Ml Nl) BCBK F, lute 'oin’s’r of Patents.”

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,

For Christmas.

GALL

In -iiation in assuring inventors that

Chartered

P.

SEE!

no

they cannot empiov a man m-r. .my tent and trust
irort/iy and more capable f putting their upplicu

discretion.

FURNISHING GOODS
AND

I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
-uccesst'ul practitioners with vv horn l have had of
( IIAUI.I-.n MASON,
ticial intercourse.
< "m's’r of Patents.”

easily applied, being in one preparation, and
quickly ami effectually produces a permanent color

YOUR

!

St..opposite Kilby St..Boston

extensive

It is

S. t

Christmas Goods

an

any other

CALL and SEE
BUY

OF PATENTS
Trade Marks or Designs,

pract ice of upwards of !H)
Ljl ears.continue* to secure Patents in tin Tinted
States also in <4 rent Britain, Frame, ami other for
eign countries. • aveats, Specifications, Assign
to' ot.-, ami all paper- for Patents executed on reason
able terms, wit h
patch. Bese a relies made to <b
termine tin- vaiidit v and utility ot Patents of Inven
tion-, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matter- touching the same. Copies of the claims ot
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
signments recorded ill \\ ashington.
A'o Agency in tin l 'nit<d States possesses superior
faciiitos /'■</• ofdaining l'utintsor ascertaining the.
jiohnt ability >>f inn id mils.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, untie re saved inventors.

“I have

ell' dual,

Hayes, State Assurer of M i"achn-« tts
“1 consider it t'n !•< st

says of it

l’ATKNTS

TESTIMONIALS.

desirable.

or

FoltEK N

II. EDDY

an.

capillary
baldness,

so

A M)

R

strong.

dressing nothing has been found

a

of all

L

laded hair toils

the hair grow thick and

As

THE

as

eruptions, itching and dandruff;

to their normal

making

and

Me.

Belfast, Me

WHITE

or

all

l»y its tonic properties it

KKFKKS TO :-

•«

44

gray

scalp by

and the

obtained for Vessels.

.State of Maine.

Patterns!

as

H.\\

IS

compounded with the

wonderful and *:iti>factorv

are

removes

undesirable

Commission Merchant!
Freights

is

Bowery. S«*w Y'orl*;
Post Office Box, -4-&MO

<

eves.

A

names

A M I:KH AN

ATEB

FOR THE WHISKERS.

SKIP BROKER

For Christmas.

extraordinary merits:
Hayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,

Ii3
l\,-4l

For Inventions.

care.

or

GEO. R. CONGDON,

Maine Central Railroad.

JMrWitness the

Zi/i'J

No. 76 State

RENEWER.
greatest

How Lost, How Restored!

SOLICITOR

Agent.

TUTTLE,

HAIR

From 2 cts. to 00 cts.

AND

C.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

intended

tHd

bottle large bottles much the

a

.Just published, a new edition of Hr.
<ulv<*rM*dl » 1 tdHtraKMl !!*•
way on the radical cure Without
medicine- of Si*Kkmat<*KKlt»ka or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Miuiual Losses,
iMren.M v, Mental and Physical Incapacity, liu
pediments to Marriage, etc.; also, Cun- mpiio.n,
Eiiu l’sv and Ft r>, induced by self indulgence or
sexual extrav agance, \e.
Hn Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
'I he celebrated author, in this admirable
Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years* successful
practice, that the alarming coii.-equenees of selfabuse may be radically cured without tile daugerouuse of internal medicine or the application ot me
knife; pointing out a mode •>( cure at once dimple,
and effectual, by means of which every sufferer, no
matter what hi* condition may be, may cure hiimu-lt
cheaply, privately, and radically.
tin This Lecture -hould be in the hands of every
youth ami every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ml
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two post
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,

by

HALL’S

.\>

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and insert in

TIIE

to its

RUBBERS!

For Sale in Belfast

DENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered much les» painful
and tedious than by the obi methods.
1 eelh inserte<i in Rubber or ( elluloid Rase, as
por>ous prefer.
Hi* has the country right for the use of

Cor. Main & High Sts.

SHOES, DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

-AX l)-

minority.

dialing

CALL

AND

MR.

of
l)r. Moon*, conn r of Church and
Spring St roots. Has all tin- lat.-r
unprowu instruments tor operating upon F etli in

Steamship Company,

HORSE-FLESH!

BOOTS,

Ufl I ALUUUtO

It

Successor to Dr. C. MOORF.
May still b«- found at tin old Maud

$1

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

rented until rent pays fur the organ.
PATH OPII CO and Circulars, with full parin'
u<M \
NA
ulars, free A
HAMI.TN OROAX CO., 151 Treimmt. Stmt. l’.USTON 2.5 Union Square, NEW YuRK ; or bU xi b2
Adams St., CHICAGO.

S

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

Win. McHiivery,
| ('apt.
Mess. Congdon, Hazara & (V,
Return, 75c.
4\v20eo\v
$1.00

FKEKIIIT TAKEN AT FA 1 K RATES!!!
Wm. Wasson, Agt., Brooksville; Hooper &. Shepherd, Agts., Castine; B» nj. Ryder, Agt., Islesboro;
Howard Couant, Agt., Belfast.
Belfast. Dec. H. 1S75.

11'2>

wrapper.

♦>0 cts. And
cheaper.

or

Late from

FARE FOR THE KOI XI) TRIP

Braids,Cords,Tucks,

accompanies

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
EASY PAYMENTS.
payments;

quisite combination of these instruments.

From Castine & Islesboro.Monday & Thursday, $1.00
For the Round Trip from Brooksville,
$1. .'5

Slipper

iLtO

ever
made.
N»vv
meats
Solo anti Com blnation Slop*.
Superb
Etugere and other i um*n »>i new detii^n*.

0 1

It.' effects

Machines

Sewing

Surgeon.

CTYI CO With most important impro ve-

il t If

HOMER,

DENTISTRY!

-:

-F A

lllwlol
yr\if

di;kn, will receive his
vi. Attkntion.
Ki.Kt tuuiTV used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
#4TU'* will Visit Patikxts at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Di-tick Hums—From 10 A. M. until 1 I*. M.
From
1*. M. until 5 l\ M., and from 7 1* M. until
M.
ti'W

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

OF

I

11.—l.'AT.VlilLIl, Si lilllt'.W. ami (.'tlllllN 10 Ills.
masks, witli those peculiar to WOMAN and t un.

and after

FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE.
On Mondays and Thursdays.
at ** o’clock I*. M.
• hi
at y o’clock A. M.
Wednesdays and Saturday's,
May lay until 10 o’clock for Boston Boat.

®

ALYl AlO

Ticker.

Office, 58 Main St., over store of
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

PIONEER,

P

X

anil

Awarded

UlvLl

and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 'J to 12 A. M.,and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon,
John H. Quimky, Trea.s*.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
Belfast, June 8th lts74.
tf

MORRISON’S

®
►S

College,

j

any other*.

Boston.

p

the

t

and excellence

nil I V American Organs ever awarded any medal
in Europe, or which present such extruordinary excellence as to command a wide sale there.
highest premium* at Indu*l|\jy tyo awarded
trial Expositions, in A merieu ns well u*
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not Ir-.ui >ix m
all where any other organs have been preferred.
nrOT Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both
Oho hemispheres, to be unrivaled. See
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
than One Thousand (sent free).
& Hamlin. Do not
IJdOIOT on having a Mason
take any other. Dealers yet larof.u commissions f'>r selling inferior organs, and for this
reason often try very hard to sell something else.

Savings Bank.

DR. JOHN

CYRUS

a

B. F.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it lias received.
None genuine unless signed *‘l. B CITS’* on the

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

Hotel.

Ticker.

Wist Alt’s Batsam of Wii.i> Chkkkv, which do«s
not dry up a cough and leave the cause jn-hiud, as is
the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses
the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the
cause of the complaint.

DIPLOMA OF HOHOR -» MaDM:

first

\V E K K I

P !■: U

7W¥&\

SETH W. F<>W LE & SON’S, Proprietors, Boston*
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
lyeowJy

deposits, placing the same on interest on the
days of .June, .July, August and September, and
December, .January, February and .March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of .June

NOTICE.

THE

T 11 I P

'^y

Hhoepiiic

oiag li. 11 Oktriracii
i ona|»l*lul,
Liter
V'ain« or Korfufit
in the ( lieat or Mdo,
n g
at the
II I e e <1
l.iinso and every affec
tion ot the thhoat,
l.i'M.' and < HKST, are
speedily and permanent
ly cured by the use of Uu.

ISXON APPROACHED
UNEQUALED
by
c&{>acity

in

nAYK
ceive

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

tf!5

STUDENTS
FOR INJHL si ruction in Book-keeping, Penmanship, Mu.
1 hematics, Languages u*d all the collateral studies
pertaining to a complete Business Education. $85
pays Board, Tuition, and Stationery 12 weeks. Life
membership, $35. Students enter any time. Address for catalogue giving terms without hoard.
Lewiston Business College, Lewiston, Me. 3m32

HAVE FITTED FI* a Carriage Shop in the
rear of the old Treadwell & Mansfield stand,
where I am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
New work made to order.
and Sleigh repairing
ttVl
H
W. TRUNDY.

(

CAB NET ORGANS.

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re

ARRANGEMENT!

Will LEAVE

reputation of his experiment extended.

DAMON.

Ne w Carriage Shop

\MEWUITrfj“rERAT?

MASON & HAMLIN

-o-

CLARK,

CHURCH

recoil.

or

G.

r o u ir Im € o I d •
Bronchi!**. ••re
Throat. Inttuvua*,

Vt.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

Physician

YORK.

Lewiston Business
ADMITS

W.

Is

HALF-PRICE

J. 1)

1)0 V T Folio ET THE PLACE !

sickness.

which would he

ADVERTISING IN

and

J.

per-

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Oysters!

CASTORIA.

use

PER

H

Providence, River

WINTER

Castoria will assimilate the food, expel worms,
and correct all those things. For twenty years Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to pro-

successful.

C. A.Snxw,
Street, Boston.

American

Belfast

J. B. Rose & Co.,
St., New York.

WEEK GUARANTEED to
M
M Agents, Mule ami Female,in their
m
M own locality. Terms and Outfit
M m free. Address P. G. VICKERY &
CO., Augusta, Maine.

m

Oranges!

AI.SO NICK

-It K T T R N INC-

the

~'k

SALOON!

A MCE Lor OF

Messina

as

We are prepared to do SHIP and
HOUSE
PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sullicient guaranty that woik entrusted to u>
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Worics** High
Street.
JOHN H. I’OOR.
Belfast. March is, 1875. tf MATT WELSH.

THE

TEMPERANCE

tricks

PAINTERS!

IIiii'.h'

specialty.

Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach and undigested food make children cross,

over-

Sanford's Radical Cure

tf^Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA
exposure to cold, wet weather.

a

JUST RECEIVED!

9"

powerful purifying agent

I

Smoked, Dry,

Salt and Fresh Fish.

£#*Nice Oysters and < Hams

tying

POOR & WELSH

complete stork of

a

a

Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health,

mu-

coming tin* poisonous action of the rotten matter
that has, during sleep, dropped into the throat und
mingled with the contents of the stomach, to be ub
sorbed into the system.

;

afford to be without

can

CASTORIA.

Sanford's Radical Cure
u

keep

L'N l’i!, FURTHER

stitution.

fifil 11

animal

40 Dey

to these inflamed surfaces.

Thus becomes

In all in branches at the old stand of Trcadwell A: Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at
short notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly attended to. All work warranted to give satis-

SUI GENERIS.
PALMAM^QU

PERKINS,
Rutland,

0.

111150

STREET

Laboratory of

internally, where, by its action on the
blood in eliminating from the system the acul poison
always present in Catarrh, it a fleets the whole con.

Tragedy!

an

ami

G.

(Next door to Gray & Patterson’s,)
Where he will

little less than marvels.

are

©
u

of the

31 tf

BROS.’

A lull explanation of the rope
formed by them, for 25 cents.

MARKET,

Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the

the
membrane of the nasal passages.
soothing, healing, and grateful preparation

lit,,
forty

cures

bottle of Centaur

1- also taken

I

of

prove worth

Sanford's Radical Cure

Is

describing

Sprains, Kicks, Gulls, Poll-Evil, Big-Head,

It is

applied

j

HIGH

of horses and mules.”

We have volumes of testimonials
of

full breath.

a

BL ACKSMI'T KING!

POST OFFICE.

-ON-

ot

Messrs. J. McClure &

Sanford's Radical Cure
Allays pain,

Is

severe cases

a

the first time the

The schooner MAKTII A SAKiiKNT,
about HO tons register, sails ami rigging
in good condition. She is well adapted
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a
good sailer. Apply to
ll. LAIShf bearsport.

Rope Tricks.

a new

FISH AND OYSTER

Front

single application the hard, encrusted
matter from the nose, opens up the nasal passages,
allows the sufferer to breathe freely and enjoy for

ever

muscles and flesh of the

Its effects upon

Pro Bono Publico.

Sanford's Radical Cure

most

tough skin,

the

Try CAS 10RIA once, and you will

Cleanses the nasal passages in a single application
with the admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
package free of charge, and is more serviceable than

cous

to

j absolutely harmless

Sanford's Radical Cure

Canaries.

EDDY

the citizens of Belfast and vicin-

announce to

—AT

little, less than marvellous.

The

a

Removes bv

Would

ity that he has opened

charge several prices ior it.

course

B .CKNELL.

&

WALES

cases.

faction.

For Sale !

and Rored to shoot

A Fl-;\y MUKK IIAIM'/ MOCNTAIX CANA
il HI l-.S un hand,and selliug rapidly at $J.50 t-acll.

MR. F. W. COLLINS

an

sicians and

Sanford's Radical Cure
Relieves in

all

Croup,

ferer from Rheumatism. She has tried many physicians and many remedies.
The only thing which
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment. I am re*
*
*
joiced to say this has cured her.
W. If. RING, Postmaster.”

duce

every form
permanently
simple head cold to the ulcerative

relieves and

I

wants of those requiring work in their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Tainting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarranteeing satisfaction in

thousand similar

and mothers have rest, if they will

while the

their business, carriage painting and trimming, to
the shops over Damon’s, in rear
'of tlie American House, anil
would invite their old inends and patrons to call
this
popular old stand, where they
upon them at
rmiv he found at all times ready to attend to the
Have removed

Belfast, July 2b, 1875.—tf4

STREET.

tno

a

ject of all afflicted.
remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
They become incredulous. With such the long arrav of testimonials from our best citizens, physicians,
and druggists in favor of

MAIN

if

German

of a

a

a blessiug. To purfate should be the obHut those who have tried many

from such

Oyster Market!;

46

Biclcnell

Wales

quire

Sewing-Machine

to

Repaired

oc-

rooms ana Kitchen above, oesiues
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. In
H. SIMPLON.
of

H. M. THURLOW,

following
sample
testimonials :
Dec.
“Antioch, III.,
1, 1874.
My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible suf-

without

destroy, is indeed

that is
chase

close.
No.
Jan. 1st,

coinplaiuts the Ceutaur Liniment
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
the poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds

are

to

1st E W

j-hot Guns

Street,

Carriage Making. Painting, and
Blacksmithing.
REMOVAL.!

kitchen; four

Machine Attachments,

Repairing,

Union

on

cupied by T. .1. Furrow. It is
new, with good cellar, well of water,

quarter acre of land. The house is
*24x20, two stories, Kll one and a half
stories ; three large rooms below and

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OK

Sewing

rr^HK house

READ,

T.

♦♦♦Particular attention given

Fish li

House for Sale,

MAGHZ1TZST!

The most of these

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,
sleep

G-.

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is particularly adapted to all cases ot Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wound*, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Toothache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc.
The

animal creation.

Catarrhal mat-

KNIVES.

and full stock all selling at greatly reduced prices at

large

winch bears .to to 40 bushels apples yearly, all ot
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
For sale by
Monroe Village, Waldo Countv. Me.
TIMOTHY MAYO.
il'tJ
Monroe, Feb. 3, ItCU.

Belfast, Me,

limDO BLOCK,

Vim.IKS. BOWS and STRINGS,
A

A

Boyle.

E. K.

^irAll business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

SCISSORS & SHEARS,

tal condition.

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

find

POCKET

one and a quarter story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small burn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard

at Law!

Attorney

Spectacles and Eye Glasses

nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will alleviate
any pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle derangements. We do .'not pretend that they will
mend abroken leg or o&terminate boils, but even in
such cases they w ill reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Temperance is as necessary to a proper physical, as men
So

House for Sale.

WALLACE,

GEO. E.

CLOCKS!

CLOCKS1

formerly occupied by

Office

Jewelry & Fancy Goods
CLOCKS!

JOHNSON,

E.

at Law!
Attorney
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Coin Silver and Plated Ware,

is

READER,

G.

IMMORAL LIT-

OF

ERATURE
threatens the children, some strong, vitally
wholesome, and really attractive magu/im- is requirhas reached a high
ed for them, and St. Xiciioi.
That

resources

and commands for this service witter
in art and letters, than any of its prede-

cessors or

contemporaries.”

er

platform,
A

CLERGYMAN S

OPINION.

Rev. <\ S. Re mi in sox, l>. 1»., ininn article- in the*
Sunelay School Timers, on tin* suhje*ct, says of St.
Nicholas, Scrihnkk’s Ii.listkateh Mac a/ink
“A cleaner, purer, more
lor (jiRi.s and Bovs:
trustworthy periodical for children canned he- name-el.
It is on the side of all that is true and good, from beginning to end.”
In order to
this magazine w ithin the* reach of
all, the- publishers oiler to se-nd the H numbers
(Nov., 75, to Dec., 7f>) for $3.00.
< >r, for $5.00,
they will send the* twelve* numbers,
beginning with Nov., 75, and cither of the bound
volumes of St. Nicholas tor 71 or 75, the* full
price of which is $7.00. Or for $8.00 they will send
St. Nicholas as above, and both the-bound volumes, the full price of which is $11.00.
Kaeh of the volumes is complete in itself; they arc
by all oelels not only the- best, but the handsomest
girt hooks for children ever issued.
The volumes contain more than 1,500 octavo pages,
with nearly 1.000 illustrations; they have five spleneliel serial stories, besides shorter stories, historical
and biographical papers, poems, sketches, rhymes,
jingles, riddles, etc.; more than equal in contents to
”0 volumes of ordinary children’s books of 0,000 book
pages costing $30.00!!

place

Two specimep numbers, with Prospectus for 1870,
sent, postage paid, on receipt of Twenty-five Cents.

SCRIBNER & CO.,

All person

4w30

743

Broadway, New York.

Musical Notice.
ABBIE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and ( ab
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. Fur

MISS

terms inquire at 143 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tf2l

LARGE ASSORTMENT
—OF—

CHRISTMAS GOODS
TO BE FOUND AT

MOODY'S
Cor. Main and HiKh St*.

